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September 16
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September 25
October 7
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Monday
Saturday

November 13
November 22

Monday
Wednesday

November 27
December 20

Monday
Wednesday

December 20
January 3
January 22-26
January 26

Wednesday
Wednesday

February 3

Saturday

February 5
February 12
March 1

Monday
Monday
Friday

April 1
April 15-20
May 10

Monday

May
May
May
May

Sunday
Monday

Friday

8:00a.m.

Registration (Saturday and Evening classes will register and late
Registration).
8:00a.m. Classes begin.
Last day to enter a course.
Last day on which a course may
be dropped without a grade.
10.:00 a.m. Mid-semester reports to Registrar.
12:30 p.m. School closes for Thanksgiving
holiday.
8:00a.m. Class work resumes.
Last day to drop a class with WP
or WF
5:00p.m. Christmas holiday begins.
8:00a.m. Class work resumes.
Final examinations.
5:00p.m. Close of first semester.

SECOND SEMESTER

26
27
28-31
31

Friday

Friday

8:00 a.m.

Registration. (Saturday and Evening classes will register).
8:00 a.m. Classes begin.
Last day to enter a class.
Last day on which a course may
be dropped without a grade.
10:00 a.m. Mid-semester reports to Registrar.
Soring Vacation.
4:30 p.m. Thesis and comprehensive deadline.
2:30 p.m. Baccalaureate Service.
10:00 a.m. Commencement.
Final examinations.
5:00 p.m. Close of second semester.

SUMMER SCHOOL-1968

June 10
June 11
June 11

M-ondlliy
Tuesday
Tuesday

June 17
July 18

Monday
Tuesday

August 1
August 2

Thursday
Friday

8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.

Summer school registration.
Classes begin.
Last day to register for a full
load.
Last day to enter a course.
4:30p.m. Thesis and comprehensive deadline.
7:30p.m. Commencement.
5:00p.m. Close of summer school.
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EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

...

Dedicated to Serving Kentucky Since 1906

INTRODUCTION
Eastern Kentucky University is a coeducational public institution of higher education offering general and liberal arts programs, pre-professional, and professional training in education
and various other fields at both the undergraduate and graduate
levels. Located in Richmond, Madison County, Kentucky, Eastern
has a distinguished record of more than six decades of educational
service to the Commonwealth. The institution is recognized as one
of the nation's leading producers of teachers with over seventyfive per cent of its 15,000 graduates having entered the teaching
profession.
Richmond is on the main line of the L & N Railroad, 112 miles
south of Cincinnati, Ohio. Situated twenty-six miles southeast of
Lexington, Kentucky, Richmond is conveniently reached by automobile over Interstate 75 from Northern Kentucky and Cincinnati
to the North and over U. S. Route 25 (Dixie Highway) from Southeastern Kentucky. Richmond is also served by U. S. Route 227
and Kentucky Route 52. Combinations of major highways in the
state with these highways make Richmond easily accessible from
Eastern and Northeastern Kentucky as well as the Bluegrass and
Central Kentucky areas and the Metropolitan area of Louisville.
Completion of Interstate Highways, I-64 (East-West) and I-75
(North-South), and the Eastern Kentucky Turnpike, will provide
even greater convenience in automobile travel to Richmond, since
the city is located near the convergence of these three arterial
highways.
Richmond, the county seat of Madison County, is an expanding
community of approximately 13,000 population. Served by fine
churches representing most Christian faiths, the community provides an excellent environment for the University student.
In and around Richmond are many areas of historic and scenic
interest. Boonesborough State Park, birthplace of Kentucky, is
located twelve miles to the North. Many other historical places are
within easy driving distance. Scenic and recreational areas surround this section of the state.
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IDSTORY
The· General Assembly of 1906 enacted legislation establishing
the Eastern Kentucky State Normal School. Governor J. C. W.
Beckham signed the bill into law on March 21, 1906, and on May
7 of that year, the Normal School Commission, meeting in Louisville, selected the campus .of old Central University in Richmond,
Kentucky, as the site of the new school. On June 2, 1906, Ruric
Nevel Roark was chosen President of the Normal school and the
training of teachers was initiated.
In 1922, Eastern became a four-year institution known as the
Eastern Kentucky State Normal School and Teachers C-ollege.
The first degrees were awarded by this institution in 1925. In 1928,
the College was accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools. In 1930, the General Assembly renamed
the school as the Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College.
In 1935·, a graduate program was approved at Eastern, leading
to the Master of Arts in Education. In 1948, the General Assembly
removed the word "Teachers" from the name of the College and
granted the College the right to award non-professional degrees.
The most significant day since its founding came for Eastern
February 26, 1966, when Governor Edward T. Breathitt signed into
law a bill renaming the institution Eastern Kentucky University
and sanctioning the awarding of graduate degrees in academic
fields other than education.
During this period of time, Eastern Kentucky University has
increased rapidly in size and stature. Beginning with a few students engaged in short review and certificate courses, the University today serves thousands of Kentucky's young men and
women by offering a curriculum leading to the Bachelor of Arts,
or Bachelor of Science degree in teacher education, or in general
or professional areas, and an expanding graduate program that
presently offers new degrees at the Master's level in English, History, BioLogy, Business Education, Music Education and Guidance
and Counseling for non-school personnel, as well as the already
well-established Master of Arts degree in Education and the various
fifth- and sixth-year leadership programs in education. The newest
programs, in clinical and school p sychology, leading to the Master
of Science degree will be activated during the academic year,
1968-69. In addition to these programs, Eastern .offers for the first
time a joint doctoral program with the University of Kentucky
leading toward the Ed.D. degree in education.
Ever-mindful of the purpose of its founding, Eastern continues
to recognize its historic function of preparing quality teachers
for the elementary and secondary schools of the Commonwealth
However, a strong liberal arts curriculum leading to appropriate
degrees, together with pre-professional courses in several areas
and other graduate programs, enable Eastern to serve the
Commonwealth as a general university.

Th e University
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PURPOSE
The purpose of Eastern Kentucky University is to provide for
its students those intellectual and cultural pursuits which will
develop in them habits of scholarship and intellectual curiosity;
which will provide for them a deep understanding of American
democracy and their role in maintaining its strength and vitality;
which will imbue them with an understanding of man a nd his
aspirations; and which will enable them to communicate effectively
and efficiently.
Within this general purpose, the University has three more
specific purposes: (1) to provide instruction in the arts and sciences,
in business, in professional education, and in technological subjects; (2) to provide service to the community and region through
the faculty serving as consultants in their fields of specialization
and engaging in research dealing with problems of our society,
and (3) to engage in research to advance knowledge in the subject
matter areas with which the various colleges of the University
are concerned.
These purposes of the University are accomplished through the
Central University College, College of Arts and Sciences, College
of Business, College of Education, College of Applied Arts and
Technology, and the Graduate School.

THE CAMPUS
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

The major purposes of graduate study at Eastern Kentucky University are delineated below :
Preparation of teachers and school leaders for greater service
through the extension of those fields of study which result in improved classroom instruction, informed administration, and human
understanding.
Provision of the initial stage of graduate study for those who
seek advanced graduate degrees.
Providing advanced study for personnel in industry and government in biology, English, history, business, and technology.
Qualification of persons for creative leadership in a complex
economic order through the enlargement of their knowledge, managerial acumen, and perspective.
Provision of opportunities for music students to pursue advanced
study.
Training students to man service agencies as counselors and
psychologists.
Advanced study is increasingly rewarding to students who
delimit their own objectives with precision and broad understand-
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ing and pursue them toward the end of self-enhancement and
societal improvement.
The Eastern main campus embraces approximately 325 acres of
gently-rolling bluegrass slopes, and is further enhanced by the
thoughtful selection and placement of trees and shrubs.
The various academic buildings, dormitories, and other facilities, reflecting several styles of design, are centered around a
replica of an ancient Greek ampitheater which seats 2,500 persons.
Special emphasis in beauty and usefulness has been placed
upon the academic heart of the University found in the complex
of the John Grant Crabbe Library, the University Building, and
the Bert Combs Building. Following are brief descriptions of the
major buildings and facilities of Eastern Kentucky University.

ACADEMIC BUILDINGS
ALUMNI COLISEUM
The Alumni Coliseum houses facilities for physical education,
general college classrooms and a basketball playing arena. The
physical education facilities include auxiliary gymnasiums, special
purpose rooms, locker and shower spaces and both indoor and
outdoor swimming pools. Classrooms are included for general
university use. Spectator seating will accommodate approximately
6,500 persons for basketball games and approximately 7,500 persons
for convocations, lectures, and similar events. The building provides office space for Physical Education faculty, Department of
Athletics staff and R.O.T.C. staff.
BERT COMB S BUILDING
The Bert Combs Building was named to honor a former governor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Completed in 1964, the
building houses the Colleges of Business and Education, and the
Departments of English, Speech and Drama and Political Science.
The four-story building is completely air-conditioned and provides
teaching stations for 2,200 students. It contains two large lecture
rooms and provides offices for members of the faculties of these
departments. Of striking design, the exterior of the building is
faced with cut limestone and provides a unified concept in the
heart of the academic campus.
CAMMACK BUILDING
The J ames W. Cammack Building was named to honor an
appointee to the first Board of Regents of the University in 1906. In
the summer of 1961, this building was completely renovated and
is currently used to house the Art Department, Foreign Language
Department, and other departments of the University. The exhibit
room of the Art Department is located on the first floor and a
modern, well-equipped language laboratory on the second floor is
used by the Foreign Language Department.

The University
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COATES ADMINISTRATION BUU,DING
The Thomas Jackson Coates Administration Building wa~
named in honor of Eastern's third president. The offices of the
President, Vice President f.or Academic Affairs. Dean of Admissions
and Registrar, Dean of Public Affairs, Dean of Business Affairs,
and other administrative personnel are located in this building.
The building contains the Hiram Brock Auditorium which has a
seating capacity of 1,700. The auditorium has a stage 40 feet by
30 feet, equipped with adequate curtains and drops, and a modern
motion picture projection room. In 1965 a thorough renovation
of this facility was completed. In this renovation the building
was completely air-conditioned and refurbished, a 40-rank Holtkamp pipe organ was installed in the Brock Auditorium.
CRABBE LffiRARY
The John Grant Crabbe Library, named to honor Eastern's
second president, occupies a central and convenient position on
the campus. A major reconstruction of this facility last year enlarged the library to 148,000 square feet of floor space. The design
provides diversified stacks with adjacent study areas. Individual
study carrels are located throughout the building. Fully air-conditioned, the library provides seating space for approximately 3,000
students simultaneously and currently houses 190,000 volumes.
It is designed ultimately to house a half million volumes.
DONOVAN BUU,DING
The Donovan Building, named to honor the late Dr. Herman
Lee Donovan, fourth president of Eastern Kentucky University and
President Emeritus of the University of Kentucky, was first occupied in September of 1961. This building consists of several
units housing the laboratory school of E astern Kentucky University, and pr.ovides college classrooms. The facility is complete
in all respects, utilizing modern concepts in design and equipment.
Facilities are included for the laboratory school, from the nursery
school through the twelfth grade, with appropriate units designed
for physical education, music, arts and crafts, and general academic work at the elementary and secondary levels. Completely
air-conditioned, this building compares fav.orably with any similar
facility in the nation . The completion of an addition to the· Donovan Building provides additional elementary classrooms, a nursery
school, and studios f.or educational television and an FM radio
station.
FITZPATRICK ARTS BUILDING
This building was named to honor H. D. Fitzpatrick, Sr., a
long-time member of the Board of Regents of the University. The
Fitzpatrick Arts Building houses the departments of Industrial
Arts and Home Economics. The Gibson Addition to the building
in 1961 added to the Industrial Arts shop and classroom facilities.
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WEAVER HEALTH BUILDING

The Weaver Health Building is named for the late Charles F.
Weaver of Ashland, Kentucky, wh'o served on the Board of Regents
at Eastern from 1920 to 1932. In 1965, a renovation of this building was completed, converting it into a health and physical education facility for women students. The building provides a large
gymnasium, a spacious modern dance studio, an official size tile
swimming pool, handball courts, several classrooms, and faculty
offices.

BURRIER HOME ECONOMICS BUILDING

The Department of Home Economics will be housed in the
new four-story structure named for Miss Mary K. Burrier, former
chairman of the Home Economics Department. The building, scheduled for completion in the Fall of 1968, will contain lecture halls,
research and study ar eas, 18 classrooms, and a "family-living
center."

MOORE BUILDING

The departments of Biology, Chemistry, and Physics will be
housed in the Moore Building which is planned to be in use by
the Spring of 1968. The air-conditioned building contains offices,
laboratories and several lecture areas in addition to regular-sized
classrooms.

STEPHEN COLLINS FOSTER BUILDING

The Stephen Collins Foster Music Building houses the Music
Department and provides classrooms for other divisions of the
University. Facilities include, in addition to classrooms, nineteen
practice r.ooms, ten studios, a band room and a chorus room, a
number of auxiliary rooms such as offices for the head of the Music
Department and the band director, listening rooms for music appreciation, student and faculty lounges, and storage and locker
space. The building was air-conditioned in the spring of 1961.

ROARK BUILDING

Roark Building was named to honor Dr. Ruric Nevel Roark.
Eastern's first president. In 1965, this building was renovated,
refurbished and completely air-conditioned. The building provides
facilities for the departments of Mathematics, Geography and
Geology, Anthropology and Sociology.
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MEMORIAL SCIENCE BUILDING

Memorial Science Building is a modern four-story structure
housing spacious, well-equipped laboratories and lecture rooms
for the departments of Biology, Chemistry, and Physics.

TURLEY HOUSE

The Turley House is the residence for those students in the
Home Economics Department who take the laboratory course in
household management. Here the girls live and work together for
nine weeks, cooperatively preparing their own meals, doing their
own marketing, entertaining their guests, and making a pleasant
home life for themselves.

UNIVERSITY BUILDING

The University Building was constructed in 1874 to house
Central University. This four-story brick structure is the oldest
academic building on the campus. In the summer of 1961 the
building was completely renovated to house the J. T. Dorris
Museum and the departments of History and Social Studies.

FAMILY HOUSING FACILITIES
BROCKTON

Brockton is the family housing project at Eastern. It consists
of 144 modern fire -resistant apartments in all. There are 72
efficiency units, 41 one-bedroom units, and 32 two-bedroom units.
The apartments are furnished with an electric refrigerator and
gas range. The efficiency units also contain a sleeper couch and
a five-piece dinette set. Each apartment has an individual thermostatically-controHecL gas furnace, tiJ.e floors, and accoustical ceilings.
The bath includes both shower and t ub. A coin-operated laundry
with both washers and driers is conveniently located in the project
area.
Brockton was named in honor of George Marshall Brock, who
has been associated with the University since 1918, and as Business
Agent or Comptroller since 192·3.

Eastern Kentucky University
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TRAILER PARKS

Two modern trailer park areas have been constructed adjacent
to Brockton. Paved roadways, landscaped areas, adequate space
and complete utility services are included. Both parks accommodate trailers of all sizes.

VICKERS VILLAGE

Vickers Village provides modern housing for faculty members
and their families in its 34 units. There are 18 two-bedroom apartments in nine duplexes, and 16 two-bedroom apartments located
in two eight-unit buildings. T he Village is located just off the
Eastern by-pass. It is named for John L. Vickers, executive assistant to t he President.

HOUSING FOR SINGLE STUDENTS
Comfortable living accommodations are provided single students
in modern dormitories d esigned to give the Eastern student convenient conditions necessary for a warm home-away-from-home.
In all, there are 19 residence halls which house 7,000 students. In
addition, two large complexes are presently under construction
which, when completed, will increase the on-campus housing capacity to more than 11,000 students. Each complex will consist of
four skyscraper dormitories and a lar ge cafeteria. For information
concerning on-campus housing, write:
Office of the Housing Secretary
Coates Administration Building

OTHER FACILITIES
In addition to the residence units listed herein, the University
owns or operates several other facilities f.or the housing of students.
Among these are the Lancaster House and Stateland House for
single men students and several apartments and dwellings on campus for the housing of faculty and staff.

OTHER BUILDINGS
KEEN JOHNSON STUDENT UNION BUILDING

The Keen Johnson Student Union B uilding contains club rooms
for students, recreation halls, the Little Theatre, bookstore, soda
fountain an d grill, cafeteria, faculty rooms, and a spacious reception room. It was named in honor of a former Governor of Kentucky

..
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who was a member of the Board of Regents at the time it was
constructed. In 1961 the Student Union Building was renovated
and refurnished to provide more extensive services for students,
faculty and friends of the University.

BLANTON BOUSE

The two-story brick residence, which is the President's Home,
was constructed in 1886 as a residence for the Chancellor of Central
University but did not become the property of the University until
1912. This residence has served as the home of Eastern's presidents
since that date.

HANGER STADIUM

The Hanger Stadium was built by a donation from Mr. Arnold
Hanger together with gifts from students, faculty, and friends of
the University and supplemented by a Federal grant. The stadium
has a seating capacity of 9,000 persons for intercollegiate football.

AULT SERVICE BUILDING

The Ault Service Building was named in honor of William
A. Ault, who served the University for 45 years as Superintendent
of Buildings and Grounds.
This modern facility was completed in 1962. The building not
only provides modern shops and office space for the entire maintenance department, but serves as a central supply and storeroom
for all departments on t he campus.

UNIVERSITY FARM

The University operates a modern farm, engaging in dairying
and production of various crops. The farm operation is located
away from the main campus and is housed in up-to-date building~,
providing modern sanitary facilities for the production of food
products.

Eastern Kentucky University_
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ARLINGTON

The Arlington Estate, which features a three-story Georgianstyle mansion encompassed by 181 acres of gently sloping Bluegrass land, will serve as a faculty-alumni club when restored to
its original condition. The estate will also serve the University as
a conference center as well as for instructional and recreational
purposes by students and facu lty.
The mansion and surrounding 15 acres, valued at a quaxter
of a million dollars, were the generous gift of construction industrialist W. Arnold Hanger. The remaining acreage was purchased
by the Eastern Kentucky University Foundation.
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Cenero.f Information

EXPENSES AND LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS
REGISTRATION FEES AND OTHER EXPENSES
The following list of fees is required of students. All fees
must be paid at the time of registration. Incidental fees paid each
semester entitle the student to use .of the library, to use of the
Student Union Building, and to other services as directed by the
Board of Regents.

REGISTRATION FEES AND OTHER EXPENSES (Per Semester)
Effective September 1, 1967
Registration and Incidental Fees
(Per Semester)
Registra tion Fee:
Full-time

Kentucky Out-of-State
Resident
Resident
$100.00

$270.00

12.00

30.00

20.00

20.00

2.50

2.50

Full-time

50.00

135.00

Part-time
(Fewer than 6 Semester Hours),
per h our

12.00

30.00

10.00

10.00

Part-time
(Fewer than 9 Semester Hours),
per hour
Incidental Fee:
Full-time
Includes: Health fee
$3.00
Student Union fee:
Classroom fee
5.00
Activity fee
8.25
3.75
Yearbook
Part-time
Includes Classroom fee
Registration and Incidental Fees
(Summer Term)
Registration Fee:

Incidental Fee:
Full-time
Includes: H ealth fee
$1.50
Student Union fee:
Classroom fee
2.50
Activity fee
6.00
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1.25
Part-time
Includes: Classroom fee
Per
Special Fees
Health and Physical Education
Locker Fee
Music
Full-time Music Major
Part -time Music Major
Full-time Non-Music Major
Other Expenses
Late Registration Fee (per day late)
Voluntary change of schedule
Transcript Fee (other than initial copy)
Graduation Fee (includes cost of diploma, cap and
gown rental, and other graduation expenses)
Post Office Box Rent
Returned Check Assessment
(All fees are subject to change without notice)

1.25
Course
4.00
35.00
17.50
30.00
1.00
2.00

1.00
20.00
1.00
5>.00

DEFINITION OF RESIDENT STUDENT FOR FEE
ASSESS.MENT PURPOSES

The following policy, adopted by the Council on Public Higher
Education, Commonwealth of Kentucky, in accordance with Section
164.020(2} of the Kentucky Revised Statutes, is applied to determine a student's eligibility for fees assessed Kentucky residents
who enroll at any of the state-supported institutions of higher
learning in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. This determination
is made at the time of initial enrollment and shall not be changed
thereafter except as provided below.
Students under twenty-one should refer to page 25 of the University General CataLogue.
A student twenty-one years of age or older is eligible to
register as a resident if he has maintained continuous residence
in the Commonwealth for twelve months immediately preceding
the date of his original enrollment, exclusive of any time spent
in attendance at any institution of higher learning. An adult
student registered as a non-resident upon his original entrance
cannot generally thereafter acquire resident status.
An adult student from out-of-state who seeks residence status
must assume the burden of proving conclusively that he has been
a resident of the Commonwealth the requisite time with the present
intention of making his permanent home in this state. In general,
it is assumed that the intent to remain indefinitely in the Commonwealth is evidenced not only by what a person states but what a
person has actually done. Normally, persons with intent to estab-
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lish residence will be expected to have done all those things which
a person customarily does when establishing a permanent residence,
some of which are: obtaining full time employment, establishing
a home, buying property, filing t ax ret urns, transferring or establishing church membership, affiliating with local organizations,
and the various other things which give evidence of intent to
remain indefinitely within the Commonwealth.
Each Board of Trustees or Board of Regents is authorized to
establish a Non-Resident Fees Committee to consider changes in
resident status based on the above criteria. Application for change
of resident classification should be made to the person who has
been designated by the Board of Trustees or Regents as the Chairman of the Non-Resident Fees Committee. The Chairman will
present each case to the Committee for a final decision.
This policy shall be applicable with exceptions allowable for
possible conflicts with state and federal laws relating to residenc;v
such as the Federal Soldiers and Sailors Relief Act.

LIVING ACCOMJ\'IODATIONS

Eastern Kentucky University maintains a number of residence halls for single students. Within limits of the capacities of
these halls all single students not living at home ar e required to
live in University facilities. No single student should make a housing contract to live in town unless permission has been secured
from the Dean of Students. When the capacity of the halls has
been reached, single students may secure lodging in Richmond
homes. Names and addresses of those who have rooms for rent
will be listed with the Housing Secretary. The student applicants
must select rooms from the lists in the Housing Secretary's Office,
Coates Administration Building. All students, whether living in
University or private facilities, are subject to regulations and supervision of the University. Single students will not be given permission to live in apartments and trailers.
All r ooms have single beds for which pillows, pillow cases, and
sheets are furnished. The University bears the expense of having
these sheets and pillow cases laundered. Each student is expected
to provide his own blank ets, towels, and similar articles.

Residence Halls for Women
Burnam
Case
McGregor

Rent for
Semester
(Includes
$7.00 Linen
Ser vice )
$110.00
110.00
120.00

Rent for
Summer
(Inclu des
$4.00Linen
Service)
$55.00
55.00
60.00
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Sidney Clay
Sullivan
Walters
Residence Halls for Men
Combs
Dupree
Keith
Martin
Mattox
Miller, Beckham, and McCreary
O'Donnell
Palmer
Todd
Commonwealth

120.00
110.00
120.00

60.00
55.00
60.00

$120.00
120.00
110.00
110.00
110.00
110.00
110.00
120.00
120.00
120.00

$60.00
60.00
55.00
55.00
55.00
55.00
55.00
60.00
60.00
60.00

Telephone Service (if available)
Per Student

$12.00
All charges are subject to change without notice.

$6.00

RESIDENCE HALL
POLICIES
All students desiring housing at Eastern Kentucky University
should complete an application for a room reservation and forward
it to the Housing Secretary, Office of Student Affairs, Eastern
Kentucky University, Richmond, Kentucky.
An advance rental payment of $50.00 should accompany the
application. This payment is necessary before a reservation will
be made. It will be applied to the r ent for the first semester following enrollment. The advance payment will be refunded in full
if cancellation is received by August 15 for the first semester,
January 15 for new students for the second semester, or May 15
for the summer term respectively.
Reservati,o ns will be held only through the day preceding the
first day of classes, unless students have made arrangements with
the Residence Hall Director for late arrival.
Refunds of rent after a room is accepted shall be made only
in exceptional instances. In no case shall a refund of rent be
made to students moving from University housing at their convenience.
Room rent is paid by the semester and is due and payable
at registration.

STUDENT IDENTIFICATION CARD
Each full-time student who has paid the full fees for a
semester, including the activity fee, will be issued a personal
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identification card. This card entitles the student to admission
to all University athletic contests on the campus and to certain
other programs sponsored by the University. It must be carried
by the student at all times for official identification on the campus,
and all full-time students must have a validated ID card before
registration is completed.
Each part-time student is issued a non-laminated card for
identification purposes only. It is not valid as an activity card.
If the full-time student card is lost, it must be replaced. A
replacement fee of $10.00 is assessed. Application for replacement
must be made at the Office .of Student Affairs.
REFUND POLICY
Refunds of fees and room rental charges, when authorized,
shall be made on a schedule based on the time elapsed during the
semester or summer term. During the semester, refund of a
portion of the fees and room rental paid shall be made as foll.ows:
first and second weeks, 75%; third and fourth weeks, 50%; fifth
and sixth weeks, 25%. After six weeks, no refunds will be made.
During the summer term, the following schedule will determine
the portion refunded: first week, 75%; second week, 50%; third
week, 25%. After three weeks, no refund will be made. (For the
purpose of this calculat1on, the week will begin with the first day
of registration for the semester or summer term.)
The percentage of refunds shall apply to all fees and room
rentals paid, except that no refund can be made on fees collected
for student insurance premiums, class dues, and similar fees.
FOOD SERVICE
The University operates several food service facilities on the
campus. Large modern, air-conditioned cafeterias in the Johnson
Student Union Building, Martin Hall, and Sidney Clay Hall serve
attractive, wholesome meals at reasonable prices. In addition,
snack bars are located in the J ohnson Student Union Building, case
Hall, Martin Hall, Mattox Hall, and Weaver Health Building.

GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS, SCHOLARSHIPS,
FINANCIAL AID, AND STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS
Graduate assistantships are available to unusually well qualified students in some departments. Dut ies may include laboratory
supervision, teaching, and research related tasks. Stipends include
waiver of the registration fee and $1,800.00 for the academic year.
Applications for assistantships may be obtained from the Dean of
the Graduate School. Preference in awarding assistantships will
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be given to individuals able to support applications with Gradu ate
Record Examination scores.
Students holding a graduate assistantship should not carry a
combined teaching and course load in excess of fifteen semester
hours. A non-teaching assignment of twelve to fifteen hours of
work per week is considered the equivalent of a three hour teaching load.
Applicants must meet all the requirements for admission to
the Graduate School prior to being awarded an assistantship.
SCHOLARSHIPS
The William Davis Scholarship. Under the provisions of the
will of the late William Davis of Newport, Kentucky, a sum of
money was left for the benefit of the student living in the Lona
Estella Davis school district of Rowan County. Scholarships of
$200.00 each are awarded by the Superintendent of Rowan County
schools and the P resident of Eastern Kentucky University. A
student desiring to secure one of these scholarships should write
to the Chairman of Student Aid Committee, Eastern Kentucky University, or make application to the Superintendent of Rowan
County Schools.
The Myrtle Mae Sloan Memorial Fund was established in 1959,
in memory of Miss Myrtle Mae Sloan, by her sister, Miss Viva
Odean Sloan, resident of Berea, Kentucky. The income from this
fund will be paid to a high ranking student who needs help to
enable him or her to remain in college.
Th e Lily Christopher Ogg McWhorter Memorial Fund was
established in 1959, in memory of Mrs. Nina Rachel Ogg Pee and
William Emery Ogg, graduates of Eastern, by their sister, Mrs. Lily
Christopher Ogg McWhorter. They were all residents of Madison
County. The income from this fund is to provide financial aid for
persons of good ability but of little money.
In the field of Music there are three scholarships awarded
annually to those students who make the most satisfactory progress
in piano, voice, and violin.
P hi Delta Kappa Sch olarship. The Eastern Kentucky University Chapter of Phi Delta Kappa, an education fraternity for men
in education, awards a full tuit ion scholar ship each year to a
full-time male graduate student. Applications and informat ion
may ·b e secured by writing t o the Graduate Office. Application s
must be submitted by July first of each year.
LOAN FUNDS
The National Defense Student Loan Program at Eastern provides loans for students. Priority is given to all students who have
superior records in high school and college. To get application
forms and a statement of conditions relating to the loans, appli-
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cants should send their requests to the Office of Student Financial
Assistance, Eastern Kentucky University.
The Student Aid Society Inc. Loan Fund of Eastern Kentucky
University is designed to help worthy students complete their
education. It has been augmented from time to time by gifts from
different individuals and organizations and is being increased
annually. Small loans are available to upperclass students who are
currently enrolled. Those having high scholastic records will be
given preference in the granting of loans. This fund makes it possible for a student to borrow a small amount of money on a personal note at a legal rate of interest. Students who desire further
information concerning this fund should get in touch with the
Chairman of the Student Aid Committee.
United Student Aid Fund
Eastern Kentucky University is a participant in the United
Student Aid Fund (Guaranteed Loan Program). The United
Student Aid Fund is a private non-profit corporation which endorses loans made by hometown financial institutions to deserving
individuals who are either currently enrolled or have been accepted
for admission to Eastern Kentucky University. The application for
such a loan must be endorsed by Eastern Kentucky University
before submission to the bank or other financial institution.
Under this program a full-time undergraduate student may
borrow up to $1,000 per academic year and a full-time graduate
student may borrow up to $1,500 per year. To qualify for this
assistance a student must be from a family whose adjusted income
does not exceed $15,000 per year. Applications and further information for a guaranteed bank loan may be obtained from the
student's hometown bank or other financial institution or by
writing the Office of Student Financial Assistance.
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
There is opportunity for student employment, whereby a
limited number of students may earn part of their expenses by
working in the cafeteria, library, bookstore, post office, dormitories,
administrative offices, University dairy and farm, maintenance
department, and faculty offices. Some students may also secure
part-time employment in Richmond stores, restaurants, and other
businesses.

Student labor should be limited so that work hours will not
take too much of the student's study time. While ten hours per
week is an average labor load, circumstances may permit a student to work more hours. No student, however, should enter the
University without sufficient money for the semester unless there
is a definite guarantee of work to support him. For further information and application forms, write to the Office of Student
Financial Assistance, Eastern Kentucky University.
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THE WORK-STUDY PROGRAM

Under a grant from the Federal Government, made possible
by the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, eligible students may
be employed on a part-time basis while in full-time enrollment at
Eastern. This program supplements the part-time Institutional
P rogram which has been in effect at Eastern for many years.
A student or prospective student from a low-income family
is eligible for employment under the Federal Work-Study Program. The student must enroll for a minimum of twelve semester
hours of course work each semester and maintain at least a "C"
average.
P lacement in jobs will depend upon the skills, interests, and
aptitudes of the student and the availability of positions open at
a given time. Students may work up to 15 hours per week and
can earn up to $20 per week, depending upon the type of job
assigned. Payments are made to the student employee on a semimonthly basis.
It is the policy of the administration that prospective students
should have a high school scholastic standing .of "C" or better in
order to apply for student financial aid. A statement from the
student's principal or guidance counselor should accompany the application to verify the high school scholastic standing.
Students may continue working under this program as long
as their academic performance and job performance are satisfactory.
This program is combined with other p rograms of financial
assistance (the National Defense Loan Fund and the Work-Study
P rogram mentioned above) to the extent necessary to enable the
student to meet his educational expenses.
F or further information and an application form, write to the
Office of Student Financial Assistance.
OTHER FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

The Veterans Program at Eastern Kentucky University is
approved by the Veterans Administration for the education of
veterans and their eligible dependents. Students concerned with
veterans training should have, at the time of registration, a Certificate of Eligibility. This is secured from the Regional Office of
the Veterans Administration. The University is responsible for
the completion of certain Veterans Administration forms and for
the .other necessary information about students who receive this
aid.
If you have completed courses while in the Armed Forces, ask
the Registrar about the possibility of receiving credit for such
courses.
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VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
Vocational Rehabilitation for students with physical handicaps
of various kinds may be approved. They may receive financial benefits as approved by the Department. Students who wish to consult
with a representative r elative to vocational rehabilitation should
write the Department of Education, Department of Vocational
Rehabilitation, Frankfort, Kentucky, for specific instructions.
STUDENT REALm SERVICES
University Health Services are furnished full time by a Physician and a staff of registered nurses. Services at the Infirmary are
available 24 hours a day with the exception of vacation periods
and other announced dates. The modern Infirmary has 10 beds
for short time illness or overnight care. Surgery or serious illnesses
will be referred to one of the several general hospitals in the area.
All new students must have a physician perform a complete physical examination and complete a medical record
which is furnished the student when admissions information is
being filed. The Medical Record is a part of admissions; and after
the student is admitted to the University, the Medical Record
becomes a part of the student's health folder and is filed at the
University Infirmary. With this information, it is possible to be of
greater assistance to all full-time students who use the Infirmary
services.
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
Through its Student Affairs Offices, the University relates
to students in various aspects of campus life. Some of the more
specific areas are: (1) physical and mental health of students; (2)
coordination of student activities and clubs; (3) on-campus and
off-campus living; (4) maintenance of personnel records; (5) operation of a student counseling office; (6) registration; (7) foreign
student advisement; (8) social programs; (9) veterans affairs; and
(10) student financial assistance.
The entire University faculty and administrative staff assists
in various aspects of student personnel work co-ordinated through
the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs.
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Every effort is made at Eastern to surround the students with
cultural advantages. The programs presented are planned as part
of the student's education and much time and effort is put forth to
provide programs that will be of benefit t o students.
Assemblies are held regularly and special assemblies are held
when the occasion warrants. While programs at these assemblies are designed primarily for the students and faculty, visitors
to the campus are welcome to attend. Programs planned for
these assembly periods include appearances by nationally recognized lecturers and artists.
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Concert Series are presented at the University in cooperation
with the Community Concert Association. Students are admitted t o
these excellent pr.ograms without charge, but they must present
identification cards for admission. These programs feature some
of the outstanding individuals and groups in the nation.
Art Exhibits, arranged by the Art Department, are on continuous exhibition in the Art Gallery, Cammack Building. Every
effort is made to include itn the exhibits the works of major artists,
past and present, from across America and around the world. Also
included are the works of art students, 'art majors, and faculty.
In addition, special exhibits are sometimes arranged for showing
in the Student Union Building.

Church Affiliation is recognized as an important factor in the
life of any student. Eastem is a state-supported institution and is,
therefore, non-denominational. The University has a basic objective in helping to develop ethical character among all students.
There is close cooperation between the institution and several fine
churches in Richmond. Students are encouraged to attend church
services in town. Eastern makes spaces available for several student church organizations to meet on the campus.
Presently, tvro downtown churches have built st udent centers
adjoining the campus. Other student centers will be built in the
near future on sites which have already been purchased.
Plays presented by Eastern Little Theatre are a significant
contribution to Eastern's cultural life. Three major productions
each year, along with studio productions, and a drama program
in the summer, provide numerous opportunities in acting, directing, and technical theatre. Participation in every aspect of the
theatre program is open to all students.
In conjunction with the theatre p rogram, there is a chapter
of Alpha Psi Omega, National Honorary Dramatics Fraternity
which gives recognition to students of outstanding acting and technical ability.
Eastern Little Theatre is affiliated with the following professional dramatics and speech organizations: American National
Theatre and Academy, American Educational Theatre Association,
Speech Association of America, United States Institute of Theatre
Technology, South Eastern Theatre Conference, Southern Speech
Association, Kentucky Speech Association, and the Kentucky Council of Performing Arts.
Cultural Opportunities in Surrounding Centers: A broad panorama of cultural events is accessible by automobile in Louisville,
Lexington, and Cincinnati. Students are encouraged to attend
special events of interest.
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PLACEMENT OFFICE
The Placement Office is maintained by the University and is a
free service to •a ssist students and! alumni in obtaining positions
in schools, business, and industcy. Its concept is that it only helps
job candidates to meet employers; it does not guarantee a job for
the candidate.
Each year, schools, industry, business, and government agencies
come to this office searching for graduates with specific background, experience, and ability to fill their positions' and vacancies.
The Placement Office provides up-to-date job listings in
numerous fields. It offers the applicant opportunities to have interviews with numerous prospective employers.
The Placement Office prepaJ:es and distributes bulletins to
those who have filed a request. The bulletins list all knowtn emp~oyment opportunities supplied by employers by letter, telephone,
telegraph, or through their own placement bulletins.
Students receive the inrformation via campus bulletin boards,
department heads, and the Eastern Progress, the weekly student
newspaper. Alumni receive the listings by mail and through the
Pnogress, which they receive every two weeks.

THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The Alumni Association of Eastern has as its purpose to promote fellowship among the graduates and to stimulate· mutual
interest and concern between the University and the Alumni.
Eastern now has nearly 15,000 .graduates. Many ·o f these men
and women hold more than one degree from the University. All
Eastern graduates are members of the Eastern Aliumni Association,
"with all the rights and privileges appertaining thereto." All
former students who have as much as a semester's work at Ea:stern,
f<>rmer faculty and staff members, are .eligible for associate membership. The Alumni Association encourll!ges all alunmi. to make an
annua l gi.f.t to the Alumni Fund each year. The minimum gift is
$3.00, which serv.es as the "dues" for active membership in the
Ass·o ciation. This is used by the Association's Alum·n i Office to
help defray operating expen!Ses. The remainder of any contribution will be used for the specific purpose designated' by the contributor. Annual active membership is obtained by making an
annual contribution of at least $3.00, (or $5.00 for a joint membership husband and wife). Life memberships are $75.00 for single and
$100.00 tor joint memberships.
The Alumni Association sponrsors Homecoming in the fall,
KEA breakfast in the spring, and Alumni Day at commencement
time. The latter features an Alumni Dinmer honoring the 15, 25,
40 and 50 year classes, and the presentation of aiiJ: Outstanding
Alumnus Award. In addition, active Alumni Chapters at Louisville,
Greater Cincinnati, Ashland-Huntington-Ironton (Tri-State) area,
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Pulacki County, Pike County, Perry County, Harlan County,
Breathitt County, Fayette County, McCreary County, Dayton and
Hamilton, Ohio, Washington, D. C., and three in Florida, have
numerous meetings throughout the year, open to all alumni and
former students in the area. Many p10re Eastern Alumni Chapters
are expected to be installed in the future.
The Eastern Alumni Association is a member of the American
Alumni Council and the Joint Alumni Council of Kent ucky, an
organization made up of the alumni of the six state-supported institutions: Eastern Kentucky University, Morehead State University, Murray State University, Western Kentucky University, University of Kentucky .and Kentucky State College.
The Eastern ALumnus, official magazine of the Alumni Association, is published ea£h fall and .spring by the Association for
its members. Subscription is included in the membership dues.
The Alumni Office is conveniently located in the John Grant
Crabbe Library where a lumni and students may get bulletins and
inlfiormation. This is a good place for former students to find the
addresses of their colleagues. Gmduates, former students and
faculty members are always welcome at the Alumni Office.
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ADMISSION TO THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
DEGREES, PROGRAMS, AND REQUffiEMENTS
The Graduate School, in cooperation w ith the College of A pplled Arts and Technology, the College of Arts and Sciences, the
College of Business, and the College of Education, offers the following degrees and programs:
College of Arts and Sciences
Master of Arts in Engllsh.
Master of Arts in History.
Master of Music Education.
Master of Science in Biology.
College of Business
Master of Business Administration.
College of Education
1. Master of Arts in Education-The College of Education offers the Master of Arts in Education with emphasis in elementary education, counseling, principalship, supervision,
library science, reading, and most teaching areas in secondary education.
3. Master of Science in Psychology.*
4. A sixth year program leading to Rank I.
5. A joint doctoral program with the University of Kentucky.
6. A fifth year program for certificate renewal.
TYPE S OF ADMISSION
Students who intend to pursue a particular graduate program
should refer to the section of this Catalogue pertaining specifically
to that program. Students no t intending to fulfill requirements of
specific programs may be admitted to the Graduate School by
meeting the requirements delineated in the section below entitled
"General Admission Rquirements."
GENERAL ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Admission to the Graduate School at Eastern Kentucky University is based on evidence that the applicant will be able to pursue creditably a program of graduate study in his field. Admission
to the Graduate School should not be construed, however, as admission to candidacy for the degree, described later. Application
forms may be secured from the Dean of the Graduate School.
Applicants should be graduates of accredited four year institutions authorized to grant the baccalaureate degree.
The minimum grade point ratio acceptable for unqualified admission is 2.4 overall (4.0-A). Probational admission may be grant-

*This program will be activated in September, 1968.
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ed to a limited number of individuals whose overall standing
is 2.25 provided they possess for the last 30 hours of their undergraduate work an average of 2.5.
Specific program requirements are listed in college and/or
departmental sections.
Students assume responsibility for filing complete admissions
data with the office of the Graduate School, including two official
copies of official transcripts of all college credits. An official transcript must bear the seal and signature of the sending institution
and should be transmitted directly to the Dean of the Graduate
School.
The Graduate School reserves the right to withdraw without
credit or refund an.v student for whom applications are incomplete
at the end of their first enrollment.
No student may receive graduate credit for a course without
admission to the Graduate School.
All programs assume certain formal and informal prerequisites.
Normally any deficiencies in preparation must be resolved during
the first enrollment.
UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION
An undergraduate student who needs not more than nine semester hours in one semester (or three semester hours in one summer session) to complete all of the requirements for a bachelor's
degree may be allowed to register for graduate credit work under
the conditions described below.
All work for undergraduate credit will be completed during
that semester or summer session.
The total registration for all work will not exceed twelve
semester hours in a semester (or six semester hours in a
summer session).
All work to be counted for graduate credit will be approved in advance by his college dean and advisor and by
the Dean of the Graduate School.
The student must meet all pertinent conditions for admission to the Graduate School, and credits must not be used
to meet undergraduate requirements.
VISITING STUDENTS
Because of its unique pr-ograms and facilities, strong faculty,
diversified institutes and workshops, Eastern is attractive to ·many
students who have been admitted to other accredited graduate
schools. Students in good standing may elect to gain admission
for one term by having their Graduate Dean submit a statement
to that effect or by having him sign and return to Eastern a "Visiting Student Certificate," copies of which may be obtained from
the Dean of the Graduate School.
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FOREIGN STUDENT ADMISSION

F oreign students meeting general admissions requirements and
for whom Eastern has appropriate work at the graduate level are
invited to make application. Such applications should be supported, however, by satisfactory evidence of their ability to meet the
requirements of scholarship in English. A copy of the results of the
"TOEFL" examination (Test of English as a Foreign Language) ,
given in a large number of centers throughout the world by Educational Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey, should be submitted by applicants for whom English is not a native language.
GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION

All gr aduate students must submit, either at the time of application for admission or no later than the completion of the first
session of his graduate work, the scores of the aptitude section of
the Graduate Record Examination. Certain programs require Advanced Graduate Record Examinations in t he subject field in addition to the aptitude sections. The Graduate Record Examinations
are administered at Eastern in October, April, and July. Applications to take the Graduate Record Examination must be received
in the office of the Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New
Jersey, more than three weeks in advance of the testing date. Application forms are available in the office of the Dean of the Graduate School. It is the student's responsibility to apply for, t o take
the examination, and to have the scores sent to the Dean of the
Graduate School at Eastern.
The minimum required score for admission to candidacy · is
800 on the aptitude sections. In the event students anticipate difficulty with the examination, the Advanced Test in their field of
primary interest should be taken also, regardless of whether it is
a departmental requirement.
RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREES

The resident requirements shall be a minimum of 36 weeks or
two semesters.
Twelve hours of graduate work earned on a part-time basis
shall entitle the student to one semester (eighteen weeks) of residence. Residence credit for part-time study shall be Ph weeks for
each semester hour of credit and shall apply to students who carry
less than 12 hours per semester or 6 hours per summer term.
Special rules apply to intersession.
One-half of the course requirements and one-half of the residence work shall be done as a full-time graduate student. A summer term of 8 weeks with a minimum load of 6 semester hours of
credit shall be regarded as nine weeks in residence and one semester with a minimum load of 12 hours shall be regarded as 18 weeks
of residence.
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P ROGRAM PLANNING
After receiv ing notification of admission to the Graduate
School and of the appointment of an advisor or graduate committee, the student should take the initiative to contact his chairman
and discuss his objectives carefully. This conference should t ake
place after the student has familiarized himself with program purposes and pertinent regulations as they are described in the
Catalogue and before registr·a tion. When prior conferencing is not
possible, the student may obtain approval for the first semester's
work in writing or on registration day. However, the complete
program should be developed, if at all possible, during the first
semester of enrollment.
REGISTRATION
Graduate students should register on the dates stipulated in
the calendar. IBM registration packets should be obtained from the
Office of Admission; the advisor should initial the Registrar's schedule card; course cards should be obtained at departmental stations
and checked for correspondence with courses desired; a further
check and signature should be obtained at the Graduate Dean's
station before proceeding to pay stations.
For each registration, it is necessary to submit as far in advance of registration as possible a re-admission form, obtained from
the office of the Graduate School.
GRADE POINT AVERAGE
Candidates for a Master's degree must have an average standing of at least 3.00 on a 4.00 scale. No credit shall be granted for
a grade below C.
ADMISSION TO CANDIDACY
A graduate student must be admitted to candidacy by the
Graduate Council before he is eligible for the Master's degree. At
least 6 hours of graduate credit must be earned before admission
to candidacy, and at least 15 hours must be earned after admission
to candidacy.
All conditions of admission to the Graduate School sh ould have
been satisfied.
Graduate Reco1·d Examination scores shall total 800 for the
combined aptitude tests and departmen tal requirements on Advanced Tests shall have been met.
No student shall become a candidate without a minimum
grade point standing of 3.0.
A complete program of studies for the program shall have
been devised, approved, and filed with the committee chairman, department chairman, and Dean of the Graduate School. Subsequent
changes, while permissible, must be approved by these parties in
advance.
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While the student should initiate candidacy proceedings, the
committee chairman is responsible for a recommendation to the
Graduate Council and such intermediavodies as exist.

v--

LANGUAGE REQUffiEMENTS
In most Master of Arts programs, a reading knowledge of a
modern foreign language is required. The appropriate language,
usually French, German, ·or Russian, will be designated by the department. In some instances 12 hours of advanced credits in a single language will be accepted in lieu of an examination.
Students must satisfy the language requirement prior to scheduling of the comprehensive examinations.
TIME LIMIT
A graduate student is expected to complete requir ements for
the Master's degree no later than eight years after beginning
course work. Howev·er, the student should refer to the time limit
requirement of the graduate program he selects.
MINIMUM HOURS REQUffiED
All Master's degree programs and the sixth year program
for Rank I require a minimum of thirty semester hours.
At least half the course work required for any degree program
must be satisfied with courses open only to graduate students. (600
level).
MASTER'S THESIS
Those who submit a thesis in partial fulfillment of the Master's
degree must prepar e it in conformity with the regulations approved by the Graduate Council. The original (ribbon) copy and
a clear copy must be deposited with the Dean of the Graduate
School at least one week before the degree is conferred.
T hesis shall be typed on paper with a rag content of not
less than 16 pounds and margins of 11/2 and 1 inch, left and r ight
respectively, must be maintained.
APPLICATION FOR THE MASTER'S DEGREE
A student planning to receive the Master's degree in J une
should apply before the end of the first semester. Candidates for
the August commencement should apply not later than the beginning of the second semester. Applications should be filed in the
office ·of t he Graduate School. Fees are to be paid at the B usiness
Office and receipts presented in the office of the Graduate School.
COMPREHENSIVE EXAMIN ATION (S)
All candidates shall perform satisfactorily on a written and/ or
oral examination of the contents of their program of studies. In
some instances, the defense of the thesis shall suffice. P articulars
ar e specified by program. Comprehensives are scheduled after application for the degree h as been filed and evidence exists indicating that the student should complete all degree requirements during
the term in question.
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Committee chairmen shall certify satisfactory completion of
the comprehensives to the Dean of the Graduate School no later
than ten days in advance of Commencement.
A review period of not less than 60 days nor more than one
year is usually required of candidates who fail the comprehensives
initially.
TRANSFER OF CREDIT AND EXTEN SION CREDIT
A graduate student in a degree program is permitted to take
a maximum of 6 semester hours of credit off the Eastern campus.
These credits may be earned either by extension or by transfer
from another institution provided the cour se work is acceptable to
the student's Graduate Committee. In no case can the total number
of extension and transfer credits exceed 6 semester hours.
COURSE NUMBERING
Courses numbered in the 500 series are open to seniors and
graduate students who meet course and program prerequisites.
Courses numbered in the 600 series are open only to graduate
students.
CHANGE OF SCHEDULE
The University reserves the right to cancel a course when the
registration is not sufficient to warrant its continuance, to divide
classes if the enrollment is too large for efficient instruction, and
to change instructors when necessary. Additional courses will be
organized if the demand is sufficient.
WITHDRAWAL FROM THE UNIVERSITY
Students who find it necessary to leave the University under
any conditions must obtain an official Withdrawal Card from the
office of the Vice-President for Student Affairs. Students not officially withdrawing shall receive grades of "F" for the semester's
course.
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COLLEGE OF APPLIED
ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
John D. Rowlett, Dean
Jack A. Luy, Associate Dean
The College of Applied Arts and Technology, in cooperation with the College
of Education and the Graduate School, offers programs leading to the Master
of Arts in Education degree with an emphasis in Industrial Education and in
Home Economics. General regulations pertaining to these programs are found
in the College of Education section.

AGRICULTURE (AGR)
Householder, W., Chairman
AGR 511. Workshop In the Conservation of Natural R esources. Three
hours. s.
Currently, thls- workshop Is held four weeks In the summer for teachers
returning for graduate work. Instruction is given in the areas of soU, water,
fish and wlldllfe, and forest conservation and methods of teaching r elated
units at the elementary and junior high level.

HOME ECONOMICS (HEC)
M. Barra, Chairman
HEC 501. (Formerly HEC 401.) The Nursery School. Three hours. A.
The philosophy and objectives of the nursery school. This course is designed for U1ose Interested In directing public day care centers or private
nursery schools, or those in college departments. Observation and participation
experiences with children.
IIEC 504. (Formerly HEC 404.) (Formerly HEC 338.} Current Trends in
Child Development. Three hours. A.
Current concepts and trends In child development; includes recent research
and literature in the area.
IIEC 505. (Formerly HEC 405.} Seminar in Family Life. Three hours. A .
Prerequisite: HEC 307.
Students will be able to concentrate their interest in an intensive study
of specific areas of family life. The main focus will be on the family and
its interpersonal relationships. Group projects and study, panel discussions and
conferences will be used in this course.
HEC 506. (F ormerly HEC 406.) Nutrition in Health and Disease. (Formerly
called Newer Knowledge of Nutrition.) Three hours. A.
Normal nutrition considered in relation to the deviation which occurs in
those d iseases corrunonly treated with diet. Independent survey of the technical
literature In this field.
HEC 507. (Formerly HEC 407.) Organization and administration of the
Nursery School. Three hours. A.
The history of nursery education and the organization and administration
of housing, equipment, records, and parent cooperation. This course Is designed
for those interested in directlng programs in public day care centers. private
nursery schools. or those In college departments.
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HEC 512. (Formerly HEC 312.) Creative Pattern Design. Two hours. I.
P rerequisite: HEC 203 and 206.
P rinciples of pattern making based on flat pattern methods; studio projects;
original design wi th emphasis upon appropriate line, color, and texture for the
individual executed by means of flat pattern methods. Course is designed to
develop versatility In th e use of commercial patterns and skills in fitting.
DEC 555. (Formerly called HEC 455.) Advanced Costume Design . Three
hours. n.
Prerequisite: HEC 203 and 206; ART 117.
The application of art principles in color and line in the design and construction of garmets.
DEC 556a, b, c. (Formerly HEC 456a, b, c.) Special P roblems in HEC. One
hour. A .
T he student chooses a problem and works under the supervision of the
instructor in the field of the problem.
DEC 600. (Formerly HEC 50Q.) Workshop In Family L!ie Education. Three
hours. A.
A w orkshop designed to provide the professional person with additional
background in the family life area. Intensive study o.f the family life area
and Its problem wiJI be done. A study of instructional materials and Instructional
techniques will be used. Role playing, film studies, group discussions, library
work, and individual conferences will be utilized by the teaching staff.
DEC 602. (Formerly HEC 502.) Problems in Family Life. Three hours. A.
S tudents have the opportunity to study the family In the American culture
as It has developed from early tradition. Origi ns of the family concept with
Its many customs will be investigated. Emphasis will be placed on the interpersonal relatlonshlps of the family and family problems.
HEC 603. (Formerly HEC 503.) Advanced Sem inar In Family Life. Three
hours. A .
Each student will be allowed to study a specific area of family llfe ln an
intensive manner. This study will be shared in group study d iscussions and panel
forums with the class. Emphasis will be on reseat·ch.
DEC 604.
hours. A.

(Formerly HEC 504.)

Psychology of Family Relations.

Three

A study of the psychological factors of family living. and the dynamics of
their Interaction in aU phases of family living. Emphasis is placed on role
concepts, effects of various relationships within the family, the role of finance
and the problem of aging. (Also PSY 604.)

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION (lED)
R. Whalin, Chairman
*lEO 501. (INT 501.) (Formerly Industrial Arts 401.) Special Problems in
Industrial Education. (Formerly called Special Problems ll'l Industrial Arts.)
Three hours. I, II.
A course for exceptional undergraduates involving Independent study and
research related to problems of a theoretical and/ or practical nature.
*IEO 511. (INT 511.) (Formerly called Graphic Arts Ill.) Advanced Technical Problems in Graphic Arts. Two-Six hour s. I, II.
Technical instruction in the graphic arts field . Recent developments. advanced technical and experimental problems and preparation of technical reports
in graphic arts.
•credit to be granted for only one of these cross- listed courses.
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*fED 512. (INT 512.) Photography I. Three hours. A.
Picture composition. film developing. printing. enlarging. dodging. contact
printing. photo finishing; study of and care for equipment and materials; visual
instrucllon; planning of facilities. ( Each student required to provide camera.)
*lED 533. (JNT 533.) (Formerly Industrial Arts 433.) Workshop in Industrial Education. (Formerly called Workshop in Industrial Arts.) Four hours. A .
533a Design: 533b Graphic Arts; 533c Plastics; 533d Power Mechanics:
533e Electronics; 533f Wood Technology; 533g Metals: 533h Crafts; 5331 Professional. (Formerly Industrial Arts 433a. 433b. 433c, 433d, 433e, 4331. 433g, 433h.
4331.)
*lED 541. (INT 541.) Advanced Technical Problems in Woodworking. TwoSLx hours. I, II.
Technical Instruction In the woodworking field. Recent developments.
advanced teclmlcal and experimental problems, and preparation of technical
reports In woodworking.
l ED 544. (Formerly Industrial Arts 41 and 444.) Machine Woodworking.
Two hours. A.
Prerequisite: JED 242.
Speci al machine operations; repairing and servicing power woodworking
machinery.
*JED 551. (INT 551.) Advanced Technical Problems in Electricity-Electronics.
Two-Six hou rs. I, II.
Technical Instruction In the electricity-electronics field. Recent developments, advanced technical and experimental problems, and preparation of
technical reports In electricity-electronics.
JED 563. Plann ing of Technical Education Facllilles. T wo hours. A.
Principles and practices underlying the planning and designing of shops
and laboratories for voc.a tlonal, Industrial, and technical education.
lED 564. (Formerly Industrial Arts 42 and 464.) History and Philosophy of
Industrial Education. Two hours. A.
History of Industrial education from its early beginnlng to the present:
th e contributions of leaders; movements In the development of industrial and
vocational education; modem concepts of industrial education.
JED 5G6. (Formerly Industrial Arts 46 and 466.) Teaching of Industrial
Arts. Three hours. J, II.
Function and objectives of Industrial arts; the industrial arts curriculum;
methods of presentation: Instructional aids; planning, equipping and organizing
the laboratory; Instructional materials; demonstration lessons: evaluation of
student achievement.
*JED 571. (TNT 571.) Advanced Technical Problems in Power Mechanics.
Two-S ix l1ours. I, II.
Technical Instruction In the power mechanics field. Recent developments.
advanced t echnical and experimen tal problems. and preparation of technical
reports In power mechanics.
*lED 58 1. (!NT 581.) Advanced Technical Problems in Metalworldng. Two Six hours. I. II.

Technical Instruction In the metalworking field. Recent developments.
advanced technical and experimental problems, and prep:u·aUon of technical
r eports In metalworlctng.
*lED 591. (!NT 591.) Advanced Technical Problems in Drafting. Two-SL'<:
hours. I, U.
Technical Instruction In the drafting field. Recent developments. advanced
technical and experimental problems. and preparation of technical reports In
drafting.

•Credit Is to be granted for only one or these cross-listed courses.
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lED 662. (Formerly Industrial Arts 562.) Philosophy of the Practical Arts
and Vocational Education. Three houJOs. II.
Background, purpose and philosophies of the practical arts and vocat ional
education; relationship to general education; legislation for the practical arts
and vocational education; the state plan.
lED 664. (F ormerly Industrial Arts 564.) Special Problems in Industrial
Education. (Formerly Special Problems in Industrial Arts.) One-Six homs. I, I I.
Problems of particular value to the teacher in the field, both of a practical
and of a research nature, will be pursued by the student and developed through
conferences and activities directed by the staff.
l ED 665. (Formerly Industrial Arts 565.) Curriculum Practices and Trends
in Industrial Education. (Formerly Curriculum Practices and Tr ends in Irw!Ustrial Arts.) Three hours. I.
Current concepts and trends in industrial education; principles underlying
curriculum construction and development; long range planning for improvement
of programs.
lED 666. (F ormerly Industrial Arts 566.) Seminar in Industrial Educat ion.
(Formerly Seminar in Industrial Arts.) Three hours. I.
A course for the graduate student in Industrial education. Current problems
and issues in the total fie ld of industrial education will be studied with an
emphasis placed on Identifying their philosophical and/ or psychological dimensions. Research tech niques appropriate for industrial education with an
emphasis on experienmental design and statistical procedures of analysis. Each
student will be expected to plan and complete a minor research paper, and to
present his findings to the seminar.
lED 667. (Fonnerly Industrial Arts 567.) Thesis Research in Industrial
Education. (Formerly Thesis Research in Industrial Arts.) Six hours. I, II.
S tudents preparing thesis are expected to register for three hours of thesis
research in each two semesters.
lED 668. (Formerly Industrial Arts 568.) Advanced Design. Three hours. II.
Advanced course in design emphasizing problem-solving and experimentation
with industrial media.

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY (INT)
W. Sexton, Chairman
*INT 501. (lED 501.) (Formerly Industrial Al'ts 401.) (Fonnerly called
Special Problems in Industrial Arts.) Special Problems in Industrial Technology.
Three hours. I, II.
A course for exceptional tmdergraduates involving independent study and
research related to problems of a theoretical and/or practical nature.
*INT 511. (lED 511.) Advanced Technical Problems in Graphic Arts. TwoSix hours. I, II.
Technical instruction in the graphic arts field. Recent developments, advanced technical and experimental problems, and preparation of technical
reports in graphic arts.
*INT 512. (lED 512.) Photography I.
Picture composition, film developing,
printing, photo finishing; study of and
visual instruction; planning of facilities.
camera.)

Three hours. A.
printing, enlarging, dodging, contact
care for equipment and materials;
(Each student required to provide

•credit is to be granted for only one of these cross-listed courses.
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*INT 533. (lED 533.) (Formerly Industrial Arts 433.) (Formerly called
Workshop in Industrial Arts) Workshop in Industrial Technology. Fou r hours.

A.
533b Graphic Arts; 533c Plastics: 533d Power Mechanics; 533e Electronics;
533g Metals. (Formerly 433b, 433c, 433d, 433e, 433g.)
*INT 541. (JED 541.) Advanced Technical Problems in Woodworking.
T wo-Six hours. I, II.
Technical Instruction in the woodworking field. Recent developments,
advanced technical and experimental problems, and preparation of t.e chnical
reports In woodworking.
*IN'l" 551. (!ED 551.) Advanced Technical Problems in Electricity-Electronics. Two-Six hours. I, I I.
Technical instruction In the electricity-electronics field. Recent developments, advanced technical and experimental problems. and preparation of
technical reports in electricity-electronics.
*INT 571. (lED 571.) Advanced Technical Problems in Power Mechan ics.
T wo-Six hours. I, II.
Technical instruction In the power mechanics field. Recent developments,
advanced technical and experimental problems, and p reparation of techn ical
reports in power mechanics.
*INT 581. (!ED 581.) Advanced Technical Problems in Metalworking. T woSix hours. I, II.
Technical instruction in the metalworking field. Recent developments,
advanced technical and experimental problems, and preparation of technical
reports in metalworking.
*INT 591. (lED 591.) Advanced Technical Problems In Drafting. TwoSix hours. I, II.
Technical instruction in the drafting field. Recent developments. advanced
technical and experimental problems, and preparation of technical reports In
drafting.

THE KENTUCKY SCHOOL OF CRAFTS (KYC)
K. Hansson, Chairman
KYC 500. Special Problems and Field Study. Three h ours. A.
A course for teachers in crafts and1 related fields; problems and issues In
vocational and avocational crafts are studied; planning of crafts programs for
the community based on a study of the school, faciUtles, community, the people,
and the teacher's interest and ability.

TRAFFIC SAF ETY INSTITUTE (TRS)
L. Leach, Director
T RS 585. Teacher Preparation In Driver Education. T hree h ours. I, II.
Analysis of traffic accidents, attitude factors, essential knowledge of automobile operation, and traffic laws and regulations. Includes introduction t o
laboratory experiences: use of psycho-physical testing and development of
driving proficiency.
TRS 586. Administration and Supervision of Driver Education. T hree
bou.r s. II.
Preparation for secondary school instruction. Problems of organization
and administration of driver education on the secondary level. Emphasis
on scheduling, public relations, competence in transferring knowledge and
skills, and satisfactory attitudes in students.
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
F. D. Ogden, Dean
Glenn 0. Carey, Associate Dean
Departments within the College of Arts and Sciences offer
programs leading to the Master of Arts, Master of Science, and
Master of Music Education degrees. The Department of English and
the Department of History have programs leading to the Master
of Arts in these disciplines. The Department of Biology has a program leading to the Master of Science. The Department of Music
has a program leading to the Master of Music Education degree.
Several departments, in cooperation with the College of Education,
provide graduate study which enables the individual to obtain
the Master of Arts degree in Education with an emphasis in a
particular discipline. These departments are: Art; Biology; Chemistry; English; Geography; History; Mathematics; P hysics and
P olitical Science. These programs are described under the department primarily responsible for them.
Courses offered for graduate credit by the departments in th e
College are listed below by departments.

ANTHROPOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY
(ANT and SOC)
V. Dewey Annakin, Acting Chairman

Anthropology (ANT)
A!I.'T 555. (For merly ANT 455) Anthropology Theory. Three hours. II.
Prerequisite: Nine hours in Anthropology and consent of instructor.
Systematic analysis of major theories in an thropology, with emphasis on
their meaning for research.
ANT 600.

(Former ly ANT 500)

Anthropology and Modern

Life.

Thr ee

hours. A.
Extensive review of the field of anthropology, with emphasis on implications
of recent theoretical and factual developments for m an in the modern world.

ANT 610. (F<>rmerly ANT 510) Anthropology and Education . Three hours . A.
Prerequisite : ANT 600 or an undergraduate background in Anthropology.
Cross cu ltured analysis of educational pr ocesses; gr owth, adaptation, and
person ality development of the child (encultu.ration and socialization), including the transmission of skills, knowledge, attitudes, and values; the relationship
of the edueatlon al process to social structure.

Sociology (SOC)
SOC 500. (SW) Tutorial in Social Work . Three hour s. A.
P rerequisite: Nine hours in social work courses
For senior majors In preparation for field work placement. Individual
at tention provided for the development of philosophy, methodology and ex periential background for field work.
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SOC 505. (SW) Field Participation in Social Agency Programs. One or
two hours. A.
Prerequisite: SOC 500.
Experience under supervision in a case work setting. For senior majors
in prepru·ation for job placement.
SOC 545. (Formerly SOC 445) History of Social Thought. Three hours. I, II.
Prerequisite: Nine hours in Sociology or consent of the instructor.
A survey of literature of pioneers In the development of sociology from
early writings to Auguste Comte. Origin and development of sociological
thinking given special attention.
SOC 550. Contemporary Sociological Theory. Three hours. 11.
Prerequisite: Nine hours In sociology. SOC 545, and consent of instructor.
The literature of Sociology from mld-18tl1 century to the present.
SOC 570. (Formerly SOC 470) Research Method'S in Sociology. Three
hours. A.
Prerequisite: Nine hours in Sociology or consent of llie Instructor.
Various research methods employed in collecting. processing. and interpreting data in the social sciences. Some emphasis on statistical methods. Completed
studies critically reviewed.
SOC 590. (Formerly SOC 490) Tutorial in Ant.h ropo!ogy and Sociology.
Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: Twelve hours In Sociology and consent of Instructor.
Individual reading and research on a problem or area within !he field
of anthropology or sociology chosen by the student after consultation with
the Instructor. The student's work will culminate In a research paper or essay.

ART ( ART )
D . H . Shi.ndel bower, Chair man

The Art Department, in cooperation with the Graduate School
and th€ College of Education, offers an emphasis in Art applying
toward the M.A. degree in Education.
The regulations for the M.A. degree in Education program may
be found in the College of Education section of the Gradu ate
Catalogue. Students obtaining the M.A. degree in Education with
the emphasis in Art may select the graduate courses for this purpose fwm the following:
ART 521. Advanced Drawing. T h ree hours. I.
Prerequisite: ART 100. 101.
Designed to meet the needs of students who wish to develop further their
skill ln. and understanding of, drawing.
ART 522. Advanced Painting. Tluee hours. II.
Prerequisite: ART 203, 204.
Designed to meet the needs of students who wish to further develop· their
skill in, and understanding of, painting.
ART 560. Art Workshop for Elementat·y Teachers. Three hours. A.
P rerequJsite: Teacher Experience.
Current art processes. motivation. recent research and publications, and
philosophies of art education In the elementary scl>ool.
ART 562. Aesthetics and Criticism. Three hours. I, II.
Prerequisite: ART 390, 391.
The study of the formal analysis, description and criticism ot works of

art.
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ART 563. Problems in Art. Three hours. I, II.
Continuation of study begun in r egular departmental courses.
Prerequisite: All departmental courses in problem area identified. Limited
to seniors and graduate students. May be repeated twice.
ART 601. Art Appreciation: Great Periods and Their Influences. Three
hours. A .
Prerequisite: Six hours in Art.
An examination of the arts and Ideas which Influenced the great periods
of development In the western world.
ART 602. The Art P rogram In the Public School. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: Six hours in Art.
An an-alysis of the history of art education in the publ!ic schools coupled
with a study related to planning and organization of contemporary art education programs.

BIOLOGY (BIO)
H. ll. LaFuze, Chairman

The Department of Biology offers major work for the degree
of Master of Arts in Education for secondary teachers in cooperation with the College of Education; the Master of Science degree
is offered in the areas of morphology and anatomy, field biology,
ecology and wildlife, and physiology. Minor work in Biology is
available to students taking major work in other departments.
The prospective graduate student in Biology should obtain the
copy of I ntToduction to GTaduate P1·ograms in Biology from the
office of Department of Biology. Th is guide provides more detailed
information about the programs of the department and the student
will be held responsible for the knowledge of the material therein.
The requirements for the admission of a student to enroll in
gr aduate courses in the department are the same as the general requirements of the Graduate School.

SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS*:
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
Students may elect to complete a research problem and thesis.

For Admission to Candidacy- The prospective candidate should
demonstrate competency for graduate work in Biology through a
satisfactory performance before a committee of the Biology faculty.
For Comprehensives-The candidate electing to complete the
thesis requirement will be required largely (in the oral examination) to defend his res-earch. All candidates must write a satisfactory examination in biology.
*Students must also meet the general requirements of the
Graduate School.

Ill!""'
I
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MASTER OF SCIENCE
F or Admission- The following special requirements normally
are necessary for admission to the Master of Science program in
Biology:
A 2.75 grade point average (4.0- A) overall and in Biology
courses attempted (exclusive of freshman Biology).
Completion of a satisfactory major in Biology at the undergraduate level with appropriate supporting science.
Thr·e e letters of recommendation from professors fam iliar
with his scientific aptitude and development.
For Candidacy-In order to receive committee recommendation
for permanent status, the student must:
Have satisfactorily completed the Advanced Test in Biology
of the Graduate Record Examination.
Demonstrate aptitude for advanced study in Biology in a
performance before a committee of Biology faculty nominated to the Dean of the Graduate School to sit for this
purpose.
For Gen eral Information- It is anticipated that most students
will require a minimum of one academic year and a summer to
complete degree requirements (minimum 30 semester hours).
An approved foreign language is required.
No more than six hours of course work may be applied to ward
degree requirements in which grades of "C" are earned.
For Comprehensives-A written examination will be administered covering the academic field of biology and an oral examination will be devoted to the student's field of research and thesis.
BIO SU . (Formerly BIO 445.) 'M!crolechnique. Tw o hours. I, II .
Prerequisite: BIO 111, 131, 141.
Technique of preparing plant and animal tissues for microscopic study. Four
laboratory hours.
BIO 514. Evolution. Three h ours. A.
Pt·erequisite: BIO 111, 131, 141.
General study of the evidences of evolution and of the theories that have
been proposed to account for lt. Three lecture hours.
BIO 515. (Formerly BIO 35, 325.) Genetics. Three hours. I, II.
Prerequisite: BIO 111. 131, 141.
Laws governing Inheritance, variations and evolution In plants, animals and
man: role of heredity In the Improvement of cu!Uvated plants, domesticated
animals and the human race. Three lectur e h ours.
BIO 517. (Formerly BIO 451.) Ecology. Four h ours. I in even years.
Prerequisite: BIO 111, 131, 141.
Relation of plants and animals to their environment. Field trips requir ed .
Two lecture hours, four laboratory hours.
BIO 518. Wildlife Techniques. Four ho urs. A.
Prerequisite: BIO 317 and a course in field Zoology.
Habitat evaluation, census methods. economic status, ecology, life histories,
management. Two lecture hours, four laboratory hours.
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BIO 5 19. Wildlife Management. Four hours. A.
Prerequisite: BIO 317, 518.
Distribution, identification, population dynamics and analysis, game mapping
and wildlife management on l arge scales. Two lectur-e hours, four laboratory
hours.
BIO 521. (Form erly BIO 421.} Morphology of Non-Vascular Plants. Three
hours. I .
Prerequisite: BIO 111, 131.
The morphology, anatomy, reproduction, development and unusual biological
activities of the algae, fungi, Uverworts and mosses. One lecture and four
labor-atory-discussion hours.
BIO 522. (Formerly BIO 422.) Morphology of Vascular Plants. Three
h ours. II.
Prerequisite: BIO 111, 131.
The morphology, anatomy, reproduction, development and geological history
of psilophytcs, club mosses, horsetails, ferns, cycads, conifers and flowering
plants. One lecture and four laboratory-discusl>i.on hours.
010 523. Mycology. Three hou:rs. II in odd years.
P rerequisite: BIO 111, 131.
The mor phology, physiology, taxonomy and economic importance of f ungi.
Field trips are required. One lecture and four laboratory-discussion hours.

810 525. Plant Anatomy. T hree hours. I in odd years.
Prerequ isite: BIO 111, 131.
Anatomy and histology of vascular plants, cells, tissues, organs, structures
as to ontogenetic and phylogenetic developments and adaptive modification.
One lecture hour and four laboratory-discussion hours.
8 10 528.

(Formerly BIO 32, 334.) Plant Physiology. Four hour s. A.
Prerequisite: BIO 111. 131; CHE 111, 112 or equivalent.
The chemical. physical and biological processes which occur in vascular
plants. Two lecture and four laboratory hours.
8 10 541. (Formerly BIO 44, 446. ) Invertebrate Zoology Four hours. Jl in
even years.
Prerequisite: BIO Ill, 141.
Invertebra tes: specific and comparative morphology, physiology, embryology,
evolution and life histories. Two lecture and f our laboratory hours.

Natural History of Invertebrates. Three hours. II in odd years.
Prerequisite: BIO 111, 141.
Collection, systematics, distribution, behavior, ecology, and U!e h istories of
terrestrial and freshwater invertebrates, especially of Kentucky. One lectu re
hour and four laboratory hours.
810 542.

(Formerly BIO 446.) H istology. T hr ee hours. I, II.
Prerequisite: BIO Ill , 141.
The microscopic study of animal tissues and an introduction to organology.
One lecture and four laboratory hours .
810 546.

BIO 547. (Formerly BTO 47, 347.) Embryology. Four hours. I, II.
Prerequisite: BIO 111, 141.
Detailed study of the embryology of the starfish, frog. and chicken, with
some consideration of mammalian embryology. Two lecture and four laboratory
hours.

BIO 548. (Formerly BIO 48, 481.) Animal Physiology. Four hou rs. I, II.
P rerequisite: BIO l ll, 141; CHE 111, 112 or equivalent.
Detailed study of the chemistry and physics of the physiological activities
of anlmals. Two lecture and four laboratory hours.
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BIO 549. Endocrinology. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: BIO 548.
Basic principles of endocrinology; comparative morphology and functions
of endocrine glands with emph asis on the hormonal r egulation of physiological
processes of animal phyla; experimen tal procedures in endocrinology. Two lecture
hours, two laboratory hours.
BIO 553. Mammalogy. T hree ho1u:s. I in odd years.
Prerequislle: BIO 111, 141.
Emphasis placed on the ecological, evolutionary and taxonomic aspects
of mammalian science. F ield work is a regular part of each semester's work.
Added duties expected of graduate students. One lecture hour and four laboratory hours.
BIO 554. (Formerly BIO 38, 344.) Ornithology. Three hours. II in even
years.
Prerequisite: BIO 111, 141.
Avian biology with emphasis on field identification of local avifauna,
anatomy, physiology, ecology, evolution, migration, economic importance, distribution and behavioral patterns. A special Investigative study required for all
graduate students. Some early morning field trips required. Two lecture hours
and four laboratory hours per week.
810 555. (Formerly BIO 37, 343.) Entomology. Tl~ree hours. A.
P rerequisite: BIO 111, 141.
Taxonomy, identification, life histories, physiology, economic importance,
methods of control and collection of insects. wi th emphasis on local forms. One
lecture and four laboratory hburs.
BIO 556. Herpetology. Thr ee h ours. II in odd years.
Prerequisite: BI O 111, 141.
The natural history of the amphibians and reptiles including taxonomy,
general ecology, behavior, distribution, breeding habits and food habits, with
special emphasis on the species of Kentucky. Two lecture hour s, two laboratory
hours.
BIO 557. Ichthyology. Three hours. II in even years .
Prerequisite: BIO 111, 141.
Internal and external morphology, taxonomy, life histories, ecology, phylogeny, methodology of harvesting and economic importance of the fishes of
North America. Two lecture hours, two laboratory hours.
BIO 558. Limnology. Three hours. II in odd years.
Prerequisite: BIO 111, 131, 141; CHE 111, 112 recommended.
Analysis of the geological, physical, chemical, and biological aspects of
Ientic and !otic inland aquatic environments. One lecture hour, four laboratorydiscussion hours.
BIO 559. (Formerly BIO 45, 444.) Parasitology. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: BIO 111, 141.
The morphology. life histories, epidemology and methods of diagnosis and
control of animal parasites, with emphasis unon those of man and domesticated
animals. Two lecture and three laboratory hours.
BIO 561. Fisheries Biology. Four h ours. A.
Prerequisite: BIO 557.
Study of the anatomy, life histories, conservation, methods of harvest,
economic importance and ecological interactions of f ishes. Two lecture hours
and six laboratory hours.
BIO 571. (Formerly BIO 401.) Biology for High School Teach ers I. Four
hours. A.
Prerequisite : One year of college biology.
Basic principles of botany and zoology of special interest to in-service
teachers of science; modern concepts and r ecent discoveries in biology; n ew
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approaches to biology at high school level. Lecture two hours, laboratory and
discussion four hours.
BIO 572. (Formerly BIO 402.) Biology for High School Teachers II. Four
hours. A.
A continuation of BIO 571. Lecture two hours. laboratory and discussion
four hours.
BIO 598. (Formerly BIO 498.) Special Problems. One to three hours. A.
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate standing and permlsslon of the department.
The student may repeat the course for a maximum total of four hours. A
study of a special problem, special biological techniques or group of organisms.
A minimum of three laboratory hours per credit hour.
BIO 599. (Formerly BIO 499.) Biology Seminar. One hour. I, U.
Prerequisite: Major in biology and five semesters of college credit.
Required of all biology majors. Members of the faculty and majors will
meet weekly for presentation and d iscussion of classical and current developments in specialized fields of biology.
BIO 601. Literature of Biology. Two hours. A.
Directed readings In biology designed to acquaint the student with the
major sources of literature, the delimitation of problems. note taking and the
making of bibliographies. Two lecture-discussion hours.
BIO 611. Quantitative Biology. Two hours. A.
Statistical analysis of biological data. Students participate in the taking
of data and processing data by the use of well-established statistical techniques.
Students planning to participate in the graduate program In any school should
seriously consider this course. Four laboratory-discussion hours.
810 612. Cytology. Tluee hours. A .
The cell, its structure and physiology; nuclear and cell division; differentiation; role of the cell in reproductloR. Two lecture hours. three laboratory
hours.

BIO 613. Cytogenetics. Three hours. A.
Aspects of the structure and physiology of the cell which directly affect
inheritance and evolution. Two lecture hours, three laboratory hours.
BIO 616. Biogeography. Two hours. A.
Ecological. faunistic and floristic distribution on a world-wide basis. Theory
of distribution pathways as regards final distribution. Two lecture hours.
810 617. Animal Ecology. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: BIO 517 or consent of instructor.
Graduate credit will not be allowed for both BIO 517 and 617.
Animals and their relationships to plants and to their environment. Physiological ecology, techniques for measurement of environmental factors, and
methods for studying ten·estrlal and aquatic animal communities stressed. Two
lecture hours, three laboratory hours.

BIO 625. Plant Morphogenesis. Three hours. A.
General study of plant growth with respect to cells and meristems; phenomena of morphogenesis, corrclatlon, polarity, symmetry, differentiation, r egeneration. tissue mixtures; morphogenetic factors- light, water, temperature,
chemical, genetical. Three lectures per week.
810 627. Plant Ecology. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: BIO 517 or consent of instructor.
Graduate credit will not be allowed for both BIO 517 and 627.
Plant life in relation to natural habitats and environmental factors; emphasis on instrumentation and methodology for ecological studies. Two lecture
hours, three laboratory hours.
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BIO 635. Advanced Plant Taxonomy. Three hours. A.
Principles of the systematics of vascular plants with emphasis on comparative and experimental techniques. Consideration of theory and systems of
phylogeny, classification and nomenclature. One lecture hour and four laboratory
hours.
BIO 649. Experimental Endocrinology. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: CHE 361; BIO 548.
Graduate credit wlll not be allowed for both BIO 549 and 649.
The bioassay, synthesis, metabolism and mechanism of action of hormones
emphasized through various experimental designs. One lecture hour, four
laboratory hours.
BIO 653. Advanced Mammalogy. Tbree hours. A .
Graduate credit will not be allowed for both BIO 553 and 653.
Emphasis placed on population dynamics, geographic d istribution, polymorphism, taxonomy, al'ld speciation. Each student will conduct an advanced
research problem and carry out class assignments specifically oriented to the
graduate student level. One l ecture hour, four laboratory hours.
BIO 671. Biology for Elementary Teachers. Three hours. A.
Experiments and demonstrations essential to the teaching of biological concepts of science in grades K through 6. Six discussion-laboratory hours.
BIO 691. (Formerly BIO 571.) Tbesis Research. Two hours. A.
Prerequisite: Approval by Cha.i rman of Biology Department.
This course may be repeated for a maximum of six hours of credit.
Research In biology followed by the preparation of a thesis under the guidance of a member of the Biology Faculty.

CHEMISTRY (CHE)
E. E. Byrn, Chairman

The Chemistry Department, in cooperation with the Graduate
School and the College of Education, offers an emphasis in Chemistry applying toward the Master of Arts degree in Education.
The r egulations for the Master of Arts degree in Education
program may be found in the College of Education section of the
Catalogue. Students obtaining the M.A. degree in Education with
the emphasis in Chemistry must take CHE 514 and two hours of
CHE 580, plus at least nine additional hours from the following:
CHE 520, CHE 525, CHE 530, CHE 545, CHE 550, CHE 555, CHE 560,
CHE 565, and CHE 595.
The candidate should h ave taken one year of organic chemistry, equivalent to CHE 361 and CHE 362, and one year of physical
chemistry, equivalent to CHE 471 and CHE 472, in his undergraduate preparation. Any undergraduate deficiency must be corrected
during the first year of graduate school.
CliE 514. (Formerly CHE 401.) Chemical Literature. One hour. A.
Prerequisite: CHE 361, 472.
Introduction to the use of f undamental periodicals, abstract journ<!ls, handbooks, review series and encyclopedias of chemistry. One lecture hour.
CHE 520. Advanced Analytical Chemistry. Three hour s. A.
Prerequisite: CHE 362 and 472.
Advanced study of analytical methods usually classified as non-instrumental.
Precipitation studies, aqueous and non-aqueous solvents, titrations, liquid-liquid
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extractions, chromatography, ion exchange, kinetics in ana}ytical chemistry,
sampling, statistics. Three lecture hours.
CUE 525.

(Formerly CHE 320 and 420.) Instrumental Methods. Four hours.

A.
Prerequisite: CHE 362 and 472 (or concurrent enrollment) .
Principles and uses of optical and electrical Instruments in analysis. Colorimetric, spectrophotometric (Including Infra-red), conductometric, potentiometric.
polarographic and chromatographic methods and determinations, meth ods of
nuclear chemistry. Two lecture and si.x laboratory hours.
CUE 530. (Formerly CHE 31.3.) Biochemistry. Three h ours. II.
Prerequisite: CHE 362, 471.
Chemlstry and metabolism of carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, and nucleoproteins, and the action of vitamins, hormones, and enzymes related to cellular
metabolism and body processes. Three lecture hours.
CllE 545. Chemistry Laboratory and Demonstration Techniques. Th ree h ours.

A.
Prerequisite: Six semesters of undergraduate work in chemistry or permission of Instructor.
Techniques of constructing and demonstrating apparatus to Illustrate principles of chemistry. Primarily for high school science teachers. Two lecture
and two laboratory hours.
CUE 550. (Forme.r ly CHE 440.) Advanced Inorganic Chemistry. Three
hours. I .
Prerequisite: CHE 472 (or concurrent enrollment).
Modern concepts of atomic nuclei, atomic structure, and classification of
elements. Complex Ions and coordination compounds. Three lecture hours.
CHE 555. Inorganic Preparations. Three hours. IT.
Prerequisite: CHE 550.
Techniques of crystallization, distillation, furnace methods, electro}ytic processes and gas handling as Involved in the synthesis of alloys, oxides, salts, coordination compounds, po}yacids, anomalous sal ts, and colloids. One lecture
and six laboratory hours.
CUE 560. Advanced Organic Chemistry. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite. CHE 362, 472.
Nomenclature, application of absorption spectroscopy to organic compounds,
survey of new reactions and reaction mechanisms. Three lecture hours.
CUE 565. Qualitative Organic Analysis. Three h ou rs. A.
Prerequisite : CHE 362.
Identification of unknown organic substances through a systematic study
of their physical and chemical properties and their chemical derivatives. One
hour lecture and six laboratory hours.
CHE 580. (Formerly CHE 450.) (Formerly called Recent Advances in
Chemistry). Seminar. One hour. I, IT.
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Presentation of significant developments from recent literature to members
of the chemistry faculty and department majors. One weekly meeting. May be
repeated for a total of two hours credit.
CUE 595. (Formerly CHE 430.) (Formerly called Research In Chemistry).
Introduction to Research. Three- five hours. I , IT.
Prerequisite: CHE 361, 471.
Objectives and techniques of chemical r esearch. Problems in analytical,
Inorganic, organic and physical chemistry.
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DRAMA AND SPEECH (DRA & SPE)
R. G. King, Chairman

DRAlVIA (DRA)
DR A 500. (Fonnerly DRA 300) Hi·s tory of Theatre. Three hours. A.
Intensive examinati<m of development of theatre from primHive limes to
present. Includes Oriental and Occidental theatre.
DRA 540. (Formerly DRA 465. 440.) Chi.ldr en's Theatre. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: DRA 240.
Principles and practice of play produ ction for children by adults or children,
with some attention to creative dramatics.
DRA 550. Play P roduction. T·bree hours. A .
Non- specialized course d ealing with basic elements of play production;
selection, casting, reheasals, types of dramatic literature, styles of act ing,
elementru-y principles of set design and decoration, costuming, make-up, lighting,
and house managemen t. P rimarily for prospective teachers who may direct
dramatics. Open to speech and/ or drama majors only with the consent of instructor.

SPEECH (SPE)
SPE 550. (Formerly SPE 210.) Phonetics of the English Language. Three
hours. A.
Contemporary American speech through phonetic anal ysis; practice in broad
and narrow transcription.
SPE 560. (Formerly SPE 331.) Introdu ction to Speech Correction. Three
hours. A.
Prerequisite: SPE 100.
Designed to help Identify and deal with speech defects. Stuly of basic
types of disorders, emphasis on good environment f or the handicapped and
sources of specialized help.

ENGLISH (ENG)
K elly Thurman, Chairman
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE IN EDUCATION

The Departm<-nt of En&lish, in C00Pt.lat:on with the Graduate
School and the College of Education, offers an emphasis in English
applying toward the M.A. degree in Education- Secondary Education. Students obtaining this degree should have a minimum total
of 30 graduate hour s, 10 of which should be in education and 20
of which should be in English. These courses should be chosen
from the specialization patterns specified for non-thesis M.A. candidates below with at least one course from each group.
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE IN ENGLISH

The graduate program is designed to train the student in various areas of the discipline and to provide him with both breadth
and depth in English appropriate to the advanced level. Areas of
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study include English and American literature; comparative literature; the history and structure of the language, inclu ding linguistics and semantics; bibliography, research, and scholarship;
creative and expository writing; rhetoric; literary crit icism; f olk lore; and literature in relation to the history of ideas. At present,
the major emphasis will be placed on English and American litera ture.
The graduate student in English may thus better prepare himself for a career of teaching on the college and pre-college levels
and of engaging in literary research and composition on advanced
levels.
SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS*:
For Admission-At least a 3.0 standing m ust have been achieved
in upper division English courses taken, or, if the student lacks
this normal prerequisite and evinces compensatory strengths, he
may be permitted to make up the deficiencies to the satisfaction
of the Department.

To be eligible for the advanced degree, a student must achieve
scores satisfactory to the Department in both the Verbal Aptitude
Test and the Advanced Literature Test of the Graduate Recor d
Examination, or, in lieu of the latter requ irement, the student must
indicate special strengths which, in the judgment of the Department, are at least of equal importance to the achievement of satisfactory test scores in these examinations.
For Language-Students in either the thesis or non-thesis progr ams must pass a language reading examination in one foreign
language (normally French, German, or Latin) before the master's
degree will be granted; however, the student may instead elect,
unless he has already met the requirement, the completion of 12
hours (or the equivalent) of study in at least one language, provided that the quality of achievement in the language course work
is acceptable to the student's graduate advisory committee.
For Program P lanning- Graduate work may be taken with or
without a thesis. Under either option, work includes both preparation for independent study leading toward the Ph.D. in English
and for teaching on the college and pre-college levels. It is the
philosophy of this Department that course work taken to strengthen the teaching of English, as well as that taken to increase the
competencies of independent research, corroborate each other .

Students electing a thesis program may receive a maximum of
six hours for ENG 698 and 699. Of the additional 24 hours required,
at least 21 must be in English and selected from the following
*Students must also meet the general requirements of the
Graduate School.
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groups so as to meet the minimal requirements indicated: one
course from 504, 539, 540, 541, 605, 625, unless previously taken; two
courses from 521, 522, 525, 526, 615, 626, 630, 632, unless previously
taken; one course from 523, 524, 628, 692, unless previously taken;
one course from 547, 55{), 646, unless previously taken; and one
course from 647, 648, 649, 652, unless previously taken. Also required unless previously taken: 411 or 692; 350 and 351 (or either
350 or 351 and 646, or either 350 or 351 and 652). Recommended:
504, 601 (or 686 or 687); 605 (especially for teachers); and 615.
The non- thesis student must present course work selected from
the following groups so as to meet the minimal requirements
indicated: two courses from 504, 539, 540, 541, 605, 625, unless
previously taken; two cow·ses from 521, 522, 525, 526, 615, 626,
630, 632, unless previously taken; one course from 523, 524, 628,
692, unless previously taken; one course from 547, 550, 646, unless
previously taken; one course from 647, 648, 649, 652; and at least
one course from 601, 686, 687, 690, 691. Also required unless
previously taken: 411 or 692; 350 and 351 (or either 350 or 351 and
646, or either 350 or 351 and 652). Recommended: 504; 601; 605
(especially for teachers); and 615.
For Thesis : Those who submit a thesis in partial fullfillment
of the Master of Arts degree in English must prepare it in conformity with the regulations approved by the Graduate Council
and the Department of English. Detailed information concerning
the preparation and submission of the thesis may be procured in
the office of the departmental chairman.
For Comprehensive Examinations- Graduate students not
electing a thesis are required to take a written comprehensive
examination after the completion of 24 hours of course work,
usually close to the end of the student's second semester of course
work.
Comprehensive examinations wiU be scheduled in
J anuary, May, and the fourth or fifth week of each summer session.
At least two weeks prior to the comprehensive examination, the
student is expected to furnish the members of his graduate advisory
committee with a list of all graduate course work taken for the
degr ee.
Graduate students electing to complete a thesis are required
to give an oral defense of their thesis and to be examined orally
on related course work. The oral examination will be scheduled
before the final typing of the thesis and approximately one month
before the end of the student's final semester of graduate work
for the degree. At least two weeks prior to the oral examination,
the student is expected to furnish the members of his advisory
committee with a writt-en summary of his thesis consisting of n o
more than 600 words, and a list of all graduate course work taken
for the degree.
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ENG 502. (Formerly ENG 402.) Seminar In Creative Writing. Thr ee h.ours.
II, A.
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalent), 102, and two oth er English courses:
permission of Instructor.
Open to students who desire to have their manuscripts criticized; fiction,
drama, poetry, biography, or the Informal essay accepted; guest lectur es by
and discussion with writers-in-residence.
ENG 503. (Formerly ENG 403.) Creative Writing Conference. One hour .
A. (May be repeated twice for a total of three hours.)
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalent), 102; permission of instructor.
A one-week course of fifteen informal lectures and discussions by faculty
and visiting lecturers. Each student must submit a sh-ort story, a one-act play,
four poems, or the equivalent.
ENG 504. (Formerly ENG 404.) Semantics. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalent), 102.• and two courses in llterature.
Examination of the basic principles underlying the influence of language
on human action and interaction; emphasis on the relationship between semantics. composition. and l>lteratw·e; course includes a brief introductory unit on
the hI story of the English language.
ENG 521.. (Formerly ENG 421.) Renaissance and Eli.z abethan Literature.
Three ho urs. I, A.
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalent), 102. and two courses in literature.
Study of poetry and prose of the English Renaissance, with emphasis on
Sidney, Spenser. and Bacon.
ENG 522. Engli.sh Poetry and Prose of the Seventeenth Century Exclusive
of Milton. T hree hours. A.
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalen t), 102, and two courses in literature.
Survey of poetry and prose of the first half of the 17th century, with
emphasis on Donne, J onson, Herbert, Crashaw, Browne, and Burton.
ENG 523. (Formerly ENG 423.) Milton and Hls Age. T h.ree h ours. A.
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalent). 102, and two courses In literature.
Study of the most intportant works of Milton; altentlon to the historical
setting and to Milton's con temporaries.
ENG 524. (Formerly ENG 424, 44.) Chaucer. T hr ee h ours. II. A.
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equival ent), 102, and two courses in literature.
Intensive reading of such works as The Cant erbury Tales and Troilus a nd
Criseyde; other readings as time permits.
ENG 525. (Formerly ENG 425, 525.) The Age of Dryden and Pope. Thtee
hours. A .
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalent), 102, and two courses in literature.
Poetry, prose, and drama of the Restoration Period with emphasis on
Dryden: poetry of the Augustan period with emphasis on Pope.
ENG 526. (Formerly covered in part by ENG 525.) The Age of Swift and
Johnson. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalent), 102, and two courses In literatu re.
Prose of the Augt1stan period with emphasis on Swift. PoetJ:y, prose, and
drama of the later eighteenth century with emphasis on Johnson and Boswell,
rise of the novel, and pre-romantic poetry.
ENG 534. The Nineteenth- Century EngHsh Novel. Three hours. A .
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalent), 102, and t wo courses in literature.
S tudy of the great 19th century English novelists from Jane Austen through
Hardy: Austen, Sc-ott, Dickens, the Brontes, Thackeray, Eliot, Meredith, Trotlope, and Hardy.
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ENG 539. (Formerly covered In part by ENG 540.) Introduction to Linguistic Theory. Three hours. I, A.
P rerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalent), 102, and at least slx additional hours
In English.
Detailed attention to the International Phonetic Alphabet, phonemics, and
morphemics. Some attention to structural and transformational methods of
analysis. Introduction to the study of dialect.
ENG 5411. Applied Grammar and Linguistics. Three hours. II, A.
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalent), 102, and six additional hours.
Study ot ways in which modem linguistic theory is put into practice. Emphasis on linguistic field work (e.g., socio-linguistics, psycho-linguistics, and the
"'New Rhetoric"), comparison of languages, and investigation of English as a
second language. Knowledge of the International Phonetic Alphabet necessary.
ENG 541. (Formerly ENG 441, 47.) History and Structure of the English
Language. Three hours. A .
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalent), 102, and six additional hours.
Study of the history of the English language in terms of social, historical,
and linguistic forces from which It developed into modern English. Knowledge
ot the International Phonetic Alphabet necessary.
ENG 547. Age of Emerson. Three h ours. A.
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalent), 102, and two courses In llterature.
Intensive study of the prose and poetry of the American Renaissance: emphasis on the writings of Emerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne, Melville, and Whitman.
ENG 550. Realism and Naturalism in American Fiction. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalent), 102, and two courses in literature.
Study of the development of the realistic novel in the 19th century and the
rise of naturalism In the twentieth; emphasis upon Howells, James, Garland,
Norris, Crane, and Drelser.
ENG 560. Continental Fiction. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalent), 102, and two courses In literature.
Extensive rCGding In translation of important fiction of the Westem world:
emphasis on selected novelists of the 19th and 20th centuries.
ENG 565. Greek and Roman Drama as Literature. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: GSE 101 (or equivalent), 102, and two courses In literature.
Brief study of dramatic criticism, theory of <tragedy, and the Greek and
Roman theater; reading of plays by Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Arlstophanes, Plautus, and Seneca.
ENG 575. Poetry, Prose. Composition. Nine hours.
Intensive analysis of poetry and prose, laboratory In composition, demonstrations of recent instructional media, designed to prepare el-ementary and
secondary teachers for more effective teaching. Administered by the United
States Office of Education.
ENG 601.

(Formerly ENG 501.) Bibliography and R esearch. Three hours.

A.
Work In critical theory and practice with attention to bibliography and
resources. Each student compiles an extensive bibliography on a subject or
author of his or his instructor's choice.
ENG 605. (Formerly ENG 565, 505.) Seminar in the Structure of English.
Three hours. A.
Examination of various descriptive, transformational, and comparative approaches to the study of language.
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ENG. 611 . (Formerly EN<; 511.) The Development of English Drama to
1642. Three hours. A.
Medieval liturgical drama: early miracle plays and the guild cycles; morality plays and Interludes; early Tudor R enaissance drama; development of the
Eliza be than theater to the Stuart dramatists.
ENG 615. (Formerly ENG 515.) Literary Criticism. Three hours. II, A.
Study of the development of literary criticism from its beginnings to the
end of the 19th century. Foreign lnfluences ln English criticism; changing
conceptions of the criteria of criticism; the great crllics and their works.
ENG 625. (Formerly covered ln part
Three h ours. A.
Reading and study of selected works
bined with work ln translation . Emphasis
some emphasis on histor ical and cultural

by ENG 626.) Old English Literature.
1n original Old English dialects comon Beowulf and related heroic poetry;
aspects of the Old English period.

ENG 626. (Formerly ENG 526.) Middle EngUsh Literature. Three hours. A .
English literature from 1200 to 1500, excluding Chaucer; emphasis on poetry
of the Alliterative Revival; readings done primarily ln the original dialect.
ENG 628. Seminar in Donne and Jonson: Poetry and Prose. Three hours. A.
Detailed study of the poetry of John Donne and Ben Jonson; some emphasts
on 17th century prose.
ENG 630. Studies in the Romantic Period. Three hours. A.
Study In depth of selected major figures of the Romantic Period from the
pre-romantics and Blake through Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelly, and
Keats.
ENG 632. Seminar in the Age of Tennyson and Browning. Three hours.
I, A.
Primary emphasis on the poetry of Tennyson and Browning: selected readings from Carlyle, Newman, Ruskin, the Rossettis, Arnold, Pater, Swinburne,
and Hardy.
ENG 646. (Formerly ENG 546.) Seminar ln American Flctlon. Three hours.
I, A.
Treatment of sources and origins of American fiction ln relation to the
English novels of the mid-eighteenth century; early American novels; examlnatkms of fiction of the United States during the 19th and 20th centuries, w ith
special emphasis on the works of major 20th century writers.
ENG 647. Seminar in Hawthorne and Melville. Three hours. A.
Extensive study of the major novels of Hawthorne and Melville.
ENG 648. Seminar ln Whitman and Dickinson. Three hours. A.
Extensive study of the poetry of Whitman and Dickinson as "New Voices
In American Literature" ln relation to the poetic styles ol nineteenth-century
America.
ENG 6'49.
Studies ln
ENG 652.
Studies In

Seminar In
the fiction
Seminar In
the fiction

Twain and James. Three hours. A.
of Twain and James.
Faulkner and Hemingway. Th.r ee hours. A.
of Faulkner and Hemingway.

ENG 655. Studies ln Contemporary Literature. Three hours. A.
Detailed study of selected ma1or figures ln poetry, fiction, and drama of
the 20th century. Concentration upon British and American literature, with
some attention to c• ntlnental writers.
ENG 660. The Epic. Three hours. A.
Homer and the epic tradition; the Aeneid; the Divine Comedy; Orlando
Furioso; Jerusalem Delivered; Paradise Lost; anonymous epics; the Cid; the
Song of Roland; the Nibelungenlicd, the Kalevala.
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ENG 686. Literature in Relation to the History of Ideas. Three hours. A.
Studies in the history of Ideas as related to literature; emphasis on philosophical approaches to English and American literature.
ENG 687. Studies In Sources and Influences. Three hours. A.
Investigation of the sources and lnfluences which have affected the works,
styles, philosophies. and points of view of American and English writers.
ENG 690. Special Studies. One to three hours. A.
Independent research and writing designed to fulfill the Individual needs and
interests of advanced students. Directed by an instructor in the student's area
of concentration. Credit from one to three hours is determined by the extent
and excellence of the work.
ENG 691. Special Studies. One to three hours. A.
A continuation of English 690.
ENG 692. (Formerly ENG 592.) Graduate Seminar in Shakespeare. Three
hours. A.
Selected concentration on the tragedies, comedies, historkal dramas, and
poetry; treatment of special studies on Shakespeare.
ENG 698. Thesis I . Three hours. A.
ENG 699. Thesis ll. Three hours. A.

GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY ( GEO-GLY)
J . R. Sch wendem an, Jr., Chairman

GEOGRAPHY (GEO)

The Geography and Geology Department, in cooperation with
the Graduate School and the College of Education, offers an emphasis in Geography applying toward the M.A. degree in Education.
The regulations for the M.A. degree in Education program may
be found in the College of Education section of the Graduate
Catalogue. Students obtaining the M.A. degree in Education with
the emphasis in Geography may select the graduate courses for this
purpose from the following:
GEO 501. (Formerly GEO 601.) Geography in Education. Three hours. I. S.
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of Social Science or six hours of geography.
Geography in the present day school systems from elementary school to
university. Special emphasis directed toward course objectives, ou tlines, problems, evaluation of departments, geographic llterature and equipment, and other
materia l.
GEO 513. Physiography of Eastern United States. Three hour s. I of alternate years.
Prerequisite: GEO 313.
Detailed study of the physiographic regions and features of Eastern United
States. Two hours lecture and two h ours laboratory.
GEO 514. Physiography of the Westem United States. Three hours. 11 of
alternate years.
Prereq uisite: GEO 313.
Intensive study of the physiographic regions and features of Western
United States. Two hours lecture and two hours laboratory.
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GEO 516.
Advanced Climatology. Three h ours. I.
Prerequisite: GEO 216.
Current methods utilized in climatic studies of micro a nd macro areas,
alternate climatological classlficataion systems, and technlq:ues employed! in
data> collection, processing, and presentation.
GEO 530. Advanced Economic Geography. Three hours. II.
Prerequisite: GEO 330 and! 331, or departmental approval.
Distribution and• characteristics of various kinds of economic systems. and
cultural and physical bases accounting for economic dlfferentiatlon. Included
are origin, dev&lopment. and transformation of systems, comparative advantages,
and techniques for Independent analysis. Research paper required.
GEO 540. (Formerly GEO 42, 372.) Geography of Europe. Three hours.
I, of alternate years.
Prerequisite: General, none; Geography Majors, GEO 340.
Physical, cultural. and economic geography of Europe, with emphasis on
problem areas or areas of current Interest. Research paper requir,c d.
GEO 541. (Formerly GEO 33, 373.) Geography of Latin America. Th ree
hours. I of alternate years.
Prerequisite: General, none; Geography Majors, GEO 340.
Physical, cultural. and economic geography of Latin America . with emphasis
on underdeveloped areas or areas of current political concern. Research paper
required.
GEO 542. (Formerly GEO 41, 473, 573.) Geography of Asia. Three hours.
II of alternate years.
Prerequisite: General, none; Geography Majors, GEO 340.
Physical, cultural. and economic geography of Asia, with emphasis on areas
of current concern. Research p aper required.
GEO 543. (Formerly GEO 43, 475, 575.) Geography of Africa. Three hours.
II of alternate years.
Prerequisite: General, none; Geography Majors. GEO 340.
Physical , cultural, and economk geography of Africa, wi th emphasis on areas
of current concern. Research paper required.
GEO 546. Regional Geography. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: General, none; Geography Majors, GEO 340.
Intensive study of a· selected area of less than continental size. Offered upon
demand and by an Instructor who has done extensive research in the selected
region, or by a vlstlng lecturer. May be taken for a maximum of six homs.
Research paper required.
GEO 553. Quantitative Applications in Research. Three hours. II.
Prerequisl te: Elementat·y statistics course.
Study of data type normally encountered in social and earth ~lence re search, valid sampling tec.h nlques in regard to development of tills data,
analysis of samples by appropriate statistical methods, testing for validity and
significance. and conclusion drawing. Two hours lecture and two hours laboratory.
GEO 555. Advanced Ca t·tography. Three hours. II.
Prerequisite: GEO 355 or departmental approval.
Advanced techruques of cartographic presentation of data and use of aerial
photographs In map construction. One hour lecture and four hours laboratory.
GEO 605.

Credit 3-9 hours.

Designed primarily for students who are teaching or plan to teach
geography in the elementary and secondary school systems. The course is not
intended for pt·ofessional geographers who wish to pursue graduate programs
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In geography. The course has as its prime objective to acquaint the student
with the major skllls, techniques, concepts, and philosophy and methodology
of geography. Major emphasis Is placed on the student's participation and
demonstration of his ability to utilize these ideas.
Enrollment only by special permission.
GEO 610. (Formerly CEO 6()8.) Seminar in Physical Geography. Three
hours. I .
Prerequisite: Adequate background in physical geography as determined· by
department.
Seminar in some aspect of physical geography. Research paper required.
GEO 6!0. (Formerly GEO .507, 607. ) Directed Studies In Regional Geography. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: Departmental permission.
Directed studies tn micro regional geography. May be taken !or maxtmum
of stx hours.
GEO 651. Seminar In History and Philosophy of Geography. Three hours. II.
Prerequisite: Departmental permission.
History and development of geographic thought, various schools of geography. philosoph ies tn geography, current and future trends. Research paper required.
GEO 690. (Formerly GEO 609, 610, and 611.) Geography Semlnar. Three
hours. A.
Prerequisite: Departmental pcnntssion.
Selected topics for discussion as student demand and faculty orietation
dictates. May be taken for a maximum of stx hours.
GEO 698. Independent Study. One to three hours. I . II, S.
Prerequisite: Departmental permission.
Semi-directed research on selected t opics.

GEOLOGY (GLY)
GT, Y 510. Sedimentology. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: GLY 411 or departmental approval.
Study of sediments. Physical conditions of deposition, time of formation
of deposits, and provenance emphaslud. Size, shape, and composition of sediments analyzed stattstically. Two lecture and two laboratory hours.
GLY 532. Geology of Fuels. Four hours. A.
Prerequisite: GLY 430.
Origin, occurrances, and uses of natural fuels. Three lecture and two laboratory hours plus field trips as deemed appropriate.
GLY 533. Industrial Minerals. Four hours. A.
Prerequisite: GLY 430.
Orig.i n, occurrence, and uses of metallic and non-metallic minerals. Three
lectures and two laboratory hours.
GLY 598. Special Problems ln Geology. Three to four hours. I, II. S.
Prerequisite: Departmental approval.
Course topic determined by student and instructor.
GLY 610. Geotectonics. Three hours. A .
Prerequisite: Departmental appr oval.
Topic selected by students and Instructor in area of structural geology.
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HISTORY (IDS)
G. W. Robinson, Chairman

The Department of History offers the Master of Arts with a
major in History; and, in cooperation with the College of Education,
the Master of Arts in Education with an emphasis in History. Programs leading to these degrees prepare the student for careers in
teaching on the college or secondary level,'" advanced work toward
a doctorate at other institutions, and for a wide variety of public
services within the United States.
SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS**:
Master of Arts in History with Thesis
For Admission-Admission is determined by the Department
of History in cooperation with the Graduate School. The follow ing is required of each candidate:

Satisfactory performance on the Graduate Record Examination
including the Advanced Test in History before or during the
f irst summer or regular academic year the student is emolled.
A h igh standard of undergraduate achievement, normally a
2.75 over-aU average (on a 4.0 scale).
Completion of a satisfactory undergraduate major in history.
Two letters of recommendation from faculty members with
whom the applicant has studied.
For Program Planning-Students may major in either Twentieth Century American History (1920-1940) or Nineteenth Century
English History (1815- 1867). Minor fields may be chosen from the
following list: Modern European Intellectual History, American
Social and Intellectual History, English History, Russian History,
Far Eastern History, Latin American History, Political Science,
Sociology and Anthropology.
Each candidate must complete 30 semester hours work including six hours of general requirements as indicated below, twelve
hours in the major field, six hours in the minor field , and six
hours credit for the thesis.
For Language Requirement-The student must pass a reading
examination on historical literature in a modern foreign language,
determined in consultation with his advisor.
•The M. A. in History with and without th esis qualify the recipient for a
provisional teachin,g certificate providing the candidate has already completed
an undergraduate professional education program in history. In such a
case the provisional certificate would have to be renewed every ten years
with renewal requiring that the holder had taught at least three of ten years
in question. A standard certificate not requiring renewal would be awarded
to each M. A. In Education (Secondary Education-History) because of the
ten hours of professional education Included in the cm·riculum.
• •students must also m eet the general requirements of the Graduate School.
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For Thesis-Each candidate must submit a thesis which demonstrates an appropriate level of skill in historical research and
writing. The thesis shall be submitted to the student's major professor at least 30 days in advance of graduation. Acceptance of
the thesis shall be at the discretion of a special reading committee.
This committee shall be composed of the major professor and two
other faculty members recommended by the chairman of t he
major department and appointed by the Dean of the Graduate
School. The committee shall complete its r eview of the thesis at
least one week prior to the final oral examination. Two bound
copies of the accepted thesis, signed by the committee, must be
deposited with the Dean of the Graduate School at least one week
before graduation.
The thesis carries six semester hours of credit as indicated in
the description under the section on courses.
For Comprehensive Examinations-The program will culminate
in a written comprehensive examination designed to test the
student's general knowledge of history, and an oral examination.
The latter will concern only the candidate's mastery of his special
field and his thesis topic. Passage .o f the language exam must be
certified PRIOR to these examinations.
Suggested Arrangement of Graduate Work-It is suggested that
the graduate student electing to major in American History would
take the following courses :
First Semester: HIS 603, 698, 6U, U. S. History
(elective), Minor elective ........................................................15 hrs.
Second Semester: HIS 601, 699, 610, U. S. History
(elective), Minor elective ........................................................ 15 hrs.
A graduate student electing to major in English History would
take the following courses:
First Semester: HIS 603, 698, 620, European History
(elective), Minor elective ........................................................ 15 hrs.
Second Semester: HIS 601, 699, European History
(elective), European History (elective) , Minor elective....l5 hrs.
Master of Arts in History without Thesis
For Admission-Applicants ml.tst meet special admission conditions cited for majors electing thesis option.
For Program Planning-Each candidate must complete 36
semester hours work including twelve hours of general requirements as indicated below, twelve hours in the major field, and
six hours in each minor field.
Students may major in either American or European ·History.
Two minor fields will be chosen from the following list with the
stipulation that a major in American History requires two minors
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in European History areas and a major in European History requires at least one minor in American History.
Suggested minor fields include: Modern European Intellectual
History, American Social and Intellectual History, English History,
Russian History, Far Eastern History, Latin American History,
Twent ieth Century American History, Nineteenth Century American History, and Eighteenth Century American History.
All course work may be completed in residence at Eastern
Kentucky University in no less than two regular academic semesters and one summer session.
Suggested Arrangement of Graduate WorkFirst Semester: HIS 603, 605, Major elective
(600 level), Major elective, Minor elective........................l5 hrs.
Second Semester: HIS 601, 604, Minor elective
(600 level), Major elective, Minor e lective........................15 hrs.
Summer Session: Major elective, Minor elective................6 hrs.
For Comprehensive Examinations-Upon completion of course
work in the major field, the student's knowledge of the field will
be tested by a comprehensive written examination. Upon completion of course work in each of the minor fields, the student's
knowledge of these fields will also be tested by a comprehensive
written examination. The program will culminate in an oral examination designed to test the student's general knowledge of
history.
Master of Arts in Education (Secondary Education-History)
For Admission-Admission is determined by the Department
of History in cooperation with the Graduate School and the College
of Education. The following special factors are required of each
candidate:
An overall undergraduate point standing of at least 2.4
grade point ratio (4.0-A).
Completion of a satisfactory undergraduate major in history
(at least 2-4 hours of courses in history).
A grade of no less than "C" in student teaching at the
undergraduate level.
For Program Planning- Each candidate must complete 31 semester hours work including ten hours of core Education courses,
six hours of core History courses, nine hours in the major field
and ·six hours in the minor field.
Students may major (nine hours) in either American History
or European History. Students may minor (6 hours) in any one
of. the following: American History, European History, Political
Science, Geography, Sociology, Anthropology.
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Suggested Arrangement of Graduate Work-A graduate student
completing the M. A. in Education (Secondary Education-History)
in one academic year would be expected to complete the following
program:
First Semester: EDU 615, 650, HIS 605, History major
(elective), Minor elective ···············-·······································15 hrs.
Second Semester: EDU 636, 669, HIS 604, History major
(elective), History major (elective), Minor elective..........16 hrs.
Due to the heavy load of course work for two semesters, a
graduate student is encouraged to take at least six of the elective
hours during a summer session.
HIS 501. American Colonial Period. Three hours. A.
Political and social history of the thirteen col<onies and their neighbors;
European background, settlement, westward expansion; intercolonial conflicts;
beginnings of culture; colonial opposition to imperial authority.
HIS 502. <Formerly HIS 402.) American Revolution and the Constitution.
Truce hours. A.
Colonial background of Revolution; internal and external nature of Revolution; problems associated with Confederation; events leading to the American
Constitution.
HIS 503. (Formerly HIS 403.) Jacksonian Democracy. Three Jo.ours. A.
Criticism of the concept. Party issues, nationalism, and the Importance of the
age.
HIS 504. (Formerly HJ8 404.) The Ante-Bellum Period. Three hours. A.
Political sectionalism; young nationalism; economic transition; democracy's
mind; politics as an art.
HIS 507.

(Formerly HIS 407.} Civil War and Reconstruction. Three boUI"s.

A.
Ante-bellum South, ante-bellum North; anti-slavery agitation, growth of
sectional consciousness, recurrent crises, secession, war; military operations,
internal developments in the North and South; Confederate collapse; problems
of reconstruction; social politic-al, and economic reconstruction; aftermatil.
IDS 508. The Emergence of American Nationalism, 1789-1824. Three hOUl"S.
A.
Federalists, Republicans and the Constitution; America and the French
Revolution; War of 1812; B reak up of political parties; emergence of new
political divisions.
HIS 510. The Gilded Age, 1877-1898. Three hours. A.
America's indu strial expansion; rise of labor unions: the farm pr<otest;
political bossism.
HIS 511. The Progressive Era and World War I, 1898-1920.

T hree hOUl"S.

A.
Progressive movement; imperialism; American entry into war; the Treaty
of Versailles, L eague of Nations.
WS 512. Prosperity, Depression, and War, 1920-1945. Three hours. A.
Internationalism and· isolationism; prosperity in the twenties; depression
and efforts to cope with It; the corning of World War II; United States participation in war.

HIS 513. (Formerly HIS 412, last part.) The United States and World
Responsibility, 1945-present. Three hours. A.
Problems of post-war ad1ustment; the cold war; the affluent society;
problems inherent on world leadership.
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(Formerly ID·S 420.) The Negro In Amerkan History. Three h ours.

A.

African heritage; middle passage; the peculiar institution; the Negro and
the Civil War; reconstruction; the strange career of Jim Crow; modern
emancipation; black nationalism.
HIS 530. American Social and Intellectual History to 1850. Three hours. A.
European influences; the colonial mind; revolutionary attitudes; New England's leader~hip; the movement of protest and reform; the rise of a native
literature.
HIS 531. American Social and Inte11ectual History since 1850. Three hours.

A.
The Civil War; Protestantism and Capitalism; Social Darwinism; literature
of naturalism and realism; the twentieth-century mind.
HIS 535. (Formerly HIS 320.) Ancient History in the Near East and Greece.
Three hours. A.
Ancient Near East and Greece from prehistoric times to Alexander the
Great and his successors; early food production; rise of civilization in Babylonia
and Egy.p t; development of economic and poiltical institutions; art; science;
literature; and religion.
HI S 536. (Formerly HIS 321.) History of Rome. Three h ours. A.
Rome from prehistoric village to the dominant power to the Mediterranean
world; rise and decl1ne of the Empire in the West.
HIS 540.

(Formerly HIS 440.) Renaissance and Reformation . Three h ours.

A.
Transformation of European civilization from medieval to modem period,
1350-1650. Emphasis upon changes in political, religious, and economic institutions of Europe, r eflection of these changes in Intellectual thought.
HL'> 541.

(Formerly HIS 441.} The Age of the Enlightenment. T hree hours.

A.
European intellectual history, 1650-1789; scien tific revolution, Cartesian and
Newtonian schools; Enlightenment as an European phenomenon; emphasis on
the eighteenth century as a age of political and social criticism .
HIS 542. (Formerly HIS 442.) The French Revolution and Napoleon, 17891815. Three hours. A.
Background. analysis of various stages of the Revolution and their reflection
of foreign policy; establishment of the First Empire, reasons for its collapse;
effects of the Revolution upon France and Europe; 1815 as a watershed of
European history.
HIS 544. (Formerly HIS 444 .) Modern European Intellectual History. Three
ho urs. A .
European civilization in the 19th and 20th centuries, emphasis upon In stitutions, ideas, and cultural forms distinguishing the period.
HIS 547. Tudor England, 1485-1603. Three hours. A .
Henry VII and resurgen ce of the moMrchy; Henry vm and revolt against
Rome; Protestant Reformation; Cromwell's reforms; Edward VI and Marian
Reaction; character and policies of Elizabeth I; Elizabethan Settlement; Catholics
vs. Purltan.s ; Elizabethan diplomacy and Spanish War; Tudor Constitution and
rise ot Parllame.n t; Elizabethan Renaissance.
illS 548. Stuart Englan<i, 1603-1714. Three h ours. A.
Characters and policies of early Stuarts; constitutional conflicts: Anglican ism vs. Puritanism; collapse of Tudor Constitution; English Civil War; Cromwell
and Interregnum; Charl es 11 an d Restoration; growth of the Empire; Glor ious
Revol ution; Britain as a Great P ower; reign of Queen Anne.
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(Formerly IDS 450.) Emergence of Victorian Britain. Three hou rs.

A.
Economic and intellectual backgrounds of 19th century; French Revolution
and Napoleonic threat; reaction and reform after 1815; Victorian thought;
origins of the Commonwealth; age of Palmerston In foreign affairs.
HIS 551. (Formerly HIS 451.) Britain and the Empire in Adversity, 1867present. Three hour s. A.
Characteristics of a new era; Reform Bill of 1867; economic and intellectual
trends in late 19th century; decline of liberalism in politics; revival of Im perialism; coming of World War I; emergence of the Commonwealth; impact
of World War LI; Conservative-Labor contention; Britain's role in the "cold"
war.
HIS 557. (Formerly mS 470.) Germany since 1870. Three hours. A.
Background, rise of Prussia; German nationalism and part.icularlsm; creation
of tbe German Empire, its rule under B ismarck and William II; Peace Treaty
and Weimar Republic; Nazi Germany; Second World War, Allied Occupation.
HIS 560. (Formerly HIS 360.) H istory of Russia I. Three hours. A.
Formative period of Slavic states. Establishment and development of the
Kievan and Muscovite states. Social and econom ic forces that led to the rise of
autocracy. Foreign policy from Peter the Great to Alexander I.
IDS 561. (Formerly HIS 361.) History of Russia II. Three hou rs. A.
Nineteenth century to Revolution of 1917. Growth of revolutionary thought
and action. Revolutions of 1825, 1905, and 1917. Serfdom, agrarian r eforms,
industrialization, literature, art, science of the 19th century.
HIS 562.

(Formerly H IS 362.)

History of the Soviet Union. Three hours.

ll.

The 1917 revolution to the present. Establishment of the Soviet regime;
New Economic Policy; F ive-Year Plans ; Soviet System of governmen t; World
War II, Post-War years; cultural trends tmderlying political, economic, and
social developments of the Soviet era.
HIS 566. (Formerly HIS 480.) Imperial Spain, 1489- 1815. Three hours. A.
Political and cuHural history from the period of its predominance in European and American affairs until Its decline in the 17th and 18th centuries.
HIS 570. (Formerly HIS 370.) Far Eastern History to tbe 19th Century.
Three hours. I.
Survey of China and Japan !rom ancient times to the end of the 18th century,
emphasizing characteristic political, economic, social, rellglous, and cultural
developments. Reference made to peripheral areas.
HIS 571. (Formet·l y HIS 371.) Far Eastern History in the 19th and 20th
centuries. Three hours. n.
Survey of China and J apan in the 19th and 20th centuries. Atten tion given
to impact of the West, Intellectual and cultural movements, political, economic,
and socJal developments.
lllS 580. (Formerly HIS 350.) History of Latin America. Three hours. I.
European and American background; discovery, conquest, expansion; tech niques of government; social and economic institutions t o independen ce.
HIS 581. (Formerly HIS 351.) History of Latin America. Three ho urs. II.
Comparative treatment of political, econ omic, and social institutions of
Latin American republics from attainments of independence to the present.
B1S 582. History of Mexico. Three hours. A.
Mexican History from the Spanish conquest to present with emphasis on
Mexican Revol ution of 1910 and Its effect on politlc.a l, economic, social, and
military Institutions.
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Survey of Historiography. Three hours. I.
approach to the history of historical writings and Inter pretation.
selected works of great historians from Herodotus to the present.
all candidates.

HIS 603. Historical Criticism. Three hours. A.
Seminar in f undamental techniques of the historian; using basic bibliographical tools; locating and evaluating source materials; writing book r eviews;
critically Interpreting historical evidence. R equired of all candidates.
HIS 604. {Formerly HIS 504.) History as a Social Science. Three hours. A.
Scientific approach to social problems and their historical interpretation;
analysis of economic, social, Intellectual, and political backgrounds of contemporary civilization.
HIS 605. The Htunanities approach to History. Three hours. A.
The "American Character" and its development as an example of the
humanities approach to the study of history.
JUS 606. Problems In Interpreting World History. Three hours. A.
Seminar on selected controversial developments in World History.
HIS 607. Problems in Interpreting American History. Three hours. A.
Seminar on selected controversial developments in American History.
HIS 610. Pro-Seminar in American History. Tltree hours. A.
Readings and investigations in a field other than the student's speciality.
Required of all American History majors.
HIS 611. Seminar In American History. Three hours. A.
Technique8 of research, note- taking, documentation; occasional lectures and
class discussions or major problems and controversies. Fields vary each
semester. Required of all American History majors.
HIS 620. Topics in Early 19th Century English History, 1815-1867. Three
hours. A.
Seminar in the Victorian er a. Stu dents conduct original research; prepare
papers; submit work to class for criticism and discussion. Required of all
English History majors .
WS 698. Thesis Tutorial I. Three h ours. A.
IDS 699. Thesis Tutorial II. Three hours. A.

MATHEMATICS (MAT)
B. R. Lane, Chairman
The Mathematics Department, in cooperation with the Graduate School and
the College of Education, offers an emphasis In Mathematics applying toward
the M.A. degree in Education.
The regulations for the M.A. degree in Education program may be found In
the College of Education section of the Graduat e Oataloot<e. Students obtaining
the M.A. degree In Education with the emphasis In Mathematics may select the
graduate courses for this pW'pose from the following:
MAT 501. {Formerly Mathematics 601) Foundations of Elementary School
Mathematics. Three hours. A.
A course designed exclusively for elementary school teachers working toward
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the Master of Arts in Education degree. However, credit may not be earned
by those who already have credit for Mathematics 201 and 202.
Counting and numer ation; fundamental concepts of the whole, rational
and r eal number systems; variables a nd conditions; logic; non-metric geometry; measurement; congruence; parallelism; area and volume.
MAT 5()5. Foundations of Mathematics. Three hours. I.
Prerequisite: MAT 308 or consent of instructor.
Nature of mathematical thought; logical systems, postulational concepts
and methods: consideration of the work of Hilbert, Peano, Whiteh ead, Russell,
and others.
i\IAT 506. Number Theory. Three hours. D.
Prel'equisite: MAT 308 or consent of instructor.
Fundamental properties of integel's; linear Diophantine equations; linear
and quadratic congruences; famous problems of number theory.
MAT 508. (Formerly MAT 408). Modern Algebra I. Three hours. I .
Pret·equisite: MAT 213 and 308, or consent of instructor.
Some fundamental concepts, sets, mapping, equivalence relations, operations :
rings and integral domains; isomorphisms_; some properties of the integers;
field with emphasis on constt·uction of the various number systems; groups.
MAT 509. (Formerly MAT 409.) Modern Algebra II. Tb.r ee hours. .11.
Prerequisite: J.I;JA T 508.
Matrix algebra; vector spaces: systems of linear equations; linear transformations.
1\>IAT 533 ( Fo rmerly MAT 333). Non-Euclidean Geometry . Three hours. D.
Prerequisite: MAT 213 or consent of instructor.
F in ite geometries; foundations of Euclidean geometry with investigations
of tile tacit assumptions of Euclid; HUbert's postulates; Euclid's Fifth Postul ate ;
discovery of Non-Euclidean geometry; hyperbolic plane geometry; elliptic
plane geometry; consistency of the Non-Euclidean geometries.
MAT 556. (Formerly MAT 456). Vector Analysis. Three hours. JI.
Prereq uisite : MAT 213 and PHY 202 or equivalent.
Algebra, geometry and calculus of vectors and applications.
MAT 571. Introduct ion to Numerical Analysis. Three hours. IJ.
Prerequisite: MAT 213 and 372 or equivalent.
Computer- oriented numerical methods course. B asic operations: Computation , approximation, interpola tion, numerical solution of equations, numerical
Integration, matrices and systems of equations, numerical solution of ordinary
differential equations. Exhibits techniques available; attempts to derive
the relevant formulas and consider the mathematical analysis. Out-of-class
laboratory work required.
MAT 607. (Formedy MAT 507.) Foundations of Secondary Sch ool Mathematics I. Three hours. I .
Designed for secondary school teachers of mathematics work ing toward
the Master of Arts in Education degree. Topics include : number and numerat ion; f tmdamental number theory; sets, relations, and functions; algebraic
systems; consideration of these topics as they are like}y to affect the modern
h igh school mathematics program.
MAT 608. (Formerly MAT 508.) Foundations of Secondary School Mathematics II. Three hours. Ir.
Continuation of MAT 607. Topics include: history and develpoment of
geometry; logle and nature of proof; foundations of synthetic and analytic
Euclidean geometry; discovery of non-Euclidean geometries; vector approaches
to the study of geometry; consideration of these topics as they are likely
to affect the mathematics progr am in the modern high school.
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MAT 610. Introduction to Topology. Three hour s. I, (1968-69).
Prerequisite: MAT 508 or consent of instructor.
Set theory; the real line; topological spaces; metric spaces; arcs and
curves.
MAT 650. Real Analysis. Three hours. D. ( 1968-69).
P rerequisite: MAT 454.
Real and complex number systems; elements of set theory; numerical
sequences and series; continuity; differentiation;
the Riemann-Stielt.ies
Integral: sequences and series ot functions.

MUSIC (MUS)
A. J. Broekema, Chairman

The Department of Music offers major work whk h may lead to
the awarding of the Master of Music Education degree. The purpose
of this degree is to prepare students for leadership roles in music
education at all levels; to build a sound foundation for further
graduate study leading to a doctorate; to develop more completely
the performance skills of the candidate; to help the student gain
further insight into the structm-e of music; to increase the student's
knowledge of musical culture through intensive study of music
literature ; and to provide the student with a core of knowledge
from the field of learning theory, philosophy of education, and
curriculum develpoment enabling him to use educational principles
in guiding the musical gr owth of others.
SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS*
For Admission- Applicants for admission to the graduate music
program must hold a valid teaching certificate and must hold the
degree of Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of Music Education, Bachelor
of Science in Music Education, or an equivalent degree from an
institution of accredited standing. Admission is based on evidence
that the applicant will be able to pursue creditable a program of
graduate study in music education.
Normally his scholastic record should reflect an overall gradepoint average of 2.75 (4.0- A), and his undergraduate program must
show adequate preparation in the major field and related fields,
corresponding to the distribution of courses and credits usually
found in departments certified by the National Association of
Schools of Music.
Three letters of reference from persons qualified to judge
competent work in the field of music or music education should
be solicited by the candidate in support of his application. In addition, satisfactory performance on specific tests of musical knowledge and skills is a necessary prerequisite.
•students must also meet the general requirements of the Graduate School.
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For Program Planning-The general format of the program
appears below. Additional details are available in document form
upon request to the Department of Music.
Music Education .................................................................... 10-16 hrs.
Teaching Techniques ................................................................0-6 hrs.
Music History & Literature, Structure and Organization of Music, Applied Music, Related Fields ..................4-12 hrs.
Research & Thesis (with option of Recital) ........................ 5 hrs.
Education** ................................................................................5-10 hrs.
Total: 32 hrs. for graduation
For Thesis-Each candidate must submit a thesis which demonstrates an appropriate level of research and writing in the field of
music education. Candidates may choose to: (1) investigate a
problem in music education in the schools; (2) write an original
project such as a book for children or young people, a methods
book, or some other creative endeavor; (3) complete a bibliography
project; ( 4) complete a large curriculum project for school use.
For Non -Th esis-A graduate level recital may be presented in
lieu of thesis. A paper, explaining in some detail the music to
be performed on the gradua ting recital, will be prepared and
subm itted to the major professor at least two weeks prior to the
recital date.
For Comprehensive Examinations-The program
minated by a written comprehensive examination
candidate's general knowledge of music education.
those students electing to write a thesis will stand
defense of the thesis.

will be cultesting the
In addition,
a final oral

!\iUS 550. Teaching Techniques. Two hours. I.
Analysis of current teaching methods a ndl materials with the intention of
developing sound' teaching procedures. Topics announced In Woodwinds, Brass,
Percussion, Strings, Voice, P iano, and Organ. May be repeated for credit.
1\ruS 551. Performance Literature. Two hour s. II.
Study and analysis of literature for various performing mediums. Perform ance practices and problems. Topics announced In Woodwinds, Brass, Percussion,
Strings, Voice, Piano. and Organ. May be repeated for credit.
!\>JUS 555. Sym phonic Music Literature. Two or Utree hours. I.
Prerequisite: MUS 371 and 372.
Evolution of the Symphony from Its beginnings w the 20th century, with
emphasis on score reading and listening.
MUS 556. Choral Music Literature. Two or three hours. II .
Pre requisite : MUS 371 and 372.
Survey of choral music literature from fifteenth century to present.
MUS 563. Teaching Piano In Classes. Two hours. A .
P rerequisite: Th ree years of piano study at the college level, or tile
equivalent.
Methods and materials used in teaching of piano classes.
**Five hours of education and four hours of music education will qualify the
student for the Standard Teaching Certificate.
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MUS 564. Advanced Instrumental Conducting. Two hours. /\.
Prerequisite: MUS 366, or equivalent.
Designed to increase skills ln score reading, preparation, Interpretation and
conducting of major orchestral or band works.
!\IUS 565. Advanced Choral Conducting. Two hours. A.
Prerequisite: MUS 366, or equivalent.
Conducting techniques and thelr application In choral rehearsal and performance.
MUS 581. (Formerly MUS 381.) Counterpoint I. Two hours. A.
Survey of species. Wri ting In two, three and four parts with cantus flrmus.
Choral writing with the use of words. Analysis of Bach Chorales and other
polyphonic works. Writing of descants and canons.
MUS 582. {Formerly MUS 382.) Counterpoint ll. Two hours. A .
Characteristics of good melodic lines. Interplay of metrical, melodic and
harmonic rhythms. Techniques of Imitation, and thematic treatment. Writing in
two, three and four parts using instrumental combinations. Analysis of Bach
Inventions and other works In polyphonic style.
MUS 583. Composition. Two hou.rs.

A.

MUS 584. Scoring !or Band. Two h ou.rs. A.
Primary course In Instrumentation and arranging for the band medium,
Including scoring for small ensembles, marching band, concert band, and oU1er
combinations of wind and percussion instruments.
M US 585. Choral Arranging. Two h ours. A.
Introductory course In arranging for typical junior and senior high school
vocal ensembles.

APPLIED MUSIC
1\fUS 612. Piano. One or two bours. I, II.
Prerequisite: MUS 312. Four years or equivalent. as demonstrated by the
student's proficiency on the Instrument.
MUS 622. Voice. One o r two hours. I, II.
Prerequisite: MUS 322.
!\IUS 632. String Instruments. One or two hours. I, II.
Prerequisite: llfUS 332.
Graduate applied instruction In violin, viola, violoncello, or string bass.
llt US 642. Organ. One or two bours. I , II.
Prerequisite: MUS 342.
MUS 645. Brass Instruments. One or two hours. I, n.
Prerequisite: 1\fUS 345.
Graduate applied Instruction In trumpet- cornet, French horn, baritone horn,
trombone, or tuba.
MUS 646. Woodwind Instruments. One or t wo hou rs. I, U.
Prerequisite: MUS 346.
Graduate applied Instruction ln flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, or saxophone.
MUS &t7. Percussion. One o r two hours. I, U.
Prerequisite: MUS 347.
!\IUS 633. Special Problems In String Teaching. One to three hours. A.
Specialized study of problems in studio or class teachine. Exposure to
special techniques for successful teaching of skills at all levels.
MUS 672. Seminar In Music History. One to three hours. A.
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1\fUS 674. Supervision & Administration in Music Education. Two hours. A .
Functions, t echniques and problems of supervision and administration in
music education; development of effective music programs in city and county
school systems; inservice education and workshop techniques; professional and
community relationships.
1\fUS 675. Current Trends in Junior High School Music. Two hours. A.
Current thought and practices in junior high school music; characteristics of
early adolescents and their implications for musical growth; consideration of
objectives, techniques and literature for general music classes.
1\fUS 676. Current Trends in Elementary Music. Two hours. A.
Current thought and practices in elementary music; knowledge of the
learner and the learning process, structure of music, and methods of developing
skills related to a practical program of experiences designed to promote children's
musical growth.
1\fUS 677. Practlcum In Senior High Music. Two hours. A.
Consideration of problems encountered at secondary level in the teaching
of music, with emphasis on Instrumental, choral, and music literature procedures.
Discussions, lectures, and readings coupled with observation and participation
of students in the Stephen Foster Music Camp.
1\fUS 678. Principles of Music Education. Three hours. I.
Presentation and discussion of basic educational pr inciples and their implications for music education, with reference to all types of school situations. Emphasis placed upon the educative process, implications of human growth and development for music programs, planning for musical growth, guiding learning
experiences In music, and evaluating p upil growth in music.
MUS 679. Foundations of Music Education. Three hours. II.
Historical, philosophical and psychological foundations of music education
and their relationship to curriculum development; development of musicianship;
orgaulzatlon of t he music education program; music reading; methods of teachIng; administration and supervision In music; evaluation tn music education.
1\tUS 680. Field work in Music Education. Two or three hours. A.
Professio.n al activ ities In the field under the guidance and supervision of
members of music d epartment staff. Emphasis on curriculum improvement
through student work on projects and problems faced in actual teaching situation. Selected readings pertinent to Individual problems and needs.
MUS 681.
Three hours.
Historical
instruments.
semester.

Acoustics, Construction & Development of Musical Instruments.
A.
development, construction, and acoustical properties of wind
Student expected to complete three research subj ects each

1\fUS 683. Semlnar in Choral Procedures. Two hours. A.
Organization of various kinds of choral groups; analysis of a large select ed
list of various types of choral literature.
MUS 684. Organization & Administration of Instrumen tal Music. Two
hours. A.
History and roles of instrumental music; methods of program inillation,
student recruitment and testing; organizational and administrative aspects of
various instrumental groups; administrative procedures for property and library
materials.
1\fUS 687. Analytical Techniques. Two hours. A.
Insights Into musical scores r epresentative of all periods, styles and idioms
through the development of analytical skills.
1\fUS 688. Pedagogy of Theor y. Two hours. A.
Comparative study of theory systems with emphasis on presentation and
!llustratlve exercises dealing with related theoretical problems.
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~IUS 698. Research & Writing in Music. Two hours. J, II.
Overview of important research in music; sources and procedures for
investigating problems in the field; development of bibliographies.
MUS 699. Thesis. Three hours. I, 11.

PHYSICS (PHY)
T. M. George, Chairman
The Physics Department, in cooperation with the Graduate School and the
College of Education, offers an emphasis in Physics applying toward the M.A.
degree in Education.
The regulations for the M.A. degree in Education program may be found in
the College of Education section of the Grad«ate Oatalo.?«e. Students obtaining
the M.A. degree in Education with the emphasis in Physics may select the
graduate courses for tllis purpos.e from the following:
PHY 502. (Formerly PHY 302.) Physical Optics. Three hours. A .
Prel'equisite: PHY 202 or consent of Instructor. Corequisite: MAT 112.
Wave motion, reflection and refraction, further study of lenses, the telescope,
dispersion, facts concerning the spectrum, interference, diffraction. plane
polarized light, the electromagnetic theory of light, the quantum theory, origin
of S!)&(:tra. Three lecture hours per week.
PHY 503. (Formerly PHY 303.) Thermodynamlc.s . Three hours. A.
P rerequisite: PHY 202. Corequlslte: MAT 213.
Study of temperature, thermodynamic systems, ideal gases, First and
Second law of Thermodynamics, Carnot cycle, Kelvin temperature scale, en tropy.
PHY 506. Physics for High School Teachers. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: One year of college physics.
Topics from general physics to prepare teachers to teach high school
physics with ease and confidence. Topics from advanced and modern physics
to Impart extra knowledge and a greater understanding. Two hours lecture;
three hours l aboratory and discussion.
PUY 507. Physics for High School Teachers. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: PHY 506.
Continuation of PHY 506. Two h ours lecture; three hours labo1·atory and
discussion.
PHY 508. Topics in P hysics for Teachers. Four hours. A.
Topics from general physics selected to aid the high school teacher to
teach with greater confidence. Three lecture hours; three hours laboratory
and discussion.
PliY 510. (Formerly PHY 310.) Special Problems ln Physics. One t» three
hours. A.
Prerequisite: PHY 202 and PHY 306.
Working out of special laboratory exper iments, development of new
equipment. or solution of special mathematical problems related to physics .
PHY 511. (Formerly PHY 311.) Special Problems in Physics.
three hours. A.
Prerequisite: PRY 202 and PHY 306.
Continuation of PHY 510.

On e to

PHY 515. (Formerly PHY 315.) Radioactivity anct Nuclear Physics. Three
hours. A.
Prerequisite: PHY 300.
Natural radioactivity, radiation detectors, induced radioactivity, Alpha. Be ta,
and Gamma rays, neutrons, other particles, cosmic radiation, nuclear fission,
applications of radioactivity. Three lecture hours per week .
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PfiY 516

(Formerly PRY 304.) Electricity and Magnetism I. Three hcmrs.

A.
Prerequisite: PHY 202. Corequisite: MAT 453.
Introduction by means of calculus and vectors to formulation and use of
principles of classical electricity and magnetism. Covers electric fields and
potentials, capacitance, direct and transient currents, alternating currents.
Three lecture hours per week. Offered on alternate years. Offered fall, 1966-67.
PHY 517. Electricity and Magnetism II. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: PRY 516.
Continuation of PRY 516. Covers dielectrics, resistance, thermoelectricity,
electromagnetic induction, magnetic properties of matter, Maxwell's equations.
Three lecture hours per week. Offered on al ternate years. Offered spring,
1966-67.
PHY 520.

(Formerly PHY 415.) Advanced Nuclear Laboratory. Two hours.

A.
Corequisite : PBY 515.
Performance of approximately twelve experiments in nuclear ph)'Sics,
radiation instruments and methods, range and energy of particles, absorption,
half -life, neutron moderators and neutron flux measurements, coincidence
techniques. Four laboratory hours per week.
PIIY 525. (Formerly PHY 305.)
Electricity and Magnetism Laboratory.
Two hours. A.
Prerequisite: PHY 202.
Calibration and use of advanced electrical instruments; precision measurements of inductance, capacitance, resistance, and voltage; basic experiments
on vacuum tubes; use of cathode ray oscilloscope. Four laboratory hours per
week.
PRY 558. (Formerly PHY 455 and MA!' 455.) Classical Mechanics I. Three
hours. A.
Prerequisite: PRY 202. Corequisite: MAT 453.
Introduction by means of calculus to formulation and use of principles of
classical mechanics. Covers force and motion of particles, work, Newton's Law
of Gravitation, free and forced harmonic osc illations, translational and
rotational motion of rigid bodies, wave motion. Three lectu.r e hours per week.
Offered on alternate years. Offered fall, 1967-68.
PRY 559. Classical Mechanics II. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite : PRY 558.
Continuation of PRY 558. Covers central forces, generalized coordinates,
LaGrange's equations, Hamilton's equations, vibr ating systems and normal
coordinates. Three lecture hours per week. Offered on alternate years. Offered spring, 1967-68.

POLITICAL SCIENCE (POL)
D. B. Pettengill, Chairman
The Political Science Department, In cooperation with the Graduate School
and the ColJege of Education, offers an emph asis in Political Science applying
toward the M.A. degree In Education.
The regulations for the M.A. degree In Education program may be found in
the College of Education section of the Graduate Oatalogue. Students obtaining
the M.A. degree In Education with the emphasis In Political Science may select
the graduate courses for this purpose f~om the following:
POL 501. (Formerly GOV 351 and POL 401.) British Government and
the Commonwealth. Three hours. I.
P rerequisite: POL 201 and either six additional hours of political science
or slx hours of English history, or graduate standing. S tudy of constitutional
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system and political iJ)stitutions of Great Britain. Attention to historical,
geographical, social, and economic factors which influence the political system.
Nature and development of the Commonwealth and significance of the Commonwealth for Great lilritain examined.
POL 505. (Formerly POL 405.) Government and Politics of the Far East
Three hours. I.
Prerequisite: Nine hours of political science or graduate standing.
Consideration of modern political systems of Japan, Korea, Communist China
and Nationalist China on Formosa. Some attention to the nations of Southeast
Asia.
POL 510. (Formerly POL 410.) American Foreign Policy. Three hours. II.
Prerequisite: Nine hours of Political Science or graduate standing.
Study of the processes and content of United States foreign policy.
POL 515. (Formerly POL 415.) Workshop in International Affairs. Three
hours. A.
Explores major problems in international affairs. Covers various areas
of the world with reference to significant background factor s and international
problems of the people. Designed for secondary teachers in the social science
field although open to other qualified students. Offered only during summer
session.

Workshop in Local Government and Politics. Three hours. A.
Focuses attention on major problem areas of Kentucky local government.
A different area of concern will be explored each tilne the course is offered.
POL 520.

POL 530. (Formerly POL 430.) Municipal Government and Administration
Three hours. ll.
Prerequisite: Nine hours of Political Science.
S tudy of the powers, organization and current problems of rnunlcipalilies
and urban areas.
POL 555.

(Formerly GOV 455 and POL 455.)

History of Political Theory

I. Three hours. I.

Prerequisite : Six hours in Political Science or gradua te standing.
Survey of political thought from the lime of Plato to the Reformation.
POL 556. (Formerly GOV 456 and POL 456.) History of P olitical Theory
IT. Three hours. ll.
Prerequisite: Six hours of Political Scien~e or graduate standing.
Survey of political thought from the Sixteenth Century to the present.

(Formerly POL 457.) American Political Thought. Three hours . I.
Prerequisite: Six hours in Political Science or graduate standing.
Intensive explor ations of major currents in political thought which justified
and guided the growth of the American republic. Largely organized on
chronological basis, but delves into main schools of thought that both reflected
and energized the development of the American political process.
POL 557.

POL 630. Seminar in the Political Process. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Examination of theories of community power structure; analysis of polillcal
activity by pressure groups; legislative process; survey and evalu<}llon of
sources for political Inform ation. Conducted through d.iscussion of problems
arising In relatlon!!hip between educational institutions and political affairs.
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POL 635. Seminar on Intergovernmental Relations. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite : Consent of Instructor.
Study of adoption, maintenance, and operation of the American federal
system. Attention focused upon different lnterlevel and interjurlsdlctlon relntlonships within the system to analyze Its development and ability to deal with current problems.
POL 640. Problems of Metropolitan Areas. T hree hours. A.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Study of issues - economJc, social and especially political - confronting
our rapidly expanding metropolitan areas and regions. Proposed plans for
possible amelioration of conditions examined.
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Joseph H. Young, Dean
George G. Miller, Associate Dean
The College of Business in association with the Graduate
School offers the Master of Business Administration degree and,
in cooperation with the College of Education, offers the Master
of Arts in Education degree program in Business Education.
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION DEGREE PROGRAM
Program Objectives:
The Master of Business Administration degree program
is broad in nature and is designed to develop general competence
in the functions of management. It provides for study in breadth
in selected functional areas and for concentrated study in a
specialized field of the student's choice.
The Master of Business Administration degree program is
designed to provide opportunities for developing skill in scientific
analysis; the ability to integrate concepts and research findings of
business and the behavorial sciences; to draw logically sound conclusions; to think creatively; to communicate effectively; and, to
appreciate the role and responsibilities of business enterprise in
our broad social framework.
SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS*:
For Admission- Applicants to the Master of Business Administration program must (1) hold a bachelor's degree from an accredited institution with work comparable to a Bachelor of Business Administration degree, (2) normally present a 2.75 grade
point average (4.0- A) on all previous work, and (3) make satisfactory scores on the Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business, administered by Educational Testing Service.
For General Information- Upon written petition, subject to
the approval of the Chairman of the Graduate Committee of the
College of Business, the student may transfer six semester hours
of graduate level work from another accredited institution. The
work must have been completed within six years of transfer and
may not have been taken by extension or by correspondence.
The maximum course load for graduate students studying in
the College of Business is twelve semester hours; registration in
excess of this maximum must be approved by the Chairman of
the Graduate Committee of the College of Business. Students employed by the University shall consult the Chairman of the Grad• students must also meet the general requir ements of the Graduate School.

""
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uate Committee of the College of Business about his combined
course and work load.
At least twenty-four semester hours of work must be completed in courses open only to graduate students.
Students whose records, performance, or examinations indicate
deficiencies in the use of English will be required to take additional
work to increase their proficiency in the use of English. The work
will take precedence over all other courses in the student's graduate program.
For Admission to Candidacy- Admission to candidacy is
granted only if (1) all admission to study conditions and course
deficiencies have been removed, (2) the student has achieved at
least a 3.0 grade-point average for not less than nine nor more
than fifteen hours of graduate level work in the College of Business, and (3) recommended by the student's graduate committee.
If, in any semester or the equivalent (six to nine hours) of
resident study, the student fails to achieve at least a 3.0 gr adepoint average, he will automatically be placed on academic probation. If, in the following semester in residence (or the equivalent), the student fails to achieve an overall 3.0 grade-point average, he will be automatically withdrawn from study in
the College of Business. F ollowing such withdrawal the student
m ay be readmitted for further graduate study in the College of
Business only if a petition (accompanied by a complete record
of all college or un iversity work previously undertaken) h as been
approved by the Chairman of the Graduate Committee of the
College of Business and the Dean of the Graduate School.

For Prerequisites- All cour ses open only to graduate students
are presented on the assumption that the students enrolled in them
have had some foundation preparation in accounting, economics,
finance, management, marketing, business law or legal environment of business, and statistics. St udents with deficiencies in any
of these areas must supplement their formal degree programs with
additional course work in the deficient ar eas.
For Program Planning- At least th irty semester h ours of work
must be taken in the functional fields of accounting, economics, finance,
management, and marketing as follows : (1) twelve semester hours
in a concentration of study; (2) students taking a concentration of
study in accounting must select three semester hours of work from
each of three of the functional fields of economics, finance, management, or marketing; (3) students taking a concentration of study in
economics must select three semester hours of work from each
of three of the functional fields of accounting, finance, management, or marketing; and, (4) students taking a concentration of
study in one of the functional fields in business administration
(finance, management, marketing) m ust select three semester
hours of work irom each of three of the functional fields of ac-
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counting, economics, and the remaining two functional fields in
business administration.
No more than twe.lve semester hours of work from any functional area of study (exclusive of thesis credit) may be counted
toward the degree.
For Thesis-Not more than six semester hours of credit may
be earned for the thesis. A committee to direct and approve the
thesis shall be nominated by the Chairman of the Graduate Committee of the College of Business.
For Non-Thesis-Students not electing to write a thesis must
elect at least six semester hours ,of courses selected from among
ECO 604, EDP 508, GBU 504, OAD 600.
For Comprehensives-Students electing to write a thesis shall
pass an oral examination on the thesis and the course work.
Students electing not to write a thesis shall pass a written comprehensive examination covering four areas of study, including the
major area of study.
The comprehensive or oral examination shall be scheduled
by the Chairman of the Graduate Committee of the College of
Business in the semester in which the student expects to finish
his course work or in the semester or summer session in which
his thesis is accepted, but not later than three weeks before the
end of the semester or summer session. Should a student fail
either the comprehensive or the oral examination, he may petition
the Chairman of the Graduate Committee of the College of B usiness
for not more than one additional attempt to qualify. Re-examination
must be taken and passed within the next three semesters, including summer sessions, following the semester or summer session in
which the student first failed to qualify, but at least sixty days
must elapse between examinations.

ACCOUNTING (ACC)
Claude K. Smith, Chairman
The Department of Accounting, in cooperation with the
Graduate School and the College of Business, participates in the
Master of Business Administration P rogram. A student may take
a concentration in accounting consisting of 12 hours of graduate
level accounting courses. However, ACC 600 cannot be taken by
students who have an undergraduate major in accounting. All accounting courses counting toward a concentration in accounting
must be selected in consultation with the student 's advisor. A
detailed description of this program is presented elsewhere in this
catalogue.
ACC 521. (Formerly ACC 421.) Fund Accounting. T hree hours.
Prerequisite: ACC 126.
Advanced study in accounting and fiscal procedures for Institutions and
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federal, state, county, and municipal governments.
ACC 525. (Formerly ACC 425.) Accounting Problems. Three h ours.
Prerequisite: ACC 226.
This is an advanced course In accounting and the contents will be
determined by the needs of Ute students rgeistering for it. Taught by announcement.
ACC 527. Advanced Cost Accounting. Three h ours.
Prerequlslte: ACC 227.
Advanced problems in costs, budgets, dlsbibutlon costs, measurements of
departmental efficiency, and analysis of cost information for managerial
decisions.
ACC 600. Managerial Accounting. Three hours.
Prerequisite: ACC 126.
A study of accounting procedures and systems to provide data for managerial decision making. Subjects include planning, analysis of relevant cost,
impact of taxes and limitations of data.
ACC 620. Controllership. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing and 24 hours of accounting.
The place of the controller in management. Includes such subjects as
quantitative techniques, systems, internal auditing, planning, taxes, insurance,
and departmental relationships.
ACC 625. Advanced Auditing. Three hours.
P rerequisite: ACC 441.
Rules of professional conduct; audiUng standards and case studies of
American Institute of Cerlliied Public Accountants; auditing rules and regulations of Securities and Exchange Commission; analysis of problem areas In
reporting.
ACC 627. Research in Taxes. Three hours.
Prerequisite: ACC 323.
An intensive analysis of the Internal Revenue Code. Research and discussion of tax problems affecting business and of tax planning and saving
opportunities from the point of view of the professional accountant.
ACC 628. Accounting Theory. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Strong accounting background.
History and theory of accounting as discussed In accounting lilerature,
periodicals, research bulletins, and publications of professional organizations.
ACC 640. Seminar in Accounting. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Strong accountlng background.
This course Involves directed readings and intensive investigation Into
controversial and spec.if1c areas of accounting. Oral and written reports requlred.
ACC 698-699. Thesis. Six hours.
Individual direction of r esearch and thesis writing.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
George G. Miller, Chairman
The Department of Business Administration, in cooperation
wiih the Graduate School and the College of Business, participates
in the Master of Business Administration degree program. A
student enrolled in this program will take a minimum concentration
of courses in Business Administration of not less than twelve
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hours of work at the graduate level. The student, in consultation
with his graduate advisor, will choose a concentration of work
best suited to his future needs and objectives. A detailed description of this degree program is presented in the introduction to this
section.

ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING (EDP)
EDP 508. Computer Information and Retrieval Syste~ases and problems.
Three hours. II.
Prereqwsite: Senior or graduate standing.
Cases and problems in programming conceptual business situations tor records
analysis and management decision-making with· emphasis on systems logic andt
management controk

GENERAL BUSINESS (GBU)
GBU 504. (Formerly Business 510) Adminstrative Policy. Three hours. II.
Prerequisite: MGT 200 and senior or graduate standing.
Issues In organization and structure of the business, employment policies,
pricing policies, rel•a tlons wi th governmental agencies, research and development policies. marketing strategy, and emp(oyer and stockholder relations.

MANAGEMENT (MGT)
Three
hours. I.
Prereqwsite: MGT 200 and senior or graduate ·standing.
Selected concepts from the behavioral sciences brought Into a framework
relevant to business decision making. Examine·s social science research In
decision ma king by Individuals and groups.
MGT 560. (OAD 560). Office Management. Three hours. II.
Prereqlllsite: Senior or graduate stand·i ng.
Function and organization of the office: offi ce layout and eqwpment;
office personnel-selection, training, supervision, and compensation; work simplification and control; automation In the office; planning, organizing, and controlling office services; systems and job analysis. MGT 560 and OAD 560
may not both be counted for credit.
MGT 500.

(Formerly Business 515) Human Relations in Business.

MARKETING (MKT)
MKT 500. (Formerly Business 543) Marketing Research and Analysis. Three
hours. I.
Prereqwsite: MKT 300 and senior or graduate standing.
The use of secondury research resources; building of bibliographies; preparation of reports for executives and clients.
1\lKT 504. (Formerly Business 545) Marketing Management. Three hours. II.
Prerequisite: MKT 300 and senior or graduate standing.
Policies andl procedures in merchandising; selecting distribution channels;
defining, l'ocating, and reaching the market; determining marketing budgets;
integrating advertising, personal selling and sales promotion; using and evaluating market research.
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FINANCE (FIN)
Administrative Analysis in F inance. Three h ours. S.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
Readings, problems, and study of current controversial Issues with emphasis
on decision making in the financial administration of the firm.
FIN 698-699. Thesis. Six hours. I, U, S.
Individual direction of reasearch and thesis writing.
FIN GOO.

MANAGEMENT (MGT)
MGT 600. Administrative Analysis in Management. Three hours. I.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
Examines the evolution of management concepts and philosophies; an
analysis of the contributions of various philosophies In the synthesis of an
eclectic philosophy of management.
MGT 620. Administrative Analysis of Complex Organizations. Three hours.
II.

Prerequ isite : Graduate standing.
Parallel analyses of administrative practices In business and government
with emphasis on administrative theory. Stress placed! on administrative
practices observed in the functions of plann ing, organizing, directing, and controlling.
MGT 008-699. Thesis. Six h ours. I. II, S.
Individual direction of r esearch and thesis writing.

MARKETING (MKT)
Marketing 500. (Formerly Business 543) Marketing Research and Analysis.
Three hours. II.
P rerequisite: Marketing 300 and senior or graduate standing.
The use of secondary research resources; building of bibliographies; preparation of reports for executives and clients.
Marketing 504. (Formerly Business 545) Marketing Management. Three
hours. n
Prereq uisite: Marketing 300 and senior or graduate standing.
Policies and procedures in merchandising; selecting distribution channels:
defining, locating, and reaching the market; determining marketing budgets;
integrating advertising; personal selling and sales promotion; using and evaluation market research.
l\U{T 600. Administrative Analysis in Marketing. Three hours. s.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
Readings, problems, and study of current controversial Issues wi th emphasis
on decision making in the financial administration of the f irm.
MKT 698-699. Thesis. Six hours. I, II, s.
lnclividual direction of research and thesis writing.

BUSINESS EDUCATION
AND OFFICE ADMINISTRATION (BED and OAD)
Alfred Patrick, Chairman
Students may earn the Master of Arts degree in Secondary Education with a specialization in Business Education. For information concerning admission to this degree program, consult the College of Education section of this bulletin.
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For the Master of Ar ts in Education-Business Education degree, five of the following six Business Education courses (a minimum of 10 hours) must be completed: 550, 661, 66·2, 663, 664, 665.
The r emaining business courses necessary to complete the program
will be chosen in consultation with the student's gr aduate advisor.
Courses to correct undergraduate deficiencies in some areas of
business may also be required.
BED 550. Workshop in Business Educallon. Three h ours. A.
Offered during summer sessions only: enrollm ent wlll be llmlted to
business t eachers or seniors in business teacher education. A master's degree
candidate may not count for graduate credit more than two of these workshops.
OJ\D 560. (l\'IGT 560) (Formerly 501) Office Management. Thr ee hours. II.
Prerequisites: Senior standing; graduate enrollment on the basis of permission of instructor.
Function and organ ization of the office: office l ayout and equipment; office
personnel-selection, training, supervision, and compensation; work simplification
and control; automation in the office; planning, organizing, and controlling
office services: systems and job analysis. OAD 560 and MGT 560 m ay not both
be counted for credit.
BED 661. (Formerly 561) Impr ovement of Instruction in Bookkeeping and
Basic Business. T wo hours. I.
BED 662. (Formerly 562) Impr ovement of Instruction In the Skill S ubjects.
Two hours. II.
BED 663. (Formerly 563) Principles of Business Education. Two hours. I .
Objectives, principles, curricula, trends, and major problems of business
education on the secondary level. For students preparing to teach business
subjects.
BED 664. (Formerly 564) Seminar in Business Education . Two hours. II.
Reading and discussion relating to the major current problems in business
education.
B ED 665. (Formerly 565) Administration of a Business Education Department. T wo hours. I.
Prerequisite: BED 663.
Problems in layout, equipment, curriculum planning, supervision, and testing in business education departments.
OAD 600. Business Research and Report Writing. Three hours. D.
Prerequisite: Economics 391 or equivalent.
Natur e, scope, and importan• e of business research ; r esearch m~thodology;
principles ancl mechanics of formal report writing; collection of data and
completion of a formal report by each class member. Enrollment Is limited to
students in the Master of Business Administration degr ee program.

ECONOMICS (ECO)
Donald Shadoan, Chairman
The Department of Economics, in cooperation with the Graduate School and the College of B usiness, participates in the Master
of B usiness Administrati.on program. A student enrolled in this
program may take a concentration in Economics consisting of 12
hour s of graduate level Economics courses. In addition, the student
is required to take ECO 604. All Economics courses counting toward
a concentration in Economics must be selected in consultation with
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the sudent's advisor. A detailed description of the program is presented in this catalogue. (Pages 83-5).
ECO 510. History of Economic Thought. Three hours. I.
Prerequisite: ECO 231.
A study of the history of economic Ideas from the ancient period to the
end of tho classical period. Stress Is placed on the need for a critical analysis
of the meaning, vaUdlty, and relevance of economic theories with respect to the
social and economic environment of the theorists.
ECO 511. History of Economic Thought Since the Austrian School. Three
botus. n.
Prerequisite: ECO 231.
A critical study of economic thought since 1870: forerunners of neoclassical
economics; neoclassical thought; American lnstltutionalisls; the Historicists;
economic aggregates and econometrics; theories of business activities from
Misselden to the depression of the 1930's; Keynesian and post Keynesian theories;
assoclation and planning.
ECO 550. (Formerly ECO 450.) National Income Analysis. Three hours. I .
Prerequisite: ECO 231.
A study of the fundamentals of macroeconornlc analysis: the classical background; Keynes' objections to classical theory; basic national income concepts;
consumption demand and the consumption function; Investment and Income
determination; Interest and money; money wages and prices; employment theory;
the development of Keynesian thoug,ht and the social philosophy toward which
It leads.
ECO. 593. (Formerly ECO 493.) Intennedlate Economic Theary and Analysis.
Three hours. I, II.
Prerequisite: ECO 231.
A development of the leading theories and analyses of value and distribution.
Problems and policies of price determination of both the finn and the industry
and factor pricing are considered at the intermedlate level of analysis.
ECO 597. (Formerly ECO 497.) Private Enterprise and Public Polley. Three
hours. I.
Prerequisite: ECO 231.
A study of the principal statutes pertaining to business behavior and their
application by agencies and the courts. Specific policies are analyzed from
the standpoint of legal and economic concepts and principles underlying them.
ECO 600. Managerial Econornlcs. Three hours. JI.
Prerequisite: ECO. 231 or equivalent.
This course deals with the phases of rnlcro and macro economics that
are directly relevant to managerial decision making. The concepts to beconsidered are: demand, costs, profits, competition, pricing, national income
analysis, and economic stabilization. A considerable amount of emphasis will
be placed upon the imperfect market conditions facing the decision maker.
ECO. 604. Statistical Methods. Three hours. I.
Prerequisite: ECO. 391 or equivalent.
An Intermediate course in statistical methods that deals with the following
topics: sampllng theory, elementary probability theory, multiple andl linear
correlation analysis, hypotheses testing, chi-square distribution, analysis of
variance, economic forecasting, and non-parametric statistics.
ECO. 620. Contemporary Economic Problems. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: ECO. 231 and approval of instructor.
This course deals with the application of economic principles to certain
contemporary economic problems such as economic growth, economic stability,
taxation, employment, poverty, national debt, gold outflow, monetary and fiscal
problems.
ECO 698-699. Thesis. Six hours.
Individual direction of research and thesis writing.
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Dixon A. Barr, Dean
J . D. Coates, Associate Dean
The College of Education in cooperation with the Graduate
School has developed and implemented programs of advanced
preparation for elementary school teachers, guidan ce counselors,
school librarians, and secondary school teachers of health and physical education. Other graduate programs include a fifth year program for certificate renewal, a sixth year program leading to Rank
I cert ification, a master's degree (M.A.) in guidance and counseling
for non-school personnel, and a joint doctoral program in education
(Ed. D. and Ph.D.) with the University of Kentucky. Work leading
toward ultimate certification in school administration and/ or supervision may be elected, subject to institutional approval, while pursuing the master's degree in a teaching field. The College of Education will implement the Master of Science in Psychology degree
for prospective school and clinical psychologists in September of
1968.
Graduate programs leading to the Master of Arts in E ducation
degree have been developed in many secondary t eaching fields in
cooperation with the College of Applied Arts and Technology, the
College of Arts and Sciences, and the College of Business. Specific
information regarding these graduate programs for secondary
school teachers is found elsewhere in this publication.
SPECIFIC PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS*

Master of Arts in Education
In addition to the general requirements for all master's degrees
found elsewhere in this publication, the following specific requirements ar·e in effect for the Master of Arts in Education:
For Admission-The student preparing for the standard secondary teaching certificate must select a major field of interest
in which he has at least a minor of 18 hours. If he does not have a
minor, he will be required to take work at the undergraduate level
sufficient to develop a satisfactory minor.
All applicants must have earned a grade of "C" or better in
student teaching in order to be eligible for admission to a Master
of Arts in Education program.
For Admission to Candidacy- Every candidate for the Master
of Arts in Education degree must have had a minimum of 15 semester hours professional work at the undergraduate and/or graduate level.
All candidates must possess a valid teaching certificate based
on four years of standard college preparation in the state in which
it was issued.
•students must also meet the general requirements of the Graduate School.
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Each candidate shall have had an interview with an appropriate graduate committee. The committee shall recommend an applicant's admission to candidacy to the Graduate Council following
a positive appraisal of the student's personality, character, academic proficiency, and other factors deemed important for completion of the particular curriculum in which the student is working.
Additional criteria may be employed by a graduate committee
providing these criteria shall first have been approved by the Teacher Education Committee and filed with the Dean of the Graduate
School.
For Program Planning-Every candidate for the degree shall
present a minimum of ten semester hours in professional education
as a component of the graduate program and a minimum of 27
semester hours in the combined undergraduate and graduate programs.
The r emainder of the course work shall be determined by the
institution in terms of the student's need, provided (1) that at least
12 hours shall be in an approved field or fields of interest ou tside
professional education, and (2) that all such course work shall be
approved upper division or graduate in level.
The degree will be granted only to candidates offering a minimum of 30 hours of course work in his major field of emphasis,
including graduate and undergraduate work.
Students who plan to pursue post master's degree curricula for
supervisors, elementary or secondar y principals, or pupil personnel
directors should incorporate at least six hours of approved behavioral science courses in their program of studies for the master's
degree where possible.
For Residence-Students lacking a minimum of 12 semester
hours in education at the time of admission to the Graduate School
must meet a residence requirement of 45 weeks.
For Graduation-S tudents must meet course and degree requirements prescribed and on file with the Division of Teacher
Education and Certification in Frankfort. Certificate applications
should be directed to the Dean of the Graduate School.
For Curriculum Requirements for Graduate Programs in Education-The specific progJ.·am requirements for the Master of Arts in
Education degree are given in detail in this section of the catalogue.
Common to all programs are the basic core requirements of ten
semester hours including gr aduate work in human development,
philosophy of education, educational sociology, and educational
research. Once a student has selected a particular program he will
be assigned an advisor with whom he should work carefully in
planning his program. All course work taken in residence at Eastern,
in extension classes, or at other institutions should first be approved
by the student's graduate advisory chairman, as well as the Dean
of the Graduate School.
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Elementary Education Curriculum:
Core Courses-EDU 615, 636, 650, 669..................................10 hrs.
Non-professional subject-matter selected with advice
of advisor or Dean.........................................................................12 hrs.
Electives selected with advice of advisor.. .................................. 8 hrs.
1.

TOTAL..........................................30 hrs.
Curriculum for Guidance Counselor s
Eastern off-ers a curriculum leading to the Provisional Certificate for Guidance Counselor. The Master's degree is required for
this certificate. The Provisional Certificate for Guidance Counselor
shall be valid for a period of ten years and renewal each ten-year
period on the basis of three years of experience as a guidance counselor. The applicant must have had three years -of successful teaching experience or two years of teaching experience and one year
of employment in fields other than teachring. The Standard Certificate is also available for Guidance Counselors. (See Page 96)
2.

Guidance Counseling Curriculum
Core Courses-EDU 615, 636, 650, 669 .................................... 10 hrs.
Additional Courses- EDU 613, 614, 616, 617, 618, 620,
&22, 642, Psy 601, 602·....................................................................24 hrs.

Courses are not to be taken in a random sequence. The students should enroll in 669. Research in Education, 613, Principles
of Guidance, and 6421, Applied Statistical Methods, at the beginning
of their graduate program.
618, Practicum in Counseling, should be taken during the last
semester of work prior to obtaining the degree. A recommended
prerequisite for the practicum course is 602l, Counseling Psychology.
If necessary this course may be taken concurrently with the Practicum. Psychology 601, Theories of Personality, is also recommended
as an elective.
3. Program for Master of Arts in Education with Emphasis in
Library Science.
Core Courses- EDU &15, 636. 650, 669..................... _............. 10 hrs.
Library Science C.ourses*- LIB 501, 521, 531, 563, 569,
541 .................................................................................................... 15 hrs.
Electives in 600 level courses with approval of advisor ............ 5 hrs.
TOTAL......................30 hrs.
The certificate for the elementary school librarianship may be
validated for the secondary school or twelve-grade librarianship
upon the completion of either EDU 364, Fundamentals of Secondary
Education (for undergraduate credit), or EDU 663, Improvement
of Instruction in the Secondary School (for graduate credit). The
certificate for the secondary school librarianship may be validated
for the elementary or for the twelve-grade librarianship upon completion of (1) EDU 354, Reading in the Elementary School (for
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undergraduate credit) or an equivalent graduate course in reading,
and (2) either EDU 367, Fundamentals of Elementary Education
(for undergraduate credit), or EDU 610, Improvement of Instruction in the Elementary School (for graduate credit).
*LIB 301 and 311 are to be taken for undergraduate credit
prior to this sequence.
4. Reading Education for Elementary and Secondary Majors:
Core Courses-EDU 615, 636, 650, 669.................................... 10 hrs.
Reading Courses*-EDU 576, 577, 665, 675 ............................ 11 hrs.
Electives in the academic, related areas with approval
of reading advisor for elementary majors............................ 12 hrs.
TOTAL..........................33 hrs.
*EDU 354 or 358 or 574 is to be taken for undergraduate credit
prior to this sequence.
5.

Course Requirements for the Secondary Education Curriculum
Core Courses-EDU 615, 636, 650, 669 .................................... 10 hrs.
Non-professional subject-matter selected with
advice of advisor and approved by Graduate Office.
Should be in area ·o f student's undergraduate major.
(See appropriate departmental sections by college) . ...... 12 hrs.
Electives selected with advice of advisor (Can be either
subject-matter or professional education) ............................ 8 hrs.
TOTAL.....................- .....30 hrs.

Master of Arts in Guidance and Counseling for Non-School
Personnel
Public and private agencies have in recent years increased their
demands for specialized personnel in the guidance and counseling
areas. The vocational and social welfare agencies appear to have
need for these persons as is reflected by specific requests and employment advertisements. Thus the College of Education has developed this program which is intended to provide the specialized
preparation for personnel involved in non-school guidance and
counseling positions. Students are not required to h ave their baccalaureate degree in the field of education to enter this program.
6. Curriculum for the Master of Arts degree in Guidance
Counseling
Core Courses-PSY 504, PSY 601, EDU 615, EDU 669......11 hrs.
Guidance and Counseling-EDU 613, 614, 616, 618, 620,
622, 6421 ........................................................................................... 15 lu·s.
Electives- Electives in academic courses recommended
by the advisor and approved by the Dean of the
Graduate School .......................................................................... 4 hrs.
Fifth Year Non-Degree Programs for Teachers
In recogniti-on of the increasing demands for the continuing
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education of teachers, the College of Education offers in cooperation, with other appropriate depar tments in the University and
the Graduate School, a fifth year of study leading to the standard
elementary or secondary teaching certificat~. This program will
appeal to the teacher unable to qualify for a Master of Arts or
Science degree program either b ecause of prior preparation or level
of prev ious academic achievement. It will be attractive to teachers
unable or unwilling to meet the usual residence requirements.
Requirements include: (1) twelve hours must be completed
at the graduate level; (2') twelve homs must be taken in an academic area or areas; (3) the remaining eight hours required should
be chosen to fit general or specific needs of candidates without regard to offering department; twelve of the 32 hours must be professional education.
Six hours of approved course work may be transferred from
accredited four year colleges.
Programs of study must be approved and filed with the Dean
of the Graduate School no later than the term during which six
hours are to be completed.
Candidates for the certificate must maintain a 2.25 grade point
standing. No more than 40 credits (32 required) may be submitted
to achieve the necessary average.
All credits must be completed within ten years of enrollment in
t he program.
For the candidate who wishes to transfer later to a degree
program, not more than 12 hours of appropriate credits will be allowed toward degree requirements.

GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR RANK I CLASSIFICATION
(30 HOURS BEYOND THE MASTER'S DEGREE) *
Under regulations approved by the State Board of Education,
Kentucky teachers may qualify for Rank I c.lassification upon the
satisfactory completion of an approved program of 30 semester
hours beyond the master's degree. Students desiring to enroll in
this program should confer with the Dean of the Graduate School
regarding specific requirements. The general guidelines applicable
to all students are as follows:
1. The 30 hour program shall require 36 weeks in residence.
2. A maximum of six semester hours of the total 30 may be
taken in another college or university. Eighteen semester
hours of the 30 shall be earned in residence in the institution
which makes the recommendation to the State Department of
Education for Rank I. A maximum of six semester hours may
be earned off-campus through the institution which makes
the recommendation for Rank I.
• Revised State guidelines are expected to be approved and perhaps with
modification, implemented by Eastern at an earl y date.
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3. All of the course work shall be in courses which carry
graduate credit, but a minimum of 15 semester hours shall
be earned in courses open only to graduate students.
4. One-half of the course-work in the 30 semester hour program shall be earned as a full-time student (18 weeks).
5. The student shall have a standing of "B" on the 30 semester
hours, and no credit in a course lower than "C" shall be
accepted.
6. Students pursuing the program for teachers must earn a
minimum of 12· of the 30 hours in academic (non-professional) work. A minimum of 24 semester hours in academic work
(24 out of a total .of 60 semester hours) shall be included in a
combination of the master's degree program and the 30 semester hour program. The minimum of 24 semester hours of
academic work shall be in the candidate's major, or minor, or
area of preparation, or in supporting courses from other
disciplines as approved by the institution.
7. Those who qualify for Rank I by following the 30 semester
hour program for school leaders shall also complete requirements for the Standard Elementary or Standa1·d High School
Certificate by the time the 30 semester hours are completed.
8. The Dean of the Graduate School shall certify to the State
Department of Education when an approved 30 semester
hour program has been completed.*
Curricula for School Leaders (Principals, Supervisors)
Eastern offers curricula leading to the Provisional Certificate
for School Leaders (principals and supervisors). Effective with
the 1967 Summer School persons desiring ultimate certification
for school principalship and supervisory work must (1) complete
the master's degree in either elementary education or the appropriate secondary teaching field, (2) complete a specified program
of advanced preparation beyond the master's degree, and (3) have
three years of successful teaching experience or the equivalent.
Specific program requirements for this Provisional Certificate are
available in the Office of the Dean of the Graduate School.
Persons already enrolled in the Master's program in the principalship and supervision must complete their degree requirements
no later than September 1, 1970. No new persons will be admitted
to these fifth year programs in principalship and supervision after
the beginning of the 1967 Summer School.
The University also offers a sixth-year pr ogram leading to the
Standard Certficate for School Leaders. Specific requirements for
this certificate are given in detail elsewhere in this section of the
Catalogue. This certificate includes P rincipalship, Supervision, and
Superintendency.
•Teachers holding the Master's degree are encouraged to address inquiries
about Rank I program possibilities to the Dean of the Graduate School.
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Standard Certificate Program Requirements (Guidance Counselors,
Principals, Supervisors, Superintendents) .
Program leading to the Standard Certificate for Guidance
Counselors- This certificate is based on the successful completion of thirty semester hours of course work as planned
by the institution. To qualify, a student must have completed a Master's degree and be eligible for the Provisional
Certificate for Guidance Counselors.
EDU 619, 612, 625, 681, 682, 683, 600 ..........................................18 hrs.
Twelve semester hours in the Behavioral Sciences selected
from such courses as the following:
PSY 500, 601, 503, ANT 600, 610...............................................12 hrs.
Program for the Standard Leadership Certificate (for Holders
of Provisional Certificate, Principalship, Supervision,* or
Superintendency)EDU 600, 601, 602, 603, 605, 610, 611, 612, 616·, 662, 663 ...... 28 hrs.
At least 9 hours of subject matter in the combined M.A. and 6th
year program, and at least 15 hours of behavorial science in the
combined M.A. and 6th year program are required.**
Any of the above requirements taken in the master's program
will count on Standard Leadership Certificate requirements. However, a minimum of 30 hours above the masters is required.

JOINT DOCTORAL PROGRAM BETWEEN EASTERN
KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY AND THE UNIVERSITY OF
KENTUCKY
There is an increasing demand for doctoral level personnel
in institutions of higher education, as well as in other areas of
the educational enterprise. To help meet this demand, outstanding
graduate students at Eastern Kentucky University who are nearing
the completion of the master's degree in Education or who have
completed it at this University may petition to enter the joint program leading to the Doctor of Education or Doctor of Philosophy
degree in Education from the University of Kentucky.
To be eligible for admission to this program, the student must
meet the entrance requirements of the Graduate School of the University of Kentucky and the usual standards for admission to th e
doctoral program set by the College of Education at the same institution. The applicant's qualifications will be judged by a joint
screening committee composed of faculty members from the University of Kentucky and Eastern Kentucky University.
For each student admitted to the program, a special advisory
committee to be known as the Special Doctoral Committee will be
set up by the Graduate Dean of the University of Kentucky. This
•Prospective supervisors should select courses from: EDU 642, 664, 665, 666. 667,
SCI 475, MAT 501, ms 466, GEO 605, BIO 671 and the like with the assistance
of their advisor in lieu of: EDU 601, 602, 603, and 605.
••supervisors are encouraged work from one or more disclpllne(s) for up
to nine hours of the behavioral science requirement.
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committee will be composed of qualified faculty members from
both participating institutions.
The student may continue in residence at Eastern Kentucky
University for one school year (maximum of 30 credits) beyond
the master's degree before transferring to the University of Kentucky. He will complete a minimum of 18 credits of his doctoral
course work, take his qualifying examinations, and carry out his
dissertation project in residence at the University of Kentucky.
In no case shall his residence at the University of Kentucky be less
than one academic year. Throughout the program he will be enrolled in both schools but will pay fees only to the residence institution.
Students interested in this program must file an application
in duplicate with one of the participating institutions. Additional
information regarding the joint-doctoral program in Education
may be obtained from the Dean of the Graduate School at Eastern
Kentucky University.

EDUCATION (EDU)
Eddie P . Ort, Ch airman
EDU 501. (Formerly EDU 301.) The Junior High School. Two hours. A.
Origin, development, and present status of the junior high school movement; the place of the 1unlor high school In the public school system; the
aims, purposes, and ob1ectlves of the 1unlor high school; evaluation of types
of programs; the 1unlor high school plant; library, apparatus, and equipment
of the junior high school.
EDU 507. Problems in Education. One to three hour s. A.
Prerequisite: Approval of advisor and the Chairman of the Department
of Education.
For independent work, special workshops, or seminar or a special topic.
EDU 508. (Formerly EDU 302 and 303.) Administration of Pupll Personnel
Services. Three hours. A.
Designed for the preparation of pupil personnel workers; a study of various
approaches to understanding of the pupil with an educational setting as the
basis of a study. The course also includes the relationship of attendance to
pupil progress; social and economic factors affecting attendance; school census
and personnel records. Study Is made of personnel work In typical schools
in Kentucky.
EDU 515. (Formerly 415.) The Role of the Teacher in Guidance. Three
hours. A.
Designed to aid the proSpective teacher In examining the concepts, principles,
and foundations of guidance as these apply to the role of the teacher. Particular
emphasis will be given to those guidance functions which can be performed by
teachers. The interrelationships of counselor, teacher, and administrator as
these are related to guidance wUl be stressed.
EDU 516. (Formerly EDU 416.) Child Development Laboratory I. Three
hours. A.
· ..,... I
Each participant selects a child for study, writes a description of the child,'
and gathers significant data about the child from all available sources of
information. Emphasis Is placed upon skill in observation, objectivity in
recording. and realism In analysis of causes of behavior. The course, f or inservice teachers, continues for the entire school year, and each participant must
complete his analysis In a structured summary.
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EDU 517. (Formerly EDU 417.) Child Development Laboratory IT. Three
hours. A.
A continuation of EDU 516, but with added emphasis on procedures for
analysis of the dynamics of behavior. A structured framework of six broad
areas of factors and processes In child development is employed. The records
must be summarized In terms of developmental tasks within these areas.
EDU 518. (Formerly EDU 418.) Child Development Laboratory ITI. Three
hours. A.
A continuation of EDU 517.
EDU 519. (Formerly EDU 419.) Teaching in the Kindergarten. Three
hours. A.
Designed primarily for students who are Inter ested In the theory and
practice of teaching kindergarten. Content will focus upon the kindergar ten
movement; organization, equipment, curriculum, and procedures used with
children of kindergarten age; and the leaders and .literature of kindergarten
education. Some opportunity will be provided for observing and participating
In kindergarten.
EDU 520. Creative Experiences In Early Childhood Education. One to
three hours. A.
Designed for prospective and In-service nursery school, kindergarten. and
day-care center teachers to explore ways of fostering creativity In children
under six. Focus will be upon the nature of creativity, development of skills
used In creative expression, and activities which promote creativeness In the
pre-school child.
EDU 537. Comparative Education. Three l1ours. I.
A study of the development of educational thought and pract ice In selected
nations of Europe, the Orient, and South America. Emphasis will be placed
on Intellectual, hlstorlcal, and sociological factors responsible for similarities
and differences among the selected systems. Special emphasis will be given
to a comparison of American and Communist educational techniques.
EDU 541. The Elementary School Curriculum. Three hours. I, II.
Designed for those students In physical education, art. or music who are
seeking certification for grades 1-12. Thls course studies the elementary curriculum as It meets the needs of the chlld In every sense In which the school Is
responsible. The role of special teachers, the problems of Individual learners,
and function of the entire school-community are examined In their relation
to one another.
EDU 54.~. (FOTmerly EDU 445.) Introduction to the Education of Exceptional Children. Three hours. I.
Introduction to programs, problems, and procedures of working with children
who are exceptional - me11taUy. physically or emotionally. Focuses on children who have problems of vision, hearing, and speech, as well as those with
physical and neurological defects. Some attention Is given to recent research
dealing with the exceptional child and special education programs.
EDU 569. (Formerly EDU 369.) Instructional Media. Three hours. I, II.
The philosophy and techniques of the effective utilization of Instructional
media. Emphasis Is on sUdes, tape and disc recordings, films, fllmstrlps, transparencies, programmed instruction, and the operation of equipment for presentIng such media. Sources of materials will be discussed. (Also LIB 569)
EDU 574. T eaching Reading In the Secondary School. Three hours. I, ll.
Prerequisite: EDU 317, admission to Teacher Education Program.
Designed to assist the secondary teacher In teaching reading In the content
areas. Includes emphasis on developmental reading, reading skills. (vocabulary
development, critical reading, concentration, and study techniques) . At tention
Is given to appraisal of reading abilities, appropriat e materials, evaluation,
and organization of reading programs at the secondary level.
EDU 576. Techniques and Materials for Remedial Reading . Three hours.
I, IT.
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Prerequisite: EDU 354 or Its equivalent.
Methods, materials, and techniques appropriate to the correction of read·
lng dlfflcuitles.
EDU 577. Practlcum In Remedial Reading. Tbzee bouzs. I, II.
Prerequisite: EDU 576.
Supervised experiences In diagnosis and correction of reading problems.
EDU 600. (F or merly EDU 500.) Introduction to Educational Administration.
Truee bout's. I, II.
Study of theories of admlnlstratlon and practice of these theories at the
system level and community level. Studies of administrative functions of
school pe.r sonnel are examined. Research In the administration field by CPEA
m ake up a large part of the materials for the course.
EDU 601. (Formerly EDU 501, School Administration I.) School Personnel
Administration. Two boon. A.
To acquaint school administrators with problems that arise In the manage·
ment of school personnel.
EDU 602. (Formerly EDU 502, School Administration II.) School Build·
lngs and Grounds. Two boon. A .
Emphasis on the cooperative planning of school buildings that will fit the
school program as identified by educational specifications. Equipping, furnish·
lng, and maintaining the buildings are studied.
EDU 603. (Formerly EDU 503, School Administration III. ) School Finance.
Two hOUl'S. A.
A study of the financing of the public schools. Stress is given to the
Importance of the administrator's understanding the problems and Issues of
school finance at the local, state, and federal levels in order that he may
provide leadership that will pave the way for adequate support.
EDU 605. (Formerly EDU 505.) Kentucky School Law. Two hours. A.
The principles of school law, constitutional provisions relating to public
schools ln Kentucky, school districts, buildings and other school property,
school officers. the State Department of Education, school support, conduct of
schools, compulsory attendance, school faculties and other employees, retire·
ment, tenure, vocational education, rehabilitation education, higher education,
and court Interpretation of the laws.
EDU 610. (Fo rmerly EDU 510.) Improvement of Instruction in the Ele·
mentary School. Three haUl'S. I, II.
Study in depth of principles, practices, materials, and procedures in current
curriculum development and revision In the elementary school.
EDU 611. (Formerly EDU 511.) General Supervision. Three hours. I.
Objectives and prob!A!ms of school supervision: techniques and functions of
supervision; current practices In supervision; problems of organizing instruction
to meet Increasing responsibilities of public schools; analyzing teachers' diffi.
cultles; planning supe.r vlsory programs; selecting and organizing instructional
materials; techniques for developing desirable professional relations; problems of
in·servlce education for teachers.
EDU 612. (Formerly EDU 512) Curriculum Development. Two hours. II.
A critical study of Issues and problems in curriculum development, ti1e
rationale underlying major positions on these issues, Implications for work at
various levels of the educational program. and principles and techniques of
curriculum change.
EDU 6 13. (Formerly EDU 513) P rinciples of Guidanc,e . Two h aUl'S. I.
The Introductory course in guidan ce and counseling. Designed to f amiliarize
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the student with the background, purpose, and role of guidance and co~ling.
Pupil personnel services as a team approach In education. Coverage of gulctance
services such as counseling, group counseling, group guidance, lnformatlon, !1\.ven lory, placement, and consullatJve service. Role and function of the counselor and
his relationsh ip to other staff. Role of the teacher an d administrator In guldrutce .
EDU 614. (Formerly EDU 514.) Organization and A dmlnlstratlon of Gul<tance
Services. Two h aUl'S. I.
Prerequisite: EDU 613.
Focus on the selection of materials and organ!Uitlon of programs for ~ool
guidance. Types of organizational patterns, methods of lnltlatlng a progralll, and
evaluative techniques are considered. The r elationship of guidance personnel to
other staff members and to the community is examined.
EDU 615. (Formerly EDU 515.) Human Development. Tluee hours. I, ll.
Study of the forces whlch influence pe.r sonality development and leatnl.ng,
Implications for classroom procedures, and the role of the teacher In using these
forces to promote opllmum development and lear ning. Each student is expected t o
choose and conduct Intensive research on some probl em of Interest In the area of
human behavior.
EDU 616. (Formerly EDU 516.) Measurement and Guidance. T hree hours. I .
An intensive study of measurement and other t echniques for guidanc~ and
counseling in schools, including counseling and guidance prlnoiples and techniques. Some attention is given to statistical m ethods. Recent developments In
guidance and counseling are evnluated and effective programs are given 5peclal
consideration. Fee, $2.00.
EDU 618. (Formerly EDU 518.) Practlcum in Counseling. Two hours. ll.
Designed to build proficiency In counseling and Interviewing. Includes brief
review of modern counseling and Interviewing techniques and their piU'P()se ln
guidance; major emphasis Is given to compilation and study of case hlstortes of
records, and actual Interviewing and counseling with pupils, teachers, p~ents,
supervisors, and administrators.
E DU 619. (Formerly EDU 519. ) Clinical S tudy of Exceptional Chltdren.
Two hours. A .
Methods are studied for dlagnoslng and teaching brilliant, retarded, phYsically
handicapped, and emotionally maladjusted children.
EDU 620.

I,

n.

(Formerly EDU 520.) Group Pr ocesses In Guidance. Two hours.

Prerequisite: EDU 613, or experience as a guidance counselor.
Theories, issues, and trends In the use of group methods In guidance. Designed to assist counselors to better understand and apply sound princiPles of
group processes as part of the on-going guidance program.
EDU 622. (Formerly EDU 522.) Occupational and Educational Infomtatlon.
Two hours. ll.
Prerequisite: EDU 613 and 614 , or experience as a guidance counselor.
A survey of the development and use of occupational and educatlollal Information · in counseling and guidance.
EDU 625. (Formerly EDU 525.) Guidance in the Elementary School. Tluee
h ours. A.
A survey of the current trends. issues, and concepts of elementary guidance
and counseling. Current programs of elementary guidance are analyzed and
implications tor integration In the students' situations are exanuned. Opportunity
for observation of elementary students Is provided so that the develoPmental
pattern of these youth may be Integrated more accurately Into the didactic
material. The relationship of the elementary counselor to other staU members
Is considered.
EDU 628. (Formerly EDU 528.) Instructional Television. Thr ee hour a. A.
Exploration of television as a teaching tool. Theory and Practice of planning
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the utilization of instructional television programs and courses. Emphasis on the
cooperative role of the producer-director. The part of the television-studio
teacher and the television- classroom teacher Is explored. History of educational
television, television research, and the literature in the field are included.
Supervised critical viewing of course segments Is an Integral part of the course.
EDU 631. (Formerly EDU 531.) History of Education. T wo h ours. A.
Brief survey of the history of education In ancient and medieval times with
reference to the contribution of Greece, Rome, and Christianity to modern
education; educational influences of the Renaissance and the Protestant Reformation; the role of the doctrine of formal discipline; educational Influence of
Comenlus, Rousseau, Pestalozzi. Froebel, and Herbart.
EDU 632. (Formerly EDU 532.) History of Education ln the Unlted Statea.
Two hours. A .
Rise and development of public education in the United States with special
emphasis upon the work of Horace Mann: sociological, psychological. and scientific movements in education; desirable education reorganir..atlon: the influence
of John Dewey; brief study of the development of public education In Kentucky.
EDU 636. (Formerly EDU 536.) Philosophy of Education. Two houl'S. I. II.
Meaning and scope of philosophy and education; contrasting philosophies and
conceptions of education; the nature and meaning of education In relation to
the individual and the social order; education and democracy; social progress
and social control; the nature of thinking: educational alms and values: subject
matter and methodology in relation to the educative process; character education; evaluation aiid interpretation of present-day issues and problems In education.
EDU 638. (Formerly EDU 538.) Modern Trends in Educational Philosophy.
Two hours. A.
Prerequisite: EDU 636 or Its equivalent.
A study of alternative philosophies and their Implications f or current educational theory and practice.
EDU 642. (Formerly EDU 542.) Applied Statistical Methods. Two hours. A.
Measurement in psychology and education; frequency distributions: measures
of central tendency; measures of variability; applications of the normal distribution curve; reUablllty and slgnlficance of statistics; testing hypotheses; prediction and errors of prediction: correlation methods; reliability and validity of
tests.
EDU 650. (Formerly EDU 550.) Educational Sociology. Three hours. I, ll.
Re1atlon of sociology to education; sociological problems and their educational
Implications; social groups and institutions in relation to education; social forces
and their significance in society; the sociological determination of educational
objectives; social elements and values in the curriculum; democr acy in school
administration and supervision; essential elements of a socialized educational
program.
EDU 662. (FormerlY EDU 562.) The Role of the Principal. Three hours. I , II.
Prerequisite: EDU 600.
The organization and management of the local school. A study of the v arious
duties, demands, and rcsponsibillties of the principal in providing professional
and educational leadership.
EDU 663. (Formerly EDU 563.) Improvement of Instruction in the Secondary
School. Three h ours. ll.
Aims of the public secondary schools; plans for evaluating curriculum procedures; qualities of good teaching; procedures of evaluating and Improving classroom teaching; methods of making the school a more effective agency.
EDU 664. Investigations In La113uage Arts. Two hours. A .
Designed for graduate students who desire to make a critical study of the
investigative and theoretical literature dealing with th e teaching of l anguage arts
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(listening, spelling, handwriting, oral and written expression) in the elementary
school. Research in the teaching of reading is not included.
ED U 665. (Fom1erly EDU 565.) Investigations in Reading. Two hours. II.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
Individual research and study of Investigative and theoretical literature
dealing with the teaching of reading in the elementary school.
EDU 666. (Formerly EDU 566.) Investigations in Elementary School Mathematics. •rwo hours. A.
Designed for graduate students who desire to make a critical study of the
investigative and theoretical literature dealing with the teaching of mathematics
in the elementary school.
EDU 667. (Formerly EDU 567.) Investigations in the Teaching of Social
Studies. Two hours. A.
Designed for graduate students who desire to make a critical study of the
Investigative and theoretical literature dealing with the teaching of social studies.
EDU 669. (Formerly EDU 569.) Research In Education. Tw o h ours. I, II.
Functions of educational research; types of research and the principal techniques of each type; bibliography; discovering education problems for study;
organization and InterPretation of data; preparing and evaluating resea.r ch reports; class discussions and reading reports.
Required of all graduate students who do not prepare a thesis.
EDU 670. (Formerly EDU 570.) Seminar . One to t hree h ours. A.
Designed for students who are preparing a thesis in partial fulfillment of
the r equirements for the degree of Master of Arts in Education. If the thesis
requirement is waived, EDU 669, Research in Education, is required.
ED U 673. Developmental Reading in the Elementary School. Three bours.
L

Advanced study of methods, materials, and organizational procedures appropriate for the teaching of developmental reading in the elementary school.
EDU 674. Improvement of Language Arts Instruction in the Elementary
SchooL Three hours. A.
Examination of current trends and curriculum problems relating to the
teaching of language arts in the elementary school. Major emphasis is on
listening, oral and written expression, spelling and handwriting. Attention is
not given to the teaching of reading.
EDU 675.

(Formerly EDU 575.) Dlagn.o sls of Reading Problems. Three h ours.

I.
Prerequisite: EDU 354 or Its equivalent.
Theory and Interpretation of diagnostic procedures necessary for the appraisal
of reading problems.
EDU 680. (Formerly EDU 580.) Organization and Supervision of Student
Teaching. Three hours. I.
Prerequisite: Teaching experience.
For school and college personnel concerned with Improving student teaehlng
experiences.
EDU 681. (Formerly EDU 581.) Leadership in Child Study. Two hours. A.
Prerequisite: Masters degree or permission of Chairman of the Department of
Education.
Designed for those who expect to assume leadership roles in helping teachers
understand the behavior of pupils. Both extensive and intensive attention Is
given to methods of observation, the keeping of anecdotal records, selection of
data, home visitation and interPretation.
EDU 682. (Formerly EDU 582.)
velopment. Three hours. A .

Inter-Institutional Seminar in Child De-
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For graduate students who are interested in current research in child development. The dally, aU-day program generally held for two weeks In the summer
Includes lectures, films, large and small group discussions, and committee assignments. Emphasis is placed upon the study of current research and writing
which can be published in the Seminar's annual publication. Registration by permission from Chairman of the Department of Education.
EDU 683. (Formerly 583.) Analysis of Recent Research In Human Development. Three hours. A.
Prereq\tisite: EDU 615.
Designed for graduate students who are Interested In current efforts to
learn more about the behavior of children, and to find ways of utilizing this
knowledge In the educative process. Experiences consist of Individual and group
research Into current and recent exploration and study of factors and processes
which affect the development and learning of children. Evaluation of this research is through critical group discussion in seminar-like atmosphere.
EDU 685. (Formerly EDU 585.) Seminar: Problems In the Supervision of
Student Teaching. Three hours. A.
Prerequisite: EDU 680 and prior or current experience with student teachers.
Designed to provide opportunity for school and college personnel to explore
in depth problems and procedures relating to the supervision of student teaching.
Direct experience will be an aspect of the critical study of Individual and group
problems.
EDU 690. College Teaching. Three hours. A.
Designed for students who are teaching or who expect to teach in junior or
senior colleges. Critical exploration of the major decisions to be made by the
college teacher in the changing scene in higher education. Attention will be
given to knowing students as Individuals and class groups, planning college
courses, practical problems of selecting and guiding learning experiences, using
varied instructional media, evaluating student progress.

HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION
Ned L. Warren, Chairman
The degree of Master of Arts in Education with a major in
Health and Physical Education is supported by courses described
below and professional education course work described earlier.

HEALm (HEA)
REA 588. Workshop in School Health Services. Three hours. A.
Study of school health services, and the relationship to the total health and
school program. Detailed studil' in theory, evaluation techniques, and followup
procedures in the health screening program.
IlEA 597. Workshop in Health Instruction. Thr ee hours. A .
Consideraltion of health problems, and health materials, and development
of a curriculum guide for health instruction in grades 1-12.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (PHE)
PRE 540. (Formerly PHE 340.) Advanced Swimming and Water Leadership. Two hours. II.
Prerequisite: GSP 180 (Swimming) or equivalent. Waived if student can
pass skill test.
Emphasizes advanced sklills and water safety, proper conduct of competitive
swimming meets, pool management, lifeguarding and pool filtration. Red Cross
Instructors (WSI) rating given at completion.
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PHE 562. Physical Education for the Atypical Child. Tw o hours. I, II.
Prerequisite: PHE 320 and 3'25.
Emphasis on conditions pro ducing atypical children; classification of aty.p lcal
cases; purposeful physical education activities for atypical chlldren; and application of adaptive physical education activities.
PRE 568. (Formerly PHE 46 and 468.) Admin:fstration and Organization of
Physical Education. T wo hours. I. II.
Policies and procedures of administration on the elementary and secondary
school level. Emphasis on construction and care ot facilities, equipment, and
supervision of personnel.
PHE 570. (Formerly PRE 470.) Swimmin g and Modern Dance. One to four
hours. A.
Workshop designed for women physical educa·tion teachers who wish to
better acquaint themselves with skills in the conduct of gymnastics, t rack and
field, synchronized swimmin g, and modern dance programs.
PHE 575. (Formerly HEA 475 and PHE 475.) Tests and Measurements In
Physical Education. Three hours. I. II.
Adminis tration and scoring of tests; evaluation and use of results obtained.
PRE 596. (Formerly PHE 496.) Workshop for Elementary Teachers in
Physical Education Activities. Three h ours. A .
Comprehensive review of techniques used In teaching ph ysical education
In the elementary grades. Emphasis placed on health evaluation, fitn ess testing,
rhythmical activities, and game activities, tumbling and self-testing activities.
PHE 598. (Formerly PHE 498.) Athletic Coaching Workshops. Three hours.
A.
Review of fundamentals In coaching basketball, football, baseball and track
andl field on both secondary and college levels. Includes lectures and demonstrations on offensive and defensive techniques.
PHE 599.

(Formerly PHE 499.) Implementing Physical Fitness. Three hours.

A.
Designed to assist physical education teachers in acquiring further competency In conduct of fitness activities In a typical elementary and secondary
sch'Ool situation . Emphasis placed on review of fundlamentals of testing, inte rpretation, and program planning.
PRE 649. (Formerly PHE 549.) Advanced Study in History, Principles,
and Modem Trends in Ph,y.slcal Education. Three hours• .I.
Rev1ew of history a.n d pri nciples and their application to new trends in
thts field. Resea<rch project required.
PHE 650. (Formerly PHE 550.) Curriculum Design in Physical Education.
Three hours. I .
Problems relating to design of programs in physical education. Curriculum
project developed by each student.

PHE 651. (Formerly PHE 551. ) Equipmen t and• Facilities in Physical Education. Two hours. n.
Problems relating to the programming of equipment and! facUlties. Visits to
and evaluation of surrounding facilities.
PHE 662.

(Formerly PHE 562.) Adapted Physical Education. Three hours.

II.
B asic principles of a good adapted p rogram for handicapped students. Project
will be required of each student.
PHE 669. (Formerly PHE 569.) Organization and Administration of Athletics. Three hours. A .
Administrative problems of high school and college a thletics. Considers
staff, program, budget, safety, insurance, faclllties, and other p hases of administration.
PHE 680. (Formerly PRE 580.) Interpreta tion ot Data in Physical Education.
Three hours. tl.
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Stat1stieal interpretation of physical education data.
statiStics required.

Written reports using

PHE 691 . (Formerly PHE 591.) Independent P roblems in Physical Education. Three hou.rs. I .
Each student will solve a problem relating to his profession. The solution
will be accomplished by using proper research techniques and through scheduled
conferences.

RECREATION (REC)
REC 501. (CL) Community Recreation. Three hours. J, ll.
Community organization for recreation. Administrative practiees; legal
aspects, principles of program, recruiting, selecting leaders, personnel practice,
and public relations.

LIBRARY SCIENCE (LID)
Juanita Phillips, Chairman
LIB 500. (Formerly LIB 311; School Library Management.) Organization
and Administration of the School Library. Three hours. I, n.
Prerequisite: Admission to the Teacher Education Program.
Philosophy, objectives, and administration of the library in the elementary
and secondary schools.
LIB 501.

I,

n.

(Formerly LIB 401.)

Young People's Literature.

Three hours.

For teachers and librarians planning to work with young people. Emphasis
placed on library materials to supplement school curriculum and encourage
recreational reading in grades 7-12. Stresses reading interests, levels, and needs
of young people, including types of adult materials suitable for more mature
students and problems of selection.
LIB 521. (Formerly LIB 321.) Reference. Three hours. I, II.
Provides information for satisfactory use of library resources. Stresses
essential reference works Including dictionaries, encyclopedias, atlasses, yearbooks, periodical Indexes, and the more important subject and trade bibliographies.

LIB 531.

I,

n.

(Formerly LIB 331.) Classification and Cataloging. Three hours.

Fundamental p rinciples and methods of classification and cataloging of
books and r elated materials. Attention is centered on classification and catalogIng of school library books.
Skill in typing Is necessary.
LIB 5U. (Formerly LIB 441.) School Library Practice. Three hours. I. II .
Prerequisite: LIB 301, 500, 521, and 531, and others except as may be taken
at the same time as this course.
Library practice designed to give the trainee practical experience in many
phases of school library service including circulation routines, teaching
children the use of reference materials, and assisting In the ca taloging of new
books and materials. Readlng guidance, story telling, and the organization
of unit materials are stressed.
LIB 551. Reading Interests and Advanced Book Selection. Three hours. A.
The role of reading in the educative process; reading habits and interests
of groups and individuals; selection of readable materials. Methods of working
with children and young adults in the school library; study in depth of titles
suitable for chUdren and young adults.

LIB 563. (Fonnerly LIB 463, Instructional Materials for the School Library.)
Preparation of Instructional Media. Three hours. ll.
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Selection and preparation of free and Inexpensive materials; displays (boards:
bulletin, flannel, magnetic, chalk, posters); graphics (maps, graphs, charts,
diagrams); and models.
Lm 569. (Formerly Lm 369, Audio-VIsual Methods.) Instructional Media.
Three hours. I, II.
Philosophy and techniques of the effective utlliz.ation of inst ructional media.
Emphasis is on slides, tape and disc recordings, films, filmstrips, transparencies.
programmed instruction. and the operation of equipment for presenting such
media.
Lm 607. (Formerly Lm 507.) Problems in Library Science. One to three
hours. A.
Prerequisite: Approval of advisor and chairman of the Department of
Library Science.
Designed for graduate students who wish to do independent work on a
problem In Library Science, or who wish to enroll in a special workshop or
seminar focusing on a particular topic.

LIB 609. History of Books. Three hours. A.
Considers the records of early man, invention of the alphabet, manuscript
books, and the making of books from earliest times to the present. Acquaints
the student with the techniques and standards for the appraisal of the physical
book.

PSYCHOLOGY (PSY)
J ames A. Lee, Chairman
The Psychology Departmen t will offer a Master of Science
Degree in Psychology to begin with the fall semester, 1968. Areas
of emphasis are Clinical and School P sychology. Programs require
approximately two years graduate preparation.
S PECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS *:

F or Admission-A minimum of five Psychology courses: Introductory, S tatistics, Experimental, and two other acceptable to
the Admissions Committee.
Normally a standing of 3.0 for the Junior and Senior years
and an overall undergraduate standing of 2.5.
Satisfactory letters of r ecommendation from three instructors,
two in Psychology and one from an outside area.
All application materials should be received by March 15.
Notification of admission and assistantships will be made by April
1. Students will be expected to make a binding acceptance by
April 15. S tudents applying later may be accepted as space is
available.
The advanced test in Psychology of the GRE exam is required
before or during the first semester of graduate work.
For Degr ee-Completion of all degree requirements is expected
within a six-year pt!riod of time.
*Students must also meet the general requirements of the Graduate School.
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P SY 500. Social Psychology. Three hours. I, II.
Prerequlslte: PSY 211.
The behavior of Individuals in relation to personality. social. and cultural
systems.
PSY 507.

(Formerly PSY 503.) Problems in Psychology. One-three hours.

A.
Prerequisite: PSY
Qualified students
of psychology for one,
on nature and extent
a formal paper.

211, 213, and approval of instructor.
may outline and study a definite problem in some area
two, or three hours of credlt. Amount of credit depends
of the problem studled. Results must be presented In

P SY 510. Psychology of Individual Differences. Three hours. I, II.
Prerequisite: PSY 211 and 302.
Study and application of the facts of human variability including differences and factors related to differences in such areas as age, sex, class.
Intelligence, and achievement.
PSY 511. (Formerly PSY 410) Psychology of the Exceptional Child. Three
hours. I, II.
Prerequisite: PSY 211.
Psychological problems of children having superior or inferior Intellec tual
ability. Includes examination of research studies, procedures in Identification
of exceptional children, and assessment of their potentials and limitations. Social adjustment of such children is considered.
PSY 590. Survey of Clinical Psychology. Three h ours. I.
Prerequisite: Consent of Instructor.
Introduction to elinkal psychology including methods, professional role.
ethical and legal aspects.
PSY 601. (F ormerly PSY 501.) Theories of Personality. Three hours. I.
Prerequisite: PSY 211 and 401 or consent of instructor.
Contrast and comparison of major theories. A synthesis of these theories
is made by each Individual, after which the inter-relationship between personallty
and environment Is studied.
P SY 602. (Formerly PSY 502.) Counseling Psychology. Three hours. II.
Prerequlslte: PSY 211 and 601.
A survey of counseling methods and concepts. Consideration of research
findings and problems.
P SY 617. (Formerly EDU 517.) Individual Intelllgence Testing. Three
hours. II.
Prerequisite: PSY 211 and 302 (or equivalent) and consent of lnsh·uctor.
Designed to bulld proficiency in administering and understanding individual
intelligence tests. Includes study of purposes of lndlvidual Intelligence tests,
their make-up, and directions for administering. Each student is required to
administer tests to several children or adolescents and to Interpret test findlngs.
*P SY 620. Statistics. Three hou rs. I.
P rerequisite: P sychology 213.
Theory and practice in U1e analysis and interpretation of psychological
measurements.
PSY 621. Prosemlnar I. Two h ours. I .
Prerequisite: Consent of Instructor.
Basic concepts, methods and current developments In selected areas of
psychology.
*PSY 620-699 inclusive represents the approved offering for the M.S. programs in school and clinical psychology and will not be offered prior to the
academic year, 1968-69.
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(Formerly Psychology 601) Theories of Personality. Three h ours.

Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Theories relating the structure. function and development of the individu al
to hls dynamic behavior.
PSY 624. (Formerly P sychology 617) Individual Intelligence Testing. Three
h ours. I, U .
P rerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Theory, suppol'ting evidence. and practice of individual measw·ement of
intelligence. and communication skills.
PSY 625. Personality Assessment. Two h ours. I.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
History, theory, administration and Interpretation of selected projective and
nonproj ectlve personality tests.
PSY 626. Professional Conce.r ns. One hour. I.
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor.
Consideration of ethical and related problems of psychologists.
PSY 640. P r oseminar II. Two hours. U.
Prerequisite: Psychology 621.
Continuation of Psychology 621.
PSY 641. Psychopathology and Abnormal Psychology. Three hours. II.
Prerequisite : Psychology 622.
Description of symptoms and dynamics of psychological disorders with consideration of cause, development, modification and prevention.
PSY 642. P rojective Techniques I. Three h ours. U.
Prerequisite : P sychology 624.
History, theory, and rationale of projective techniques; administration and
interpretation of the Thematic Apperception Test; and some famlllarity with
the Rorschach Inkblot Test.
PSY 643. Practicum I: General. Three h ours. II.
P rereq uisite: Psychology 624 and 642.
Supervised practice in individual intelligence tests and personality assessment.
PSY 644. Counseling and Psychotherapy. Three h ours. U .
P r erequisite: Psychology 641.
Survey of theories, principles and techniques with application to Individuals
and groups.
P SY 660. Practicum II. Clinical Psychology. Two h ours. A .
Prer equisite: P sychology 643, 644, 661.
Supervised practice in counseling/Psychotherapy and advanced testing to
include the Rorschach Inkblot Test.
PSY 661. P rojective Techniques II: Clinical Psychology. Three h ours. I .
P rerequisite : Psychology 641, 642.
A continuation of Rorschach theory, method, practice and interpretation.
PSY 662. Research I. Two h ours. A.
A laboratory course devoted to Instrumentation , formulation of problems
and orientation to research methods.
PSY 663. Practicum II. School Psychology. Tw o hours. I .
Prerequ isite: Psychology 643, 644.
Supervised practice in counseling/psychotherapy and advanced testing.
PSY 680. Advanced Child and Exceptional Child. Tw o hours. I .
P rerequisite: Psychology 622, 640.
Theoretical issues and practical problems in intellectual, social, pel'ceptual,
physical and personality development with implications for education and adjustment.
PSY 681. Principles of Learning and Motivation. Three hours. 1.
Prerequisite: Psychology 640.
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Principles and supporting evidence in each area with emphasis on human
application.
PSY 682. Social, Cultural and Family Dynamics. Three h ours. A.
Prerequisite: Psychology 622, 640.
Interaction of the Individual with groUPS to include the effects of family
structure and minority status.
PSY 683. Advanced Tests and Measurements. Two h ours. I .
P rerequisite: Psychology 620, or 621.
Selected survey and application of groUP and Individual tests used in both
school and clinical settings.
PS Y 684. Practicum ill: Clinical Psychology. Five h ours. II.
Prerequisite: Psychology 660.
Supervised clinical practice toward assuming full responsibility for psychological evaluations and psychotherapeutic procedures.
PSY 685. Practlcum III. School Psychology. Three h ou rs I .
Prerequisite: Psychology 663.
Supervised experience towar d assuming full responsibility for case evaluations, presentations and therapeutic procedures.
P SY 686. Research II. Tw o hours. I .
Prerequisite: Psychology 662.
The investigation of independent problems under staff supervision.
PSY 687. Independent Work in Psychology. One-Three h ours. A.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Student responsibiUty for conceptuallzatlon and investigation of a research
problem and drawing formal conclusions.
P SY 699. Internship. No credit. A.
Prerequisite: Consent of student's conunittee.
Intensive supervised practice in approved setting.
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GRADUATE PROGRAM
REQUEST FOR APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
Mr.
Mrs.
Name in full: Miss ----·-----·····---·-----········-·····-------·····---·-----·-----·---------- --------------(Last)

(First)

(Middle)

Address:
(Number and Street)

(city)

(state)

Do you have a baccalaureate degree?

(zip code)

yes ___ ___________________no......................

Institution granting degree -·--·--·---·----·------·------------··-·--··-······-···················-····
Address ---······-·---·---------·--··----··-····-·--·········-·-------------------------·-·-·-·--·--····················
Do you require housing accommodations? yes __________________ no................. .
Type ----------····-········---··--····-··---···-········ Married __________________ Single..................

Request for admission forms and/or information should be
addressed to:
Dean of the Graduate School
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
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